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CIOATAN TURNS UP THE HEAT 

BY MIKE C. AND ROWAN 

The Globe Forest is situated on the steep 
slopes of the mountains of Blowing Rock, North 
Carolina, making up part of the Pisgah National 
Forest. Because of the difficult terrain, many of 
these areas were not cut by logging companies 
in the past, but now they've come in to take 
what remains with a plan to cut over 200 acres 
of mature hardwoods, including a patch of old 
growth forest . 

A decade ago, loggers clear-cut a nearby area 
called Frankum Creek and polluted the water 
so badly that it resulted in fish kills, eventually 
requiring stream rehabilitation. The Forest 
Service is assisting the timber companies and 
hunting interests by calling this a plan to 
create "early successional habitat" and "wildlife 
enhancement." The doublespeak is so amazing 
that they are even designating stands to be cut 
as "future old growth," promising that next time 
they won't cut them down. 

Despite a large opposition by the residents of 
Blowing Rock, including going through a formal 
appeals process, the Forest Service only made 
some small appeasements, changing it from a 
clear cut to a two-aged cut, and removing one 
section of old growth. 

Many of these trees are hundreds of years old, 
including one Chestnut Oak that is aged at 328 
years (seeded in the year 1682), which is older 
than many of the towns in North Carolina. 
When we think of Earth First! campaigns to save 
forests, we imagine the majestic Redwoods of 
tl;le West Coast, but before the white man came 
here, a majority of the forests existed in the 
East. Today, of all the 200 year-old trees, only 

1.92 percent of them exist on the East Coast, 
and to make matters worse, the Forest Service 
in the Southeast is still selling our old-growth to 
timber companies. 

The mainstream environmental groups have 
exhausted most of their resources trying to 
appeal to the Forest Service in all the approved 
of channels, so Croatan Earth First! has decided 
to step up. After our first demonstration and 
a successful action camp in October, we have 
created a steady and growing presence to let 
the Forest Service know that we are serious and 
committed to stopping the logging of Globe in 
the Pisgah National Forest. 

We've put on bi-weekly demonstrations at 
their main office allowing us more visibility 
and momentum. Our first demonstration had 
about fifteen folks, two bullhorns and a bunch 
of signs reading "Not One Stick," "Forest 
Service = Timber Lackeys" and "Earth First: 
We're Trouble." During each demonstration, EF! 
representatives held hour-long conversations 
inside with the forest supervisor, but she was 
unresponsive to our demands. Our friends 
informed her that if we couldn't work it out in 
the office we'd work it out in the woods. Our 
demands are plain and simple: a complete 
cancellation of the Globe timber sale, a re
evaluation of any forest plan that includes 
changing mature forests into early successional 
habitat, a No More Roads policy in North 
Carolina's National Forests, and a policy 
against cutting all old-growth forests in North 
Carolina. Our press releases and demands were 
published in Asheville's papers, The Citizen 
Times and Mountain Xpress. 
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20 YEARS AGO AN EXPWSION FUJED 

THE SKY AND CHANGED EAKI11 FIRSI'! 

I can barely believe it was 20 years ago, because 
the events are so fresh in my mind. Of course, I've 
always said that I was about as close to the bomb 
exploding in Judi Bari's car on May 24, 1990 as I could 
have been without being in the car myself. I was 
at work in Berkeley, and got a call from Kelpie, my 
roommate and fellow activist, that something ter
rible had happened. Judi and Darryl Cherney had 
been taken to Highland Hospital in Oakland, Califo
nia badly injured by a bomb explosion. I had been at 
a Redwood Summer organizing meeting at the Seeds 
of Peace house just the night before, and Judi, Darryl 
and fellow musician George Shook were planning to 
go to Santa Cruz for a Redwood Summer roadshow 
event on the University of California Santa Cruz 
campus. A few minutes before noon, Judi made a lane 
change, triggering the motion device attached to the 
pipe bomb that had been planted unseen under her 
driver's seat. The force of the explosion drove the seat 
springs up into her body, pulverizing her pelvis and 
nearly killing her. 

When I got to the hospital-before the crowds ar
rived and after driving like a proverbial bat out of hell 
on city streets-! was taken downstairs by FBI agents 
and Oakland police to answer questions. Initially, 
this seemed routine. Ask questions-that's what the 
police are supposed to do after a bomb nearly kills 
someone, right? Because I figured they were Bay Area 
cops and wouldn't necessarily know what had been 
transpiring behind the Redwood Curtain, I told them 
this seemed to be the culmination of what had been 
unfolding in our lead-up to Redwood Summer. Our 
campaign, dubbed "The Timber Wars," was heating 
up and activists had been receiving increasingly fre
quent and virulent threats-Judi in particular. The 

continued on page 19 
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The Radical Environmental Journal 

Old EnerniesG ,. 
False solutions are lumbering to- Government, industry and cor-

ward us from above. The Obama ad- porations are all piggybacking this 
ministration and its industry allies "green" cultural inertia to slip their 
are implementing their vision of profit margins out of the impend
environmental reform, and it stinks ing noose of carbon dioxide re
of development, infrastructure and striction and the realities of peak 
resource extraction. everything. As radical environmen-

The Obama age presents the lat- talists, we are faced with the same 
est serving of false hope and solu- challenge originally presented by 
tions. It's been a tough time for an- the Obama campaign: debunk
archists and radicals in the US. Our ing false solutions that fill an eco
critiques of power · and capital are minded public full of hope. 
often overshadowed by the specter Why would we stop the construe-
of some new America. tion of a power plant that "seques-

They say, "Hope!" We say, "Same ters" carbon dioxide? Why would 
shit, different day." we interfere with genetically modi-

Floating on the inflated promise fied trees that could trap green
of change and progress, a palpable house gases? Why are we protesting 
eco-awareness has taken form in the a da!Jl--that could provide "clean" 
public fervor surrounding climate energy? Why will we- never be ap
change, energy and sustainability. peased by new ref.mrri? _ 
People make minor lifestyle changes, Our answer is simple: "Same 
and wait eagerly for the State to pro- bullshit, different technology." 
vide a techno-panacea of develop- The blatant contrast between 
ment to somehow save the planet, EF!ers and the average environ-
without threatening the comfort and mentalist has always been apparent 
co~v~nience of life under capitalism. in these questions, but the frame 
It is in this consciousness that we has shifted. Progress is no longer 
find a new front in the battle for all just an end in itself; it's now prog
things wild. It is here that the behe- ress that can save the world. Poli
moth of global capital fights to keep cy-makers have capitalized on this 
both nature and technology under insidious mentality to ensure fu-

-- - '11s-cloalt-11:1"s=here-that-we wi-11-expose-----tur-e-tiecades of environmental tyr
the liar-leviathan and declare that anny. For this, we too must make 
Mother Earth will never be safe un- adjustments to our strategies, fur
der global capitalism. A society based ther diversify our tools and tactics, 
on the destruction of the Earth will and clearly locate our movement 
never be sustainable! on the map of resistance. We can-
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not let these false solutions rob us 
of potential allies-people living in 
the communities that are trashed 
by the industries we oppose, in the 
factories of poisoned workers, in 
the law offices of paper-pushers, 
and in anyone ready to take ac
tion. We must meet them with an
swers that demand the importance 
of Deep Ecology and direct action. 

We are given here an opportuni
ty. False solutions give us the inroad 
to show that environmentalism is 
a struggle of the people, or rather 
that a people's struggle must be en
vironmentalist; the same capital
ist system that al,i.~nates, separates 
and exploits people al~o . destroys 
the very land that supp<;ms our in
herent humap:cr·~nd ,B-Jt!~al needs 
for food, wat.~r'arid/Ge~i;),om . Even 

~ *-"' "green" cap~~~lism E;Xis~s:· only tore-
produce an_d,tight,e)i)ts.exploitative 
stranglehold over)evirything, people 
and nature alike. 

Through edu.;:atp'}l~ ourselves and 
otheq, bui . ~ ·· relationships 
acros l · d borders, and 
sta arity with every-
on : ... . gle against capi-
tali~m a~d ::etocide, our collec
tive~· · vqi& ·.Will thunder through 
the ea.Il);,<;?llS and the forests, echo 
in the oceans and skies when they 
ask of our solution and we bellow, 
"No compromise! Keep it wild!" 

-Kenton & Ludwig 
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Taking Action to Stop Montana's Otter Creek Coal Lease 
BY NoRTHERN Roc KIEs RISING 

TIDE 

The Otter Creek coal tracts sit 
under the pristine Otter Creek 
valley in Southeastern Montana 
in the northern portion of the 
Powder River Basin. For thirty 
years, farmers and ranchers have 
opposed developing the tracts, 
which were turned over to state 
ownership through a federal 
deal to prevent a gold mine just 
north of Yellowstone National 
Park. For the past nine months 
the fight over Otter Creek built 
a statewide front, and the issue 
came to a head on the day the 
Montana Land Board approved 
the lease. 

On that day, five activists with 
Northern Rockies Rising Tide 
(NRRT) shut down the meet
ing of the Montana State Land 
Board in Helena, Montana, tem
porarily halting the lease of 5 72 
million tons of state-owned coal. 
Following more than two hours 
of public comment regarding the 
leasing of Otter Creek Coal, Sec
retary of State Linda McCulloch 
moved to accept the bid. Activ
ists rushed the front of the land 
board meeting room, locked 
down to each other, chanted, 
"You're not listening! Hands off 
Otter Creek!" and refused to 
leave until the decision to accept 
the bid was tabled indefinitely. 
Afte r halting'the oidding process 
for nearly an hour, all five were 
fin ally arrested and taken to the 
Lewis and Clark Coun ty jail on 
charges of disorderly conduct . 

After the sit-in was broken up 
by the police, the land board 
u nfort un ately proceed ed to 
award the lease to mine the Ot
ter Creek coal tracts to Ark Land 
Company- a subsidiary of min
ing industry giant Arch Coal, 
Inc.-for just under $86 million, 
or 15 cents per ton of coal (that's 
drastically below the going rate 
in nearby Wyoming). 

After spending months sub
mitting public comments, writ
ing letters to the editor, testify
ing in front of the land board, 
and taking all possible action 
within official channels, op
ponen ts of the lease (ranchers, 
high school students, environ
mental justice advocates and 
other Montana citizens) real
ized what they had suspected 
all along: the process for leas
ing state lands in Montana is far 
from democratic. 

Montanans from every corner 
of the state have overwhelm
ingly vocalized their opposi
tion to the lease through public 
comments, demonstrations and 
the country's first high school 
walkout in opposition to coal, 
but three of the five members 
o{ the Land Board-Governor 
Schweitzer, Secretary of State 
Linda McCulloch and State Au
ditor Monica Lindeen-refused 
to stand up to the pressure of 
"King Coal." 

Arguments for halting the Ot
ter Creek coall_ease ran the gam-

ut, from students refusing to ac
cept funds from the sale to the 
destruction of the pristine Otter 
Creek Valley to the way of life 
for the people who live there. 
In particular, the NRRT activists 
argued that the impact burning 
Otter Creek coal would have on 
climate change was not taken 
into account. Governor Sch
weitzer refused to allow activ
ists to talk about climate change 
and claimed that the issue was 
about mining coal, not burning 
it. (Hard to see his logic there. 
What else do you do with coal?) 

The Otter Creek coal tracts are 
arranged in a "checkerboard" land 
ownership pattern, and the state 
of Montana owns half of the 
tracts while the rest are owned 
by Great Northern Properties . coal and other hydrocarbons 
Great Northern Properties' por- if we are to avert a total global 
tion of the tracts was leased to disaster is no hearsay. "This 
Arch Coal in November. Overall, is where the rubber meets the 
the Otter Creek tracts contain road" in terms of climate change, 
about 1.3 billion tons of coal. according to Nobel laureate and 

Opponents also argued that University of Montana professor 
the development of the Otter Steve Running. "If we can't stop 
Creek tracts would send Mon- it here, we won't stop it at all." 
tana down a slippery slope, ulti- The land containing the Ot
mately leading to a windfall of ter Creek coal reserves belongs 
strip mining operations replete to the Montana State School 
with the usual environmental Trust. The State of Montana 
and social catastrophes. Of par- owns six million acres of such 
ticular note, there is very little land and leases out this land 
railroad infrastructure in the for various ventures such as re
northern Powder River Basin. By source extraction projects, cat- doheJo protest the co 
leasing the Otter Creek tracts, tie grazing allotmen~s and even . _ ~ ~uilt ill _E,.as~. 
the Montana state· governm ent .,. a few wind farms. According to ' Ne:rtnerfl Cheyen . a I ere 
guaranteed the construction the Montana State Constitu- for the first time ever the tribal 
of the Tongue River Railroad, tion, 95 percent of the money government is pro-c~ii1. The 
which will open up the northern from these leases must directly tribe is being promised hundreds 
Powder River Basin to massive fund the K-12 school system of jobs to boost their economy, 
coal development while ruin- while the five percent left over but what the mine company is 
ing the way of life enj oyed by goes directly to the permanent failing to tell them is those jobs 
farmers and ranchers in the area. trust . But, in a slippery slight of are only going to last as long as 
The northern Powder River Ba- the legislative hand, money gar- the coal, or about thirty years. 
sin alon e, discluding Wyoming's nered from. public land leases The environmental impacts are 
portion of the Powder River Ba- rarely ever funds public schools. devastating and will last much 
sin contains approximately nine In reality, the legislature simply longer than the mine. 

••T HIS IS WHE~E THE RUBBER MEETS THE ROAD, 
IF WE CAN T STOP IT HERE, , ,, 

WE WONT STOP IT AT ALL. 
percent of the entire world's 
coal reserves. 

Developing mines in the Otter 
Creek valley would not only dev
astate the communities through 
which the Tongue River Railroad 
will pass. Most of the coal from Ot
ter Creek will probably be burned 
outside of the United States. Faced 
with the possibility of national 
climate legislation and carbon 
caps, Arch officials-who are 
always on the forefront of inno
vative corporate solutions-said 
in November that they will ship 
their coal to expanding ·Asian 
markets where they won't have 
to worry about such progressive 
restraints on the free market. 

When the coal is burned, it 
will release a staggering 2.6 bil
lion tons of carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere. The fact that we 
must immediately stop burning 

decreases the funding available 
for schools from the general 
fund by the same amount that 
goes into the school fund. 

On the same day the land 
board approved the Otter Creak 
lease, Federal District Judge Mal
loy ironically suspended 38,000 
acres of oil and gas leases in 
Montana on the grounds of eli~ 
mate change. The ruling is the 
result of a lawsuit filed by the : 
Montana Environmental Infor
mation Center, the Oil and Gas 
Accountability Project and Wild 
Earth Guardians. -

The fight against the Otter 
Creek mine continues. We esti-
mate the mine will get rolling 
in five to .seven years, and that 
should leave plenty' of tfme for 

. environmental assessments, 
public organizing and, of course, 
direct action. · 

With all of th ese horrible 
even t s happening and next to 
ncr on e trying to stop them, 
some students at Big Sky High 
School acted. On February 9, 
about 30 students walkt;!d out of 
class 10 minutes ·early to protest 
and raise awareness of the heart
br~ak happening in our state. 

The money from _ leasing the 
land is ~upposed · to go tmyards 

· schoolsf but as we do 
·''· ,-~ ' ' i 

not Want books · 

- .. 
~ 
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lf:il was gone. .. E. · .. Now, as ti~~ goes 
_ · . .· vy, · the movernf{l;t>:' has 

f£ .. ·!:~~~ ~~~~=-~::: 
_ _ environmental groups 

in Germany fighting 
within the system, orga
nizing travels to n~ture, 
educating .. 
icritical '-'-''·'"u'"~' 
got those 

' ing in civil 
.:we got liree11.01 

:;;Friends of the 
I can see the 
EF! must fit in. 

EF! Journal and I'm not 
interested in subscribing 
electronically and finally 
I believe that this is all 
sick. Despite having said 
this, I do ,download a lot 
for free, useful things like 
Bonanza or The Avengers. 

The war in former Yu
goslavia has shown that 
all this is going to break 
down within a few days 
in case of a real crisis. It all 
depends on electricity. 

So keep on printing 
despite all obstacles. It is 
hard work. But at least 
you can read the printed 
EF! Journal any time you 
wish and everywhere, pass 
it on to other interested 
persons and you don't 
have to be a comput
er expert to leave 1.10, . 
traces about yow; r~~d~ !~ 
ing patterns. Printed 
literature is nowadays 
the least censored form 
of mass communication. 
Fortunately it is also legally 
well-protected compared 
to other forms of publish
ing becatlse of lc;mg battl,es 
against <;:ensorship\ iJ:i. the 
past. ·· · 

Yours, 

itself "Earth First" 
ment is so free to be · confu~ With 
erarchy and environmental advocacy 
EF! No other group Earth First!) is 
to be ~ . able · , proposing to start dumping 
app.ro- \ , trash in the heart of Fort 

tions ~ Wayne's southside . on 
a~ked \ Pontiac street. Opponents 
these. \. ·.'these · and residents have called 
writers t and[~~ink- . · the proposed · dt.1mp 

ers that gave:::: ·EF!'s · · "environmental racism." 
current ethics, l~~ Der- This is clearly a human 
rick Jensen, John. Zerzan rights abuse, and I think 
or (enter your favourite everybody in northeast 
author) are barely even Indiana needs to stand 
published here, especially up for the residents of 
not in a translate4 form the Southside. Feel free to 
(don't underestimate the Ian- email Mayor Tom Henry at 
guage problem). . ·· · mayor@cityoffortwayne. 

EF! must org, or better yet give him 
have a forum a call at (260)-427-1111 
in Germany, or Deputy mayor Greg 
a place where Purcell at greg.purcell@ 
people can share cityoffortwayne.org or 
ideas and inspir~ give him a call at the 
and connect with same number. Please · 
each other: · A cui~ · ·email - city -·counCil 
ture of resistance · at citycouncil@ 
is only able to 
spread when peopl~ 
start thinking 
the 
ness of issues. 
lization is a threat 
big you can hardly 
it on the screen! 
furthe_r contact, mail 

efgermanycontact@ · 
g~oglemail.com 

For ~he Earth, . . . 
'..:;· . ~~EBASTI~ GQERIG ~¥ATTHEW jEHL 

tion of free thinkers and 
independently minded 
folk who live on the land, 
to some doctrinaire soft 
left BS that would seem 
perfect for high school pol
iticians. From the detail of 
your anti-oppressive pro
cess, the amount of time 
you spent trying to protect 
trees would be very small 
to the amount of time you 
engage in intense counsel-

~ 0 0 

ling and attacking white 
men (like Edward Abbey 
for instance). Maybe you 
should change your name 
to "Counselling and 
Group Think First, Trees 
2nd!" (but maybe third 
after feminism or anti
racism). Time to move 
on from the white men 
are evil trip (so old and so 
done to death) and real
ize that the biggest chop
pers of logs are probably 
Asians these days. Those 
original Earth First!ers 
who loved wild nature 
must be turning in their 
graves when they see 
what a tepid, neurotic 
organization Earth First! 
has become-! am sure 
there is something con
structive you can do for 
the forests, but please do 

not coun-

depressed 
enough with- · 
out listening to 
middle-class guilt. 
should start a new 
ganization-you are 
not representative 
the spirit of Earth first!. ·~ 
You are representative 
of a .politically correct 
tyranny that cares more. 
about criticizing people · 
with white skin th~n it 
does in protecting for
ests_. Wake up people. 
-WILLIAM MATHIESON 

Dear Shit Fer Brains, to not knowing what we 
First of all I just want were allegedly planning 

to say thanks for continu- because it never hap
ing to provide the infor- pened as we were arrested 
mation you do. The EF! (pre-emptive strike!), but 
Journal is my only source they figured we were up 
for the environmental to something. The rest 
struggle, the only other of the two days was the 
information I currently prosecution questioning 
have is the lies of the gov- us about random pieces 
ernment. I am also writ- of paper in our pockets, 
ing because I have been and listening to tapped 
sitting in the Michigan phone conversations. It's 
Department of Correc- Eerie to hear yourself talk 

tions for the past two through the secret ears 
years, and have been of the police. The trial 
seeing the damage was then ad journed un
of the environ- til August 24th (!) when 
ment while others we will have three more 
continue on with days of trial, and will 

blinders to what's probably finish. While 
happening. We have the five month adjourn
had warmer than nor- ment gives us a good 
mal winters and shorter bit of breathing room, it 
cooler summers fQr this also leaves the two of us 
area. Mariy say, "Oh it's · in a legal limbo, but at 
Michigan, if you don't the least we are free and 
like the weather wait ten are trying to get back 
minutes, it'll change," or, to our lives. Thanks so 
"It's Michigan, you can't much for all your sup
predict the weather." port and letters while I 
These are the extti,ses of was in jail, it has been 
those who see w~ats hapc really nice to get . good 
pening but p~~J~~l to solidarity from - ~~.ross 
be blind. I'm Si~ of it. the ocean. We wroie a 
I love~the Earth~ .. feel longer letter and pQJted 
at home in th · le 'of it on the Climat~,.;J.us-
the woods. It's ·that tice Action websi(~ ·so 
we need to get more pea:·· ·-check it out if youwant 
pie to realize thispr our to ·no more, www. 
grandchildren • t . ;,:.~:,yen Cl,IMATE-JUSTCE-~O.~'<:,~~G. 
our children w1 .... . v~ in Solidarity with al~ 
a barely hospitab~e world cal prisoners! ... · 
or we won't suffi\Te'"at all -Rocisi.lbE 
because Mother . Nature c;openhagen, Denmali 
will take control ~th-an

other ice age qfi S'uch 
high temperatures it 
will burn. If you or 
anybody else has any
thing I can doJ<;> h~Ip 
please let m~ ,~ow. I 
can no longer wait arid 

· watch. I need tohelp. 
-RYAN A. STEWARD 

ACF 
38 Fourth St. 

Coldwater, MI 49036 

Dear Shit Fer Brains, 
I wanted to write and 

give you wonderful 
EF!ers a quick update on 
how my trial is going 
over here in Copenha
gen. March 16 and 19 
my co-defendant Tash 
and I had the first two 
days · of our frial, and 
things are going pretty 
well so far. (For those 
not in the know, we 
were both arrested dur
ing the COP15 in Co
penhagen last Septem
ber and imprisoned for 
25 days, after which we 
were charged with sup
posedly organizing "vi
olent" demonstrations 
along with five other 

people who will be tried 
separately at a later date 

.yet unknown.) Right off 
the bat our ninja law
yers got one of our se
rious terrorism charges 
dropped (planning to 
destr9y public infra

structure), and got 
. all charges reduced 
to "attempted." 

The prosecution is pret
ty inept, and admitted 

Dear EF!J, 
I received your letter. I 

haven't got the EF! Joitmal 
yet, but I want to thank 
you for the free subsCrip
tion. That really means a 
lot to me. To so many in 
sodety, those of us who 
have screwed up and end
ed up behind a fence are 
merely another inmate 
number, men without 
faces. Your consideration 
goes against the norm. 
Here's a couple of facts 
you may already know, 
but, if not, you may be in
terested in. 

One drop of mercury 
is enough to contami
nate 20 acres of water. 
One pound of mercury 
will contamiriate SOO,UOO 
pounds of fish. In South 
Carolina, a state where 
eating fish caught in most 
(if not all) of its waters is 
advised against, due to a 
mercury advisory, plans 
exist to build an electric 
plant called the Pee Dee 
coal-fired electric plant, 
which will emit an esti
mated 138 pounds of mer
cury annually. Brilliant! 

On the lighter side of 
things, I was reading an 
article in Revolver maga
zine about tattoos and 
they said Eddie Vedder 
has the Earth First! em
blem tattooed on him. 
Once again, thanks! 

Namaste, 
-MICHAEL 

THANKS 7U PRISONER LAWSON STRICK

LAND FOR TilE BEAUTIFUL BIRD SKETCH! 



At the 2009 Round River Randy, people spoke up about situations in which they felt that offensive language was used. In a personal response, Ben Rosenfeld 
submitted "Team STUFITT" to the Earth First! Journal. The EF! Journal Collective at the time chose not to print it on the grounds that it was an insensitive 
approach to a sensitive issue. Rosenfeld responded by submitting an article on censorship, and it was also omitted from the Samhain, November-December, 2009 
edition of the EF! Journal. 

The cu"ent EF! Journal Collective deliberated at length about the benefits and pitfalls of printing these two pieces. It was not a whimsical decision, and our 
consensus was based on several factors . 

The EF! Journal is a reflection of the movement, and in the movement it's blatantly clear that there are differing opinions on stancklrds of "political co"ect
ness." Rosenfeld's pieces exemplify a broader internal conflict that many EF!ers are familiar with. We have little to gain from ignoring our conflicting values and 
everything to learn by exploring and respectfully discussing them. We feel that the EF! Journal Collective should not decide who or what is a valid part of Earth 
First!. The EF! Journal needs to be defined by Earth First!ers, it is the voice of our movement! 

We included "Team STUFITT" to provide context. We thought it would be a disservice to the former collective to print Rosenfeld's First Amendment piece 
without the controversial satire that sparked the debate. The EF! Journal Collective is not here to tell you how to feel or assume how you might feel about anything. 
We know our readership is well capable of thinking for themselves. So now you can do so. 

By including articles that encourage dialog and debates, we hope to rebuild the integrity of the EF! Journal-a publication that has weathered controversy in 
the past, and certainly can, and will, again. Some might remember when, in 1990, serious controversy su"ounding the EF! Journal Collective's refusal to print 
content written by EF! co-founder Mike Roselle lead to the resignation of a dedicated long-term staffer and a shift in the EF! Journal's overall trajectory. We're 
not printing Rosenfeld's pieces to be divisive or change the course of the EF! Journal; we're just bringing this issue to light to promote important-and hopefully 
constructive-discussion and analysis. So read on, keep writing in, and remind us that we've got Shit Fer Brains. 

First Amendment to the Re-Constitution of Earth First! 
BY BEN ROSENFELD======================================================================================================== 

In November, the then EF! 
Journal Collective declined 
to run an article I wrote 

f eaJn SfUPiff 

about their censorship of an 
article I wrote about censor
ship (hyper word-policing 
at the 2009 RRR, and why I 
believe it is repelling long
time Earth First!ers and 
newcomers alike). The col
lective claimed that space 

By BBN llOSBllPBLJ) 

TJus year's OLherWise en . . 
apparently WhiLe mal P 'fee, RRR was marred b -
Lhis wriLer's know e used Lhe N word in a o . ~several Vicious verbal ate 
applause. In anoL~::7e ~dentitles as a Native fm:~c:t the Night Lo Howl. Fortu~=~ In .. one incident, an 
group of rowdy vvresLl;;Id:nL, ~young White woman ~ m~e condelJl.ned Lhe slur on ~~ a person Who to 
woman was Loa Lriggere;'L wha" are you, Mongolian?" ~;ard a White movemenL elde~ spot, Lo rousing 
Lo rousing applause. o speak up UnLil Lhe morning cir:J no one knows quiLe what L~:IvateJy ask a 

Applause won'L cuL .t S v e, where she generous] . means, the 
was the issue, then used the space they denied me to trash me. 
The new collective has given me this chance to respond. My 
goal, as it has been all along, is not to win a grudge match, but 
to spark discussion about an important issue: the line between 
a healthy non-oppression pol icy, and attitudes which have 
become, dare I say it, oppressively anti-oppressive at times. 

rac:al or- ethnic In· 1 . o long as any memb Y compJamed, also 
h · momy (i er of this 

18/her/Lheir/ziz/zer . . e. anyone who is not . • movement oppresses a . 
environmental movems ~~eath, none of us is safe w;;~te Chmese), whether publiclny member of any 
our behaVio env 8 Jongstandin h . lS 1S especiaJl tr . . y or qwet]y under 

circle (no of;e~~es;;f6~~~nin)g Catholic! w~~e:: ~~er ~he Mongohan ~:0~~~~: :~ tulhed US radical · 

Language is ri ch and complex. Its meaning often resides in 
In response, so o Ics . ~ aturday fire on] to . o not model . 

Understand, Ferre~ have proposed the creation of . y expJate at the Sunday 
the subtext and context, not the literal text . Even spoken, it 
is often still a draft . The Fi rst Amendment recognizes that we 
cannot cure social ills simply by scrubbing our discourse of 
offensive expressions. To do so deprives us of one another's 
ideas · FII:i ttl 0Ifportu'Ilitytto reach deepe_r;apd more apid
ing consensus. As former Supreme Court Justice, William 
Brandeis, observed: "If there be time to expose through dis
cussion the falsehood and fallacies [of ideas], the remedy to 
be applied is more speech, not enforced silence." 

to gross Jangua e . nd Interrupt Trash Talk n a new team, STUFITT or . . 
those barely au~bJ~~:t;ns wh~ch afflict (or s~o~~~~se to ferrets). STUFITT !~:force Trained to 

~;: m~tere~ offensive r~~:~~ :feht otherWise esca;~c~:~c~~~li'e group, while also . .. · .. rapidly, 
P twally Incorrect r_ his breath which, if . · .· . ·.. W['iter · . 

Censors can always enumerate "good" reasons to censor. 
Sometimes those reasons are rooted in financial or space 
constraints, or in even-handed editorial policies. In this 
case, however, the collective rejected my piece because 
it was "leading down roads we don't chose [sic] to trav
el down." They told me: "[I]f you want to send a more 
tasteful letter that doesn't offend, well, everyone than 
[sic] we would be glad to run it." And: "When choosing 
letters and submissions to print, we'll favor writing that 
can make a point without mocking others ... " 

These rationales meet the textbook definition of cen
sorship-the blocking of material deemed harmful or 
offensive. Worse, they reflected only the whims of a 
sitting collective which seemed to have forgotten its 
responsibility to a wider movement. If it is now im
permissible to offend, "well, everyone" in the pages of 
the EF! journal-in a section entitled "Dear Shit For 
Brains," no less-we need a seriously funny attitude 
adjustment. This movement has survived controver
sy not by sanitizing it from the EF! journal, but by 
letting it range and sometimes rage. Absent the right 
to offend, we never would have worked out as deep 
an understanding of social ecology, aired important 
grievances on both sides of the anti-whaling and na
tive rights debate, or agreed that the movement does not con
done violence, among myriad other subjects. 

The most radical thing about Earth First! in my view-i.e. what radically sets it apart from other 
movements-is that it's not a society of true believers but of critical and self-critical people who 
have an analysis and a confidently open mind (for it takes confidence to remain 0pen-minded), 
not just a buzzer to press when we don't like a word. Earth First!ers used to sing to stern~faced 

.Qntooker_s __ ctt proJ:~s~s> _ fl we . .hi!Ye_mill:~ fu_n.J:ha,n y m.LdQc".Jn ~'lc;'Y~:mJ;?~!~ .Y '"'-'""'"""-'-'·""'- · "'~''"~"'--'•-~<Y-''··"--I -._ .. ···-· -·~~1~" 
journalista was: "I persynally will not be part of a collective that tries to pull humor from sensitive 
issues." Well, humor is a lubricant which works especially well on "sen~_itive issues."- · 

I believe that the new earnesty grippin.g Earth First! leads to stagnation in the form of cra~ped 
discourse, cramped thinking, an excess of identity p()litics over deep ecology and the·loss of . 
skills shared with the alienated old guard. We can be both sensitive and more resilient-the bet
ter to keep ev,olving and avoid leaving movement parody entirely up to South Piuk, provocative . 
as "Whale Whores" was. ,(Lampooning Paul Watson used to be the EF! equivalent of repeatedly 
killing Kenny on South Park; the good Captain, for his part, always fought bad; adminibly.-· 
There is still a poster at the old EF!]ournalhouse in.Eugene with cutouts ofPaul Watson's-face 
superimposed over various pinnipeds.) 

I don't presume to have tlj.e monopoly of ideas on this su_bject. But the discussion begins with· 
re-establisping the forum, _wpich I thank the current collective for _do¢g, - ~- _ -_ . 

. . . ~ . . 
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RONTLINES 
New~stle Harbor Coal Blockade 

Land-lubbers, kayaks and DIY ships alike 
blocked coal shipments in and out of the 
Newcastle, Australia port for a day in re
sponse to the growing coal industry in the 
country. Already the world's biggest coal 
port, Newcastle is opening a major new 
coal export terminal over the course of this 
year, bringing the export capacity of the 
Hunter Valley coal chain to an incredible 
178 million tons of coal per year. That's the 
climate change equivalent to 30 of Austra
lia's largest power plants. Within ten years, 
the coal corporations plan on tripling the 
amount of coal exports. 

Halalt Nation Blockade for Water Rights 
In defense of the Chemainus River, the 

Halalt First Nation held a two week "protec
tive blockade" near the southeastern coast 
of Vancouver Island in British Columbia. 
In 2009 the Halalt began seeking a judi
cial review concerning a water project for 
the town of Chemainus. The project aims 
to tap into the Chemainus River Aquifer, 
on which the Halalt and others depend. 

indigenous families, demanding an end to 
military and paramilitary harassment, ne
gotiations with the government over coca 
eradication efforts and a commitment to 
social development. In many areas, the two 
pronged attack of eradication and military/ 
paramilitary threats has resulted in the 
forced removal of inhabitants and defores
tation. The government eventually signed a 
45-point accord promising more social in
vestment and a gradual and voluntary crop 
substitution program. 

Activists Erect Tripods at EPA HQ 
On March 18, activists attempting to fur

ther pressure EPA Administrator Lisa Jack
son to enforce the Clean Water Act and halt 
mountaintop removal coal mining erected 
two 20-foot-tall, purple tripod structures in 
front of the agency's headquarters. A pair of 
activists perched atop the tripods and strung 
a 25-foot sign in front of the EPA's door that 
read "EPA: pledge to end mountaintop re
moval in 2010." Six people locked to the tri
pods and all activists remained for two days. 

"Water is the issue," comments Okanagan Victory inTitnore Woods! 
Grand Chief Stewart Phillip, President of the After UK activists' fought against a 1200-
Union of British · Columbia Indian Chiefs. home development and road, which threat
" Across this province, we are seeing Indig- ened the ancient oaks, ashes, birch and wil-
_enous · E~oples defending their territory and lows of Titnore Woods, Worthing borough 

· tile: health· of: thefi_·communities." ·In early :.-.councilors . ~animously rejected the pro
March the Halalt lowered the blockade, ac- posal.to-develop. · The ~paign had lasted 
.cepting entry into ·negotiations with local for years. Letters were written, protest camps 
Cowichan politicians. sustained, disruptions, tunnels, graffiti, and 

· civil disobedience were all used, exemplify-

spokesman, and apologized profusely for 
human and environmental rights violations 
in the Niger Delta. Shell"officially" commit
ted to rectifying the irresponsible practices. 
This story first came through the EF! Jour
nal's news room in the form of a fake press 
release, and it had us fooled until one in
trepid Journalista reminded us that corpo
rate scum never apologize. 

ALF Busy In Utah 
In a communique, the ALF claims to have 

placed an incendiary devices at the homes of 
four University of Utah vivisectors, as well as 
vandalizing their homes and nearby vehicles. 
These animal-abusing scientists are known to 
utilize animals from local shelters and non
human primates in their experiments. In ad
dition, in the late hours of April 1 and the 
early morning of April 2, 72 hens were freed 
from Shepherds Egg Farm near Spanish Fork, 
Utah. These actions come less than a month 
after an FBI raid on a Salt Lake City home of 
animal liberation activists, including the pro
lific liberationist Peter Young. 

Fossil Fools Day anks Polluters 
On April 1, climate acti t om across 

the world pranked, tricked and -tested 
corporations and institutions responsi 

·for climate change. Using disruptions, leaf-

;,:_.;-~·-- · .. ,':?:~.,.: · ~~' :Ube.rlit. .. :4;~0. Ml~.~ .<>·'·· ~.: ..-: Jng ~"··great diversity of·tactics. "It's been a 
;;: j·> ··.', . ·;" . . :~ ~n ,thf!:·early hoU,S of March 14, as many long fight," said ·one p~tester, "but it just 

leting, banner drops, newspaper wraps, bike 
blocs, fake websites and more, dozens of local 
groups pranked giants like Alberta Tar sands 
funder Royal Bank of Canada and mountain
top removal bank rollers Xcell Energy, Bank 
of America, OMFinancial, JP Morgan and 
Chevron. To see detailed reports visit www. 
FOSSILFOOLSDAYOFACTION.ORG. 

· · · as' 4,000. mink .were . released from cages at shows you it's always worth taking the bas-

....... 

. -~~· . ' 
I/ . . , 

a fur farm . in Fr;mkenforde (Brandenburg), tards on." The protest camp .wllJ remain, de
Germany. Jn addition,. dozens of cages were . spite the temporary win, because developers 
destroyed; the'.farm's .. watet supply was dam- can still appeal the decision . 

. aged;~anda. la\vn mower and other special
_, ized ·machines.were destroyed. Farm owner 

Alfons Grosser -reported damages of about 
$27,000. In additionally good news for the 
mink, ·a.2009 st.udy done in partnership with 
.OXford University,.- tracked the survival ohe

. leas~ mink over: eight years, finding that 
none of_ the· released mink died directly due 
to lack~of sUrvival skills. -. ' 

83-Day OccuPation Leads to Accord 
In the munic:ipality of· Puerto Leguizamo, 

. -Columbia, the Puerto Pinuna Police Station, 
.. as weU.asfour ·other .police stations were oc

-cupied 'for-63 daysby ·over 6,000-rural and 

Dakota's Fight Fort Snelling Funding 
Agenda 21 Strikes In Norway About 20 Dakota activists and support-

Agenda 21, a Sea Shepherd spin-off, mon- ers interrupted the Minnesota Historical 
keywrenched another Norwegian whaling Society's "Rally for History" to challenge 
ship on April 2. "Two sea valves were opened, proposed funding for the renovation of His
fully submerging the engine and electrical toric Fort Snelling, the site of a 19th century 
systems," the group wrote online. "Norway concentration camp where hundreds of 1m
announced an increased quota of minke prisoned Dakota died of starv~tion and dis
whales, so we decided to increase our quota · ease. Moments before the protest, Governor 
of sunken whalers." Pawlenty a supplemental budget that would 

Yea Men Come Out ofTheir Shell 
Prolific pranksters, the Yes Men, publi

cized a faux-press conferenct ~n late March, 
in which an activist impersonated a Shell 

cut $600 million from social programs and 
welfare. Protestors said that, by choosing to 
preserve the fort, Minnesotans are choosipg 
to celebrate a symbol of violence against 
native people . 

:: .... · . : . .. 
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Call To Action 
~top A Highway Project lhrough the Redwood Curtain 

BY jEFFREY "MUSKRAT" MUSGRAVE 

Traveling north on Highway 101 from San 
Francisco, you come to a rare and extraor
dinary place. The Redwood Curtain is locat
ed just north of the Humboldt/Mendocino 
County line, where Redwood Highway 101 
winds through a spectacular grove of an
cient-coast redwoods as you pass through 
Richardson Grove State Park. This 
area is unique for many reasons, as 
the redwoods that line the highway 
form a "curtain," or natural barrier 
that creates a narrow point of ac
cess along the coast. 

Millennia! redwoods line both 
sides of the highway as it passes 
through Richardson Grove State 
Park. Only 3 percent of our ancient 
redwood forests remain, and since 
stands of old growth are seldom 
found outside state and national 
parks, these trees have value be
yond description. This forest is a 
part of the rare sizable stands of 
old-growth redwoods remaining 
in the southern section of the red
wood coast, and is crucial habitat 
for endangered species such as the 
Marbled Murrelet and Northern 
Spotted Owl. 

The California State Highway 
Agency (CalTrans) plans to realign 
this historic sectio ofrr~Qw h!gJ::!
:way1:o allow longer semi-trucks to 
pass through the Redwood Curtain, 
a $7 million project for a two mile 
section of scenic Redwood High
way 101. Opponents see the proj
ect as an unnecessary and costly 
plan that would damage these ir
replaceable ancient trees, and also 
threaten to hinder the local small 
busin~sses and unique community. 
The area just north of Richardson 
Grove State Park was damaged by a 
highway bypass project in the mid-
1960s, when CalTrans (back then 
titled Department of Public Works) created 
a four-lane bypass around the scenic strip 
of old-growth coast redwoods known as the 
Avenue of the Giants. Ground water that 
fed the trees was diverted into culverts, and 
the dried out Redwood tops that Judi Bari 
dubbed the "Avenue of Spiketops" are obvi
ous to travelers on Highway 101. 

The Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(DEIR) for the Richardson Grove "Improve
ment" Project (RIP) has become a topic of 
contention within the North Coast commu
nity. Aside from tree removal and damage 
to old-growth roots within ·a -State Park, Cal
Trans has refused to conduct federally man
dated preliminary wildlife surveys. To broadly 
"mitigate" a myriad of wildlife impacts, Cal
Trans is simply putting lids on existing trash
cans to discourage predator corvids. Even the 
CalTrans DEIR states that the RIP "may have 
adverse affects to this unique natural commu
nity." CalTrans project manager, Kim Floyd, 
recently stated on our community radio sta
. tion that CalTrans will not cut tree roots that 
are two inches in diameter or greater, ·a goal 
probably impossible to achieve. · . 

The coalition to Save Richardson . Grove 
-includes. the Environmental Protection . Iq-
. formation Center.· (EPIC), the·· Center · f0r 
.:Biological Diversity, Trees : Fo\iiid<It:ieil; "Th~ 
·~Intertribal Sinkyone :wilderness Council, · 
~Ba:Y·. Area ' 66alition :~fot ;· ~~eadwat~iis,_ ;f:il,;tt;tl. . 
. 'Fitst! · ai,ld :tp.~.H~mbolctrwatersh~ct.~o:>un~n. · 
'There's J::>een, ao barrage· <:>f ·public coinm'erits, 
;:editor-ials and · other · media~ in~ support: ,<:>f 
~~~!'.;- .. ~~~ -~~ir-e~:~~~ .. -~ ... ~·~·'""·-=--.,. -~ .. Y::-:.:·~·:"·.;.·· · ,'.'""'"""""'';••··r::-'=:~ 

the "No Build" alternative to the project, 
indicative of mass opposition within the 
community. 

Humboldt County has a rich history of 
non-violent civil disobedience and forest 
defense, including Redwood Summer, the 
Headwaters Forest campaign, and many 
other tree-sits and actions. 

What we call the Redwood Curtain is a 

bigger trucks. 
Project promoters have their selfish mo

tivations to RIP a hole in the curtain. Shell 
Oil wants to squeeze wind power turbines 
through the trees. Big beef interests aim to 
ship grain fed beef here from central Califor
nia to be "finished" on Humboldt County 
grass. A few local businesses who have grown 
too big for their britches and hearts believe in 

the "big truck hype." 
There are three main sec

tions of the project. The 
southernmost and middle 
sections are focused primar
ily on compacting, cutting, 
filing, and paving the root 
systems of the giant trees 
that CalTrans supposedly 
cannot cut. (In 2005, Cal
Trans felled three ancient 
coast redwoods in northern 
Humboldt County for a sim
ilar realignment project.) 

The northern section of 
the RIP includes the bulk 
of the trees to be removed 
in a previously logged sec
tion. This forest is a recov-

- ering section of the State 
Park, and most trees are less 
than two feet in diameter. 
To build the 300' retain
ing wall, CalTrans would 
need to clear-cut the steep 
westem.emb~ent of,the 
northern section. 

How do you stop a" high
way project within a State 
Park? EPIC and other 
groups have made Rich

:x: ardson Grove a focus · with 
~ outreach and petitions, The 
~ Department of Transporta
t;l tion (DOT) received over 

5,000 petition emails · op
posed . to the RIP thiough 

. the Centerfor Biological Di-
The State of California plans to widen the scenic redwood highway 101. versity's web site and called 

physical (and psychological) barrier that in the state Cyber Crime Task Force. The task 
helps protect our area from corporate inva- force's response was that 'the DOT was "suf
sion. Mass development of shopping malls, feting from an acute case of citizen involve
big box stores and cookie-cutter tract homes ment, to which there ,is no cure." There may 
have not invaded as they have elsewhere in also be lawsuits against CalTrans ff they a i)
California. There's no Wal-Marts or Lowe's, prove the project. . . 
Home Depots, Whole Foods or even Trader The RIP Final EIR is expected to pe:relea!ied 
Joe's. We have a healthy presence of local, soon, afterwhich:CalTrans can begin ripping 
diverse and ethical businesses. a hole in the soul of Bumboldt.Vfsit w-wW. 

Humboldt County is truly a shining exam- sAVERICHARDSONGROVE.ORG for updates, informa-
ple of grass-roots sustainability, as many of tion and affiliate contacts. · 
our products are locally produced due to our Project Description and a Draft: Ep.vi-
location and road conditions. But the· fall ot romnental Impact Report are ·. available . at . 
the Redwood Curtain would open our area the following website. www.DOT.CA.Gov/DIST1/ 

up to a Big Box invasion, as they need the 61 PROJEcTs/RICHARDsof.J_GFiovE[ ,-·. ~ ·-· •· '-'' -
;~ 



BY COMRADE BLACK 
soon as the shit hit the fan when peo
ple were injured in the Litton bomb-

This is the second half of a two-part interview ing, everyone became more rigid in 
with Juliet Be/mas, an activist with Direct Ac- the group fast! Sure, some political 
tion and the Wimmin s Fire Brigade, two groups idealism is about envisioning utopia 
who used explosives or incendiary devices in the and how to get there, but the nuts 
early 1980s to further anti-colonial, ecological and bolts behind revolutionary it
and feminist struggles. Juliet was arrested in legal political activity is a different 
January 1983, at the age of 19, along with the thing altogether. I have to say that I 
other four members of the Vancouver 5. She was attracted to being a real life bad 
was sentenced to 20 years in prison. Today, girl devoted to drugs, guns and fuck
Juliet makes independent films and does work ing in the streets! That's what made 
around issues faced by womyn in priosn. me want to become an urban guer-

The first half appeared in the March-April 2010 rill a, not some rigid political ideolo
Earth First! Journal. To order a back issue, write gy. No way! And I challenge anyone 
collective@earthfirstjournal. org. You can also who tries to say otherwise, or who 
read the interview at www.EARTHFIRSTJOURNAL.ORG. tries to say that it makes me any less 

Comrade Black: How did you learn the skills of a revolutionary in the struggle 
needed, and get the guns, TNT and so on that you for freedom. In fact, I believe I was 
used in these actions? ahead of my time in many ways. 

Juliet Belmas: I registered for a Firearms Acqui- CB: So, you were only 18 years 
sition Certificate (FAC) soon after meeting Brent old when you got involved with un
Taylor in 1981. Then, I bought and licensed two derground radical action How does 
mini-14 assault rifles about a year later, because 1 someone that young get involved 
wanted to lea.Il! how to shoot for self-protection. with something so radical? Was it a 
Gerry Hannal:J. didn't want his mime on any lists, so mistake to get involved at that young 
I registered his gun for him under my FAC .. . and of an age? 
that's how Gerry and I got our guns. The rest of the JB: 'K, so I'm hanging out with 
Direct Action (DA) arsenal was expropriated from my new punk friends that I met on 
gun collectors before I officially joined DA on June a film set that we were all extras in 
30, 1982. called, "All Washed Up," a.k.a. "The 

Although, I joined in order to get rid of the video Fabulous Stains." I had a car and, as 
porn shop in my suburban neighborhood, the prior- soon as I graduated from grade 12, I 
ity of the group at the time was the Litton action and told my parents I was going to live 
the expropriation of support material to make that in this punk house off Commercial 
action happen, like getting our hands on two-way Drive. They weren't too happy, but, 
short-wave radios and dynamite. It was disappoint- like I said, I had a lot of freedom growing up. So, 
ingfor me to have to put off target practicing with life's one big party at the Punk Manor until one of 
my new mini-14 .223 caliber Ruger until we sue- the punk guys gets drunk and boots a neighbor's . 
ceeded in finding a Department of Highways TNT car in. The next day was Italian Day 1980, and 
cache full of dynamite, and then it was, "Wait until we were suddenly attacked by a group of masked
after Litton." men wielding baseball bats. I'll never forget the 

Anyways, we were all really tired ana on our moment as carnival sounds from the parade from 
way home from another day of uneventful search- [Commercial] Drive meshed with windows smash
ing around for dynamite between Squamish and ing and people screaming from the violence in the 
Whistler when, suddenly, I started pointing at the foreground and then the desensitizing effects that 
vehicle directly in front of us and laughing hysteri- stayed with me for years! 
cally. It was a Department of Highways service ve- , Anyways, after that incident, I went back home 
hicle tagged with an explosives sign in plain view and began challenging my family and friends over 
for us to see! Naturally, w~ followed it to its desti- newspaper accounts of death squads operating with 
nation a mile or so up the road and then followed impunity throughout the third world and pointing 
it back to a highways-compolJlld, where it l?arked out that it could happen here too. 
overnight .. Then, we returned under the cover of That's how I became involved so young-the 
t~e night to steal the keys that were sitting in plain violent repression I experienced as a punk girl in 
view on the dashboard and unlocked the gate to the resistance to mainstream norms was so extreme that 
service road, helping ourselves to more than 2,000 it set off a compulsion for guns and militancy that 
pounds of dynamite. tt was that simple! · probably attracted other militant cohorts or they at-

CB: -One thing very unique about your group tracted me. Whichever way it worked, that's how I 
was that you were . anarchists, not MarXists like became so radical at such a young age, and was it 
most other guerrilla groups such as the Red 4r:my a mistake? As I get older, I think not. I think it was 
Faction, the Front de . Liberation du Quebec, .the all meant to be. 
Irish Republican ArmY, the Black Liberation Army CB: Did you think you would get caught? Go to 
and the Weather Underground. How did it work to prison? What was prison like for you? 
be an anarchist using a model generally shaped JB: Yes and no. It's weird, because I was pre-
. by. Marxists? - , .. . pared to do what I had to in order to stand by my 

JB: Those rigid models caused a vanguard nien- 'word and back up my friends/comrades, but-tht;lre 
tality even in our group that ey~nt)la1ly produced a Wal1 no suicide pact-while, at the SaJll.e titne, I am 
lot of tension and ultiifiately divlded us in the same heard Q.n the wketap several times saying that i' d 
way · th~t media uses 'black ~d whit~ - (~idaciic) · ral:heruie than go tQ prison. · · 
stopes to sell ~newspapers and· dumiiiy-eveiyftllng . CB: .Did you rec~ive· a }air trial? 
down ·for-purj)oses of social control. Seriously, as JB: No! Imm~diately,~my comrades wanted to 
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A self-portrait done while in jail in / 983 

censor the wiretap transcripts, and I did not see 
key pieces of evidence during my prosecution. 
Two bugs were placed in our underground house: 
one upstairs in the kitchen and one downstairs in 
Ann and Brent's room. My comrades, including 
my boyfriend, didn't think it was good for me to 
see the downstairs wiretap transcripts and advised 
against it. This is problematic, because I was con
victed of conspiracy with them, and I should have 
had access to all evidence before and during trial 
just like everybody else in this country. 

Also, when you consider that the Canadian Char
ter of Rights and Freedoms had only been enacted 
about 30 days before our arrest, I'm sure you can 
understand that, given the climate we were in, it's 
unlikely I received a fair trial. 

CB: Do you have any advice for activists looking 
at a long prison term? 

JB: My advice is to focus your time on education, 
because it is the only thing that holds equal value in 
the semi-free world. Like, a lot of prison activists 
focus on work programs for prisoners, which I sup
pose have some merit in the sense t_hat one earns a 
skilled trade before leaving prison, but who the hell 
is going to hire someone who got their hairdressing 
degree from Oakalla or Prison 4 Women? Really, 
it's a sad joke when you think about it. 

It's also important to keep notes and document 
your experiences as you're doing your time in order 
to share your ordeal with others. After all, a unique 
set of experiences put you there. 
· CB: How can we work to support anarchist and 

I .. 
other revolu_.tionary prisoners? 

JB: Sure; it helps· to write l~tters of support and 
visit anarchist and revolutionary prisoners, but it's 



An ''Explosive'' Interview Witli an Urban Guerilla 
even more important to offer moral and/or financial 
support to the families, who are often left out in the 
cold wondering what the hell just happened. 

CB: What was your connection to punk, and did the 
punk scene have any affect on your political actions? 

JB: Me? I just wanted to look cool. I wasn't try
ing to do anything like revolution at first. I know 
people would like to think that I was always about 
breaking boundaries of politics and gender, but 
Gerry and I didn't really have time for that; we were 
really too busy trying to pull enough money togeth
er for records, beer and the rent. But, I have to ad
mit that, during the early '80s, there was way more 
social-political activity going on all around in Van
couver-much more than any time since, that's for 
sure: peace marches by the thou
sands, lots of socialism themes in 
the various political rallies, Rock 
Against Prisons every August, 
the Trade Union movement, gen
eral strikes, and so on and so on. 
Amidst all of that, I identified as 
a punk, because I wanted a safe 
place where I could express my
self in less "feminine" ways than 
other girls-to be assertive, ag
gressive, outspoken- and reject 
that good-girl shit as soon as it 
was pushed in my face and made 
me feel uncomfortable. 

JB: Yeah, I grew up a few blocks over. In Feb
ruary 2002, when he and his crew were arrested 
and their pictures splattered all over the place, I 
was like, "Hey, wait a minute. That's the guy who 
stole my dog and harassed me back in '97!" Yeah, I 
sensed the danger, and, luckily, I was still a fighter 
and recorded the license plate number and had the 
good sense to hold onto it. On the day, I tried report
ing it to the local police, who weren't interested at 
all-they were more interested in me being on pa
role and not bothering people in my neighborhood! 

Sure is creepy though the way all of that DNA 
from bone fragments of missing women dated 
back to 1982, the same year I picked up the gun 
and blamed a video porn shop for bothering my 

informants. They are also training especially for the 
Olympic security. Do you think the activists have 
a chance? What are your general opinions on the 
Olympics and anti-0/ympics movement? 

JB: I think that the time is now for a conver
gence of activism to succeed, as odds are that the 
Olympic movement does not want images of po
lice brutality and repression following it wherever 
it goes (next stop, Europe), and, although the anti
Olympic movement is smarting from repression, 
there is a chance of changing the way people view 
colonial/capitalist spectacle, like the Olympics, 
for years to come. 

CB: What are your general impressions of the 
feminist, environmentalist and anarchist move

ments today? 
JB: It's reaffirming to see the move

ments catalyze around protecting the 
Earth, queer rights and First Nations 
empowerment. 

CB: What do you think of the 
bombings of the EN CARTA sour-gas 
pipelines happening in northern Brit
ish Columbia in the last year? 

JB: I think whatever people do to 
protect their land and local health 
needs is righteous! 

CB: I have a friend in Edmonton 
who feels that, whenever someone 
claiming to be an anarchist blows shit 
up, it harms the movement. What do 
you think? 

It's important to note that its 
very common for adolescent 
males to reject mainstream norms 
and expectations by identify
ing with a sub-cultural identity 
of some sort, and the Vancouver 
punk rock scene was no differ- The members of Direct Action lived and schemed in this house while they were underground. 

JB: I see media buzzwords and im
ages used all of the time to sell sto
ries and hook the viewer into thinking 
they _<;an actually make a moral judg
ment or an informed decision about 

ent. It was accepted as a right of passage for men, neighborhood. Then, after so many years and so another community's moral conscience and direct 
whereas, for women, it was very different. Sure, I many women I knew from prison disappearing action. In the same way, your friend's "keep 'em 
was just as disaffected and rebellious as my male from the Downtown Eastside and then the po- separated" and "violence is not me" subtext is mar-
peers ip._£ej~cti.J:}g soci(fty's norms and expectations, lice descending on the century-old farmland and alistic in tone and smacks of censorship, because 
but-;-rrioreover, I was actively resisting both the con- the neighbor charged, damn! If you only knew uncompromising anger is the true force behind all 
structs of feminine norms as well as sexist punk of the integrity of those women ... They'd never social change. 
attitudes that valorized adolescent masculinity, turn their backs on you , no matter what! And one I think the Gandhian, non-violent, direct-ac-
toughness, coolness, rebelliousness and even ag- thing they all had in common was that they cared tion movement is based on a romanticized Hol-
gressive possessiveness of punk girls . Unlike punk more about others than they cared about them- lywood notion that idealizes a time and culture 
guys, I was constructing my identity from two op- selves. I still have a very hard time reconciling altogether different than what we're experienc-
posing constructs, which does in fact hold broader what happened to those women there and don't ing. Today's post-colonial police state has had 
implications for thinking about DA and violence as know if I ever will [get over that]. a lot of time to perfect techniques that keep 
an inherently male trait. I have to think about that I would tend to agree with those allegations, people in perpetual submission and within the 
for a while. considering how the trial played out and then confines of capitalist norms and institutions. For 

Anyways, looking back, I believe that when more. How 'bout all of those media bans? That instance, I've noticed a surge in bank-manager 
me and my punk was a huge indication syndrome: It has now become an acceptable and 
friends, especially to me that something justifiable part of everyday life to say, "Talk to 
the guys, were at~ was going on behind the hand," and dismiss the first intonation of 
tacked with baseball closed doors, at the anger in anyone, no matter the circumstances, 
bats for being punks, systemic level. One political activists included. 
it sublimely impact- thing people should re- I don't think the Movement will go very far if 
ed how I viewed alize is that, all of the it doesn't address this tendency to want to censor 
the playing field of time, the police and out militancy from its collective psyche. Fear of 
politics as one of crown collude and omit political violence and imprisonment has effectively 
violence. things that they don't neutered the movement. People fear to fight for 

CB: What were want entered ihto evi- freedom; activists attempt to convince rather than 
some of the biggest . dence and made public. challenge, and the mere su~gestion of violence has 
influences on you? Rules of admissibility become the purple elephant in the living room that 

JB: Violence, love, of evidence are what no one wants to talk about. 
punk rock music, DIY drive our criminal jus- CB: In an interview you gave while you were s~ill 
ethics, episodic '70s tice system. Anyways, in prison, they stated that you renounced the use 
television ... you get I attended a few days of violence. Is this-true? Do you still feel the same 
the progression. of Pickton's pre-trial years later? - . 

CB: Ann Hansen arguments and found JB: It is interesting, because, In the beginning of 
put out a book en- it surprising similar to all this, I really didn't understand why l became an 
tailing her version our trial in that it all urban guerrilla and I definitely didn't 'understand 

Our protagonist 
of your collective came down to admis- how it would impact my perspective biter on in"" 
story, Direct Action, Memoirs of an Urban Guer- sibility of evidence and trial by media. And the life. I was very spontanebus and of ,the moment 
rilla What do you think of her book? most troubling aspect of it all was knowing that, back then. Now, after many years of'reflection; I -

JB: It was a shock to read how she depicted me de·ep in our collective consciousness, he didn't retuin to my past with a clearer understanding of . 
as a romantic rival and both Gerry and I as stupid. realistically act alone. We know that there's a even~s and a firmer b_!::lie_fthat action speaks lo~der 
And she doesn't talk about her life in prison and her community of people al~o who [were so] desen- -than wonk 
relationships with the . rest of us after the trial. In . sitized that they don't notice or want to notice . CB: Here is the million-do/far question,' If you 
my opinion, the emotional aspects of all of that are body parts laying around in garbage · cans, cop_s ·had a chailce to.dQ ita/lover again, would you? Do 
important, and that is what I feel was lacking from included. It's a moral conundium. I think h~ got you -have any ;egrets?' . · 
Ann's book. · away with it by passing. himself off as a "hard- · JB: Yes and no; I truly regret that I injured peo-

CB: So, you grew up near Robert Pickton, .right? working asshole," arid cops .and ev~::rybody left . ple, but.the ship can't be turned around. 
And I believe you told me before that you ·ktzew him alone. · · · . ' - - · ·. - Comrade· Black is a. genderqueer gr?tm-(mar
wimmin in prison who disappeared at his hands? CB: We are gearing up. here for the Olympics, . chist feminist from victoria, . British Columbia. 
Also, do you think the allegations that the pigs.were and there is a large resist~nce movement against it. They are a fouhder of the Victoria Anarchist 
working with Pickton are accurate? How.did'this . , There is also heavy poiice r~pressian alreadj!, with . -~ookfiiir c_ollective, Victoria ~narchist reading· 
dumbfockg~t~{zy~ithrapingandkillingwimlrJin' . thepigs .coming ·to ike hoft!es. ofactivi$ts .in bot~/ cirCle, and ·a member. of_the Camas Collective 
for so many'years? · · · . - Vancouver and V'zctoria to hdfassthe'!' (ind look for- In]oshop. · 

. ,. ;. 



We Cannot Techno·fiX Our Way to a Sustainable Future 
BY RACHEL SMOLKER 

the track record so far. These technologies are virtu- ing tables" at the World Peoples 
Conference on Climate Change 
and the Rights of Mother Earth, 
held in Bolivia in April. I, for 
one, will feel far more hope
ful about my children's future 
if decisions about climate geo
engineering come not from 
Asilomar and the "profitable 
techno-fix" mindset, but rather 
out of Bolivia, with the Rights 
of Mother Earth as their basis. 

The technologies for "climate ally all extremely risky, expen-
During March 22-26, the Asi- intervention" (aka, geoengineer- sive and/or downright nuts. 

lomar International Confer- ing) fall into two broad catego- But, frighteningly, they are gain
ence on Climate Intervention ries: carbon sequestration and ing mainstream acceptability! 
Technologies was held at the solar radiation management. Among the advocates are some, 
Asilomar Conference Grounds Ocean fertilization falls into the like Bjorn Lomberg, the "skep
near Monterey, California. The former. The idea of ocean fertil- tical environmentalist," who 
conference follows hearings ization is to dump iron particles have denied global warming is 
from the week prior in the US into ocean waters to stimulate even real. Some claim that these 
House of Representatives and plankton blooms. The plankton approaches are preferable to re
a report from the UK Commit- absorb C02, and when they die, ducing emissions. Julian Morris, 
tee on Science and Technology, · (hopefully) carbon is carried to of the International Policy Net- Rachel Smolker is co-director 

of Biofuelwatch, and an orga
nizer with Climate SOS. She has 

as well as a recent report from work, for example, stated: "Di-
the Government Accounting verting money into controlling 
Office, all following on the carbon emissions and away from a Ph.D. in behavioral ecology 
heels of earlier reports from the geoengineering is probably mor- from the University of Michigan 
Roya-l Society. In short, there ally irresponsible." and worked as a field biologist 
is a lot of high level interest The potential for "weaponiza- before turning to activism. She is 
in the topic . Given the failure tion" of climate geoengineering the daughter of Environmental 
of Copenhagen, the sellout of technologies adds fuel to the Defense Fund cofounder, Robert 
US Congress to special interests fires for those who find this is- Smolker, and she engaged in direct 
and the stalemated internation- sue troubling. Who will control action at EDF offices to oppose 
al negotiations, the "last resort" and have access to the power to their advocacy for carbon trade. For 
of geoengineering is gaining control rainfall or sunlight in a more info see BIOFUELWATCH. ORG.UK . 

support. This is especially true as drought , flood, famine .------....,--------------.. 
many are either in a state of pan- the ocean floor to remain seques- anct water cteprivect future GE Eucalyptus Trees Threaten US South 
ic or paralysis following recent tered, then extrtacted as meth- world? 

BY ANNE PETERMANN announcements of methane ane. There are many known risk Perhaps it is time for 
seeping from the East Siberian factors, including one newly a collective pause and 
Arctic Shelf, on top of the ongo- discovered and described re- some deep reflection? 
ing reports of rising emissions, cently in Proceedings of the Na- First of all, our faith in 
ice melting, and temperatures tiona/ Academy of Sciences. This science and technology 
reaching all time highs. study revealed that the kinds of seems to be teetering pre-

There are good reasons to be plankton that are stimulated by cipitously. On the one 
quite worried. But there may iron fe rtilization include those hand, we appear shocked 
be good reasons to be even that produce domoic acid, the when scientists err, as if 
more worried by the climate cause of shellfish poisoning in we somehow expect the 
geoengtn -ering proponents and humans and lethal to marine scientific method and its 
what went on on at the ·Asilo- animals; Oops. Ocean fertiliza- practitioners to be god
mar conference. tion has already been tested -like in their ability to pre-

The mtent of the conference was numerous times. The contro- diet the future of global 
to develop "voluntary guidelines" versial "Lohafex" test last year systems and dyn am ics. 
for further research on climate fail ed to illustrate any ca rbon On the ot her hand; many 
geoengineering technologies. Vol- sequestration after dumping are prepared to deny the 
ur1tary guideliiles are most often more thari ·six tons of iron into validity of literally thou-

- designed to fend~rf"mvoluntary" the Southern Ocean. To make sands of studies, all con
regulation. The conference was matters worse, these tests were verging towards the con
organized by Margaret Leinen, undertaken in spite of a morato- elusion that global warm
who happens to be the mother of rium agreed to by nearly 200 na- ing is, in fact, a reality. 
Dan Whaley, founder and CEO of tions under the Convention on Further, we fail to recog

The United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) is expected to issue their decision this 
year on a proposal by ArborGen to release 260,000 

engineered (GE) cold-tolerant euca
tress across seven states in the US South, 

from Texas to South Carolina. ArborGen is a joint 
initiative of Intern Paper, MeadWestvaco 
and New Zealand-based mber company. 
The original partnership also inc 
which dropped out early, presumably 
their terrible reputation. Barbara Wells, the 
Arbor.Geri', is thE? former head of Monsanto's Latin 
American operations . 

i\rbo rGen is touting their deadly l iL tree~ a~ 

the solution to sustainable energy, insisting GE eu
calyptus can be used to manufacture liquid "agro
fuels" as an alternative to fossil fuels. The truth, 
however, is that eucalyptus plantations will cause 
massive ecological devastation, lead to widespread 
destruction of native forests and exacerbate cli
mate change. 

The USDA's draft environmental assessment 
Climos, a company with patents Biological Diversity, also defy- nize that science is mere- recommended approval of ArborGen's request. 
currently pending for methods ing the London Convention on ly a tool, and it's ability Eucalyptus is rampantly invasive and explosively 
to profit by selling carbon offsets Ocean Dumping. Such treaties to uncover "truths" de- tlammable. It is also very greedy for water, and eu
from ocean fertilization. Other and agreements are, apparently, pends utterly on the skill calyptus plantations have caused or exacerbated 
major players in geoengineering, just pieces of paper. and integrity of its users. droughts. In Chile, for example, Mapuche commu-
some of whom were at Asilomar, Biochar is another carbon Scientific rigor demands • · nJtu~s · in 'the eucalyptus~plantatiomrmusf 
stmilarly have vested mterests in sequestration technology pro- a lag time. between asking because their wa-
ensurtng cash flows for funding, posed. Advocates claim that by a question and offering l;~~t±~;f:mf~~~~~h~ 
expertmentation and ·commer- growing hundreds of millions "proof" for an answer. 
cialization of their pet technolo- of hectares of tree plantations, That time delay is incon
gies. burning the trees to make char- veniently long under the 

We can pretty well guess that coal and then tilling the char- current circumstances. 
whatever "voluntary guidelines" coal into soils, we can seques- How do we reconcile? 
they came up with for themselves ter carbon under ground. The The decision to resort to 
will be designed with ~'don't take scale that would be entailed here techno-fixes to geoengi
no for an answer" as their under- is monumental, espedally . given neer our only planet is 
lytng mantra. · that only 12-40 percent of the not up to the handful of 
_. A letter ·s1gned by dozens of carbon from the trees is retained profit-seeking business
civil society· groups was submit- : i~ the charcoal. The impacts on people donning lab coats 
ted to the conference organizers, forests, soils, and from small par- at places like the Asilomar 
challenging the entire premise of tides (soot) becoming airborne, International Conference 
the conference in stating: "The could very well- outweigh any on Climafe Intervention 
priority at tl~is time is not to sort supposed gain. Technologies, and all 'the 
out the_.conditions :under which Another broad category of di- · conferences on false solu
this experimentation might take mate intervention · techno~ogies tion~ to come. 
place but, x:ather, whether -or irivolve "solar radiation manage- - The planet is our col
not the community of nations meQt" (SRM), as in blockirig or lective responsibility. 

-and ·peoples believes that .geoen-. reflecting sunlight Examples· in- The world · views held by 
gineertng is technically; · legally, chide using jets or rockets to blast many Earth inhabitants, 
socially, · environmentally and small reflective sulphate parti9les inducting most, if not 
economically acceptable." Asilo~ into' the · stratosphere; ~'cloud . all indige~ous peoples is 
mar seeks to .step right past any · whitening" tQ increas_e re!}ectiv- that we' ,are · not Motlie~ · 
process fo~ determination of ac~ ·' itY- by injecting sa)twate'r ·mist . Earth's '·ufuechanics," but 
ceptability, asstJme it as a-given, into dou,ds, vast: plantations of rather . integral parts . of 
an<L. carry on with business, as · plants el).~he~red to have shiriy, · her. This view is part "'of 
usual. This is deeply troublfng reflectiviiJeaves; prcovering large · the consc!ousness of _Pa~ 
on many fronts given-the tecl!--· ; areasoCtli:e-deserf.With a w4ite( chainama· (tlie ·" spirit -.of 
no-fixes b.eing put Oii ',the·ta_ble, · reflective coating ·Of'· deplo$g -: motner;·'·ll_~ture), Visibly 

· the SCale Of their impacts, and . !luge arrays of IIiifrOfS into space: ; pr_esent' at' ~he 'I( neg'otial"'·. 
,. .... ~ ~-:" '":. :.._.,_-~:"'-. H : • .; • ' ,- _·, •. ~ .• r~.·~. :"'::f:--;i:_;;. .. ";> .;- .•• ; ·-~ • 
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·UNDERSEA METHANE TRIIIERS. FEAR,:Dftiiiii .• TS H~1?~~ 
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BY KENTON 

Amidst a .:drunken, hedonistic 
feel-good ~·party, there's noth
ing more abrupt than a fart 
that clears the room. Everyone 
snaps out .of their haze and looks 
around, wondering if the person 
that they're dancing with thinks 
it was them. How embarrassing. 

els and 1,400 times higher l.n the 
Winter. Findings also showed 
high concentrations irt the air 
dire<;tly above-the oce;m surfac~. -

University of Alaska, Fair
banks, researchers Natalia Shak
hova and Igor Semiletov released 
a report in Science magazine de

Shakhova states that typical 
methane levels vary ·anywhere 
from .3 to . 7 parts . per million 
(ppm) depending on the sea-· 
son and temperature. The cur
rent average in the Arctic is 1.85 
ppm, the highest in 400,000 
years, with concentrations even 
higher in the air above the ESAS. 

tailing just such an unantidpat- Why it stinks 
ed methane release in the little- Methane is a carbon-based 
studied East Siberian Arctic Shelf greenhouse gas that is 30 times 
(ESAS). Research results suggest more powerful at trapping heat 
that the layer of permafrost un- than carbon dioxide. A massive 
derneath the ESAS, a 2 million methane release is correlated 
square kilometer area of the Arc- with the Permian-Triassic ex
tic Ocean, has become perforat- tinction, the largest loss of spe
ed. Considered by scientists to cies ever (96 percent marine and 
be impermeable and constantly 70 percent terrestrial): Shakhova 
frozen, the permafrost is releas- estimates over 1,400 gigatons of 
i!Jg ·::~to!~~i'~f me~iW~}gq~~W,~ll c .. ' :9-\~IS!~r.~ 
~yg~~~~lJ~;,comP,ai't1~!~'1llliO,upts a . · ~Ht-~tfe 
for . th,e Je~on. T~e:·anf9Urit .'of an · 'etllltile 
methane igiven aff around .. the hY.¢a~n,i:the 
ESAS, 7.7 ;million tons yea_rly; is· AictiC;.J~r!na
currently ·larger. than that given qo$t; anq that 
off by the . rest .of the world's $~10 per.cent 
oceans.·combine<f. < · of ·· that is li-

The· undersea methane is . ere- able)·to,-release 
ated when __ organic ·material . in ""' · ,·P··:tlfu.e, in 
permafiosV tha~s/, .. 9ecorij · ,.. · ts up to 
and rele:~~~; ~as •.. ~_t)~~n ..... e ... :?'~ •"' ,atons. 
stored';_:~ ·· !~,J as i~~~b.-'e~~-!... .. , uld be 
ESAS, . · ' .~.h the ni"eth~u eqUivalent to 
ane tifl~ted within .~: doubling - the 
frozen water molecules of the current amount of carbon diox
permafrost. The releases of the ide in the atmosphere. 
latter can be much larger and A hypothesis called "the 
mote sudden. "Warming tern- Clathrate Gun" may give an 
peratures, and the ingress of the alarmist, albeit accurate idea of 
ocean as sea-level rises, are caus- how it all goes down. Simply 
ing the methane release to ac- put, as sea and seabed tempera
celerate, possibly precipitously," tures increase, methane hy
Shakhova explains. drates (clathrates) are released, 

Unanswered in the study, which contributing to a quick rise 
spanned from 2003 to 2008, is in global temperatures-more 
whether the methane levels in at the poles to be sure-which 
the Arctic are historically normal in turn contributes to more 
or rising. Methane hydrates in leased methane. It's called 
the ESAS are relatively close to the runaway process; once you 
surface, leaving them more sus- a gun, there's no running to 
ceptible to climatic change than trieve the bullet before it's 
its counterparts, which are in part pact. Currently, scientists 
stabilized by the high pressure of sure at what point the gun fires 
the deep-sea and its consistent when the tipping point is. 
temperatures. The ESAS seems to be 

The researchers found that number-one candidate for 
more than 80 percent of the a show. It's located at a 
deep water and SO percent of latitude, where climate 
surface water had methane lev- is exacerbated. It's _ in, rAl,.H•i <>ll '<r 

els eight times that of normal ~hal19~ 1Vaters (16'4 . 
methane 

. ' 

But the ESAS is only a fraction 
of the total hydrates worldwide. 
·It's unlikely that we've reached 
. a tipping paint· ,af atmospheric · 
greenhouse gases, . and ~ethane · 
loses its greenhouse ·potency 
over time. Luckily, the deeper 
stores around th'e world are more· 
resilient to temperature change, 
and changes precipitated by a 
mass release would take tens of 
thousands of y~ars to affect the 
deeper seabed$. So we'd have to 
see a massive release to -trigger a 
catastrophe. Guess who's got an 
itchy trigger finger? 

DidYou Say Methane Stores? 
The age of gas is upon us. In

creasing external pressure on 
energy corporations to clean-up 
their operations and find solu
tions to climate change has lead 
to internal motivations to gre
enwash everything and 

pr 

bit of cheap energy as possible, 
and the past decade has revealed 
an increasing interest in meth
ane as such a source, both by 
corporations and governments. 
In the early 2000s, conferences 
on hydrates began the upswing 
of interest and have since provid
ed a forum encouraging the ad
vancement of hydrate extraction, 
as well as industry partnerships 
to bankroll the experiments. 

Cu11'81rt Industry Developments 
In 2007, BP drilled research 

wells in Alaska with the assis
, tance of the US Department of 
· Energy (DOE) and the US Geo
•logical Survey (USGS). A meet

was held on November 3, 
and included participation 
BP, ConocoPhilips, Exx

Chevron, DOE and 
to the DOE, 

meetlng :was :cmagreementby an. ·,. ,,./r __ ',--·~1·~ 

group~to .pmsuenecessary:-inter~ ~- "'?::':; , ~:-' • 
action and planning required to .. Y;' ·1 ,,._, - . 

facilitate hydrate;.tield activity in L .,>·· _, .:;_ 
Prudhoe fot.th~wmter 201fdr,ill~ -, .; , , . .;, ' : < · 
ing· -season. · · . ·· :. , ; >:• ·•· -\;:-,:, . , , 

China, Japan, the Republic .of ,_:;>~ _-' · 
Korea. and th~ US all have ongo- . · -· 
ing programs to- scout hydrate 
reserves and develop functional _ 
methads to .. haryest it. On the . · 
Qinghai-Tibet plateau, China has 
estimat~d there · is the equivalent 
of 3S billion tons of oil, ~nough > ~ · 
to supply Chinese energy fot ·:90;:: ·, . 
year5: They warit to . start us~g - it 
within 10 to IS -years. · 

Korea plans tb invest $37mil- -·. 
lion 'dollars to drill for hydrates 
along "it's eastern coast, begin-
ning in April. · ,: ·· · 

The DOE is collaborating-witQ .;. 
the ,(iulf of Me~co Hydrc:1.:t(J9in:t 
Ind~stty Program (JIP), an .affi.al- -
gam.:of some of our · · 

sud
chill

ph eric 
a large me · ... ,,plume 

could oxidize in the ocean, result
ing in anoxia, an absence of oxy
gen in the water, killing countless 
species. Drilling and excavation 
could disturb the ecological sys-. 
terns. The mining of huge tracts of 
ice could cause "slumping" of the 
earth-mass, resulting in geological 
shifts and destabilization of layers 
of mass that have contained the 
methane for millions of years. 

This industry is truly begin
ning. Now is the crucial time to 
intervene, because the technol
ogy is not yet sufficient to make 
hydrate extraction viable on a 
large scale. The physical and 
technological barriers are the 
only current protection against 
hydrate harvesting. We can ex
pect federal agencies to repeat
edly fail in assessing the dangers 
involved. We can expect the 
corporations and government to 

an_d recklessly. 
;;''''"""'"·•••<>+rlu>rl tankers 

.... ~ ......... 

,.,...;:-""';. 



THE SPECTER OF SLUDGE 
·FIGHTING FOR JUSTICE IN THE WAKE OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY DISASTER 

BY MIKE LUDWIG 

The face of the anti-coal movement 
changed forever on December 22, 2008 when 
a Tennessee Valley Authority (IVA) impound 
burst and spilled more than 1 billion gallons 
of coal ash-a toxic sludge comprised of wa
ter and fly ash from a power plant-into the 
delicate ecosystems and waterways of Harri
man, Tennessee. The flood released more tox
ins than any disaster in environmental his
tory, destroyed three homes, filled the Emory 
River with toxic waste and covered 300 acres 
in sludge. 

Before the disaster, many environmental
ists and activists did not know that the coal 
ash, boiler slag and other toxic residues pro
duced by cleaning and burning coal is stored 
in giant, above-ground impoundments as 

TVA. More than 560 plaintiffs are repre
sented in 57 lawsuits against TVA for result
ing property damage and medical problems 
caused by the flood of toxic waste, according 
to the Appalachian Voice. 

Last spring TVA asked a federal judge to 
dismiss the cases, citing TVA's status as a fed
eral agency and therefore its immunity from 
civil suits from citizens, but on March 26 a 
US District Court denied this request and 
slammed the public utility company for fail
ing to follow policies and procedures that 
could have prevented the disaster. 

The nightmare is far from over. TVA con
tinues to dredge ash and heavy metals from 
the Emory River and estimates the cleanup 
effort will take several years and an estimat
ed $1.2 billion. 

A National Issue well as injected into 
old mines across Ap
palachia and the US. ACTIViST TOOLBOX Last year the En

vironmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA) 
acted under pres
sure from the Envi
ronmental Integrity 
Project (EIP) and its 
activist allies and in
spected most of the 
coal waste storage 
sites in the US. The 
EPA released a list of 
49 coal waste si tes 
in Ohio, Arizona, 
West Virginia, North 
Carolina, Michigan 
and across the coun
try that have a "high 
hazard potential" 
and would obliterate 
human and non-hu
m an life if structur
ally compromised. 

Matt Landon, a 
Mountain Justice ac
tivist and Three Riv
ers Earth First!er, was 
one such activist, but 
he sprung into action 
as soon as the disaster 
occurred. 

Landon and other 
environmentalists 
involved in United 
Mountain Defense 
(UMD) grabbed video 
cameras and sample 
jars and rushed to the 
scene to find acres of 
private property and 
watersheds devastat
ed by toxic sludge. It 
was the beginning of 
a two-pronged cam
paign to organize lo
cal residents affected 

tiSi~mng Pi-,_i~t; · · Buiicl ·. bonds With 
local people' affected by heavy industry by 
listening to their stories. Listening projects 
often go door-to-door or organize public 
meetings where neighbors can discuss 
how industry has impacted their lives and 
what do about it. Talking with locals helps 
build frienQ.ly bonds between neighbors 
and outsider activists and lets victims of 
environmental degradation know that 
they are important and deserve to be 
heard. Listening projects have proven to 
be effective tools in areas like Appalachia 
where outsider activists and coal companies 
compete for local support. 

Paperwrenching: Turn paper work into 
dl,rect action. ·By going public with the 

. refults .. of 'field ''t~sts· anp, legal rese~rc;h, 
activists can'"use 'the fine print' to 'jam up. 
"the development machine in the media 
and court system. Paperwrenching does 
not seem glamorous or brazen, but years 
of environmental victories resulting from _ a~d J?.Ois~ned ,bY the 

spill and · hold TVA 
accountable through 
on-site documenta

. la~ili~s and -1W1liic~ opini91i~g\larantees its 
· plifce in the 'actiVist toolbox. 

Th e ET' ·\ abo IT 

ported th at 70 coa l 
sludge storage sites 
across the country 
have leaked heavy 
metals into ecosys

tion and independent water quality testing. 
"We took the skills we gained through 

the mountain justice movement and direct
ly applied [them]," Landon said in an inter
view with the EF! Journal. 

Independent testing by activists like 
Landon has challenged TVA as the govern
ment-run utility company attempts to save 
face and cut corners in its cleanup efforts. 
Their findings proved that TVA repeatedly 
underreported the levels of toxins in the 
sludge that covered the land and neighbor
hood. The effort did not go unnoticed by 
TVA .and the police, and Landon was ar
rested twice in the last year for trespassing 
on TVA property while monitoring cleanup 
and taking samples. 

Neighborhood Justice 
From the beginning, Landon and other 

UMD activisfs broug~t aid, wat~r and medi
cal information to Harriman residents af
fected by the spill. A campaign modeled 
from past "listening projects" empowered 
locals to run and facilitate meetings and 
actions to demand justice and begin to 
put their communities back together via 
the Tennessee Coal Ash Survivors Network 
(TCASN). 

"Now you go down there and some of 
the loc~ls . still call themselves activists; they 
self-identify as activists," Landon s.aid. 

·. The spill destroyed· people's properties 
and local waterways, and heavy metals and 
airborne partirulates from the coal sludge 
caused serious healthprbbleins. TVA initial-_ 
Iy refused to pay for medical- testing fo:r lo- . 
cal residents, and the TCASN .expects health 
problems to wntinue as ·the government's 
cleanup effort stirs up the meS,s and releases 
more pollutants into the.air: 

· Commurifty members in Harriman' orga
nized to bring ju,stice to their neighborhood 
and recently won a crucial legal victory over 
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tems and watersheds . The EIP recently fol
lowed-up and identified 31 more sites caus
ing contamination. That's 101 cases of lead, 
arsenic and other heavy metals poisoning 
precious waterways from the Ohio River 
valley to the New Mexican deserts . 

After the TVA disaster, regu lators said they 
would address the coal waste issue. That 
was more than a year ago . The EPA eventu
ally attempted to classify coal waste as toxic 
waste and require coal waste storage sites to 
use liners and collection systems to prevent 
pollutants and heavy metals like lead, mer
cury, and arsenic from leaking impounds. 
The proposal has since been stalled in the 
White House as coal industry lobbyists at
tempt to keep the Obama administration 
on their side. EPA chief Lisa Jackson has 
said she hopes to have a proposal approved 
as this issue of the EF! Journal goes to print 
in April. 

Call to Action 
Coal waste storage sites-ranging from the 

sludge injection sites poisoning wells in West 
Virginia to the massive impounds adjacent 
to almost every coal-burning power plant 
in the US-pose a national threat to human 
and non-human health and safety. Govern
ment and industry greed and inaction has 
left the environmental movement no choice 
but to take immediate and direct action to 
end the destructive practice of mining and 
burning coal. 

"Coal ash definitely has the potential to 
turn into a huge issue to mobilize over," 
saip Landon, who is currently working with 
United Mountain Defense to fight the. coal 
indu~!ry in Tenness·ee. "The more groups we 
h;:tve that wake up·to it; the better." 

Lab don ·is a big faii of science when it 
comes to holding· industry accountable for 
coal · wast~.. He suggests researching coal 
waste pits and impounds in local areas by 

Sludge by the Numbers 
An Environmental Integrity Project (EIP) 
report has identified 31 coal waste sites 
that have contaminated streams, wetlands, 
ecosystems and aquifers in 14 states. 
Nearly half of these sites contaminated 
off-site areas. EIP's findings are in addition 
to 70 sites already identified by the EPA. 
EIP reports that coal-burning power 
plants produce 140 million tons of coal 
waste containing deadly pollutants, and 
much of this waste is stored in unlined 
and largely unregulated impounds and 
open pits. 

Deadly Pollutants 
Arsenic: Human carcinogen known to 
cause cancer of bladder, lungs, skin and 
kidneys. EIP identified 21 sites with arsenic 
contamination up to 145 times the federal 
drinking water standard. 
Lead: Powerful neurotoxin that damages 
the nervous system, especially in children. 
EIP identified 9 sites with up to 10 times 
the federal safety limit. 
Selenium: Can cause liver cirrhosis, 
pulmonary edema and death . Present in 
excess at seven sites. 

Coal wastes also coritain-,tll.e pollutants 
and poisons mercury, nickel, t&allium, 
copp~r, chromium, selenium, barfitm ~., 

US Fish: 100 Percent Contaminated 
The US C L"o logical ~ urw~ in Mar, l1 

reported that every single fish tested from 
nearly 300 freshwater streams across ~he 
couritry was contaminated with mercury. 
About a quarter of the fish was too 
contaminated for human consumption, 
and two-thirds exceeded the EPA level of 
concern for consumption by predatory 
mammals . The USGS reported coal
burning power plants are the largest 
source of mercury in the US. 

Highest Hazards 
Last year, the EPA identified 49 coal waste 
sites with a "high hazard potential" based 
on the proximity to residential areas and 
potential to obliterate hum an and non
human life in the event of a TVA-style 
disaster. Here's a list of the biggest culprits. 
American Electric Power 
Sites: 11 
Locations: Kentucky, Ohio, West Virginia, 
Indiana 
Duke Energy 
Sites: 10 
Location: North Carolina 
Arizona Electric Power Cooperative 
Sites: 7 
Location: Arizona 
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 
Sites: S -
Locations: Tennessee, Alabama, North 
Carolina 
Kentucky Utilities 

· Sites: S 
. Location: kentucky 

taking samples from waterways and areas 
near coal storage sites and sending them to 
EPA certified laboratories for testing. 

A plethora of grassroots resistance is tak
ing direct action to fight the coal industry 
in Tennessee and across Appalachia. Those 
interested in interning or volunteering with 
United Mountain Defense can send an email 
to UMCVOLUNTEERHOUSE @YAHOO.COM . 

Mike Ludwig is a nomadic journalist. He has 
covered the coal issues for The Athens News and 
Southeast Ohio Magazine. fie has also written 
for inthefray.org. Email: ML431j@aol.com 



CARBON CRACKPOTS 
A New Green Scheme to Trap C02 Links Coal, Oil and Gas 

BY MIKE L UDWIG 
ing tons of oil right into the greedy 
hands of private industry. 

Energy giant American Electric Private industry is already on 
Power (AEP) made environmen- board. Peabody Energy, the larg
tal disaster history in 2002 when est private coal company in the 
it bought out and relocated the world, announced in February its 
village of Cheshire, Ohio after partnership with GreatPoint Energy 
a federal study confirmed "blue (another name to know) to devel
plumes" of sulfuric acid mist op "catalytic hydromethanation" 
produced by its Gavin coal-burn- technology that will turn coal into 
ing power plant were poisoning gas and hydrogen fuels for new car
Cheshire's 221 residents. bon capture coal plants that-you 

AEP operates four coal-burning guessed it-will"enhance oil recov
power plants within ten miles ery," according to a release. 
of Cheshire, including the 1,300 "Advancing our carbon capture 
megawatt Mountaineer located on and storage technology will create 
the West Virginia side of the Ohio new jobs in America and reduce our 
River. Despite AEP's infamous rep- carbon pollution output," Chu said 
utation in the area, the US Depart- at a press conference in March. "It's 
ment of Energy (DOE) has handed another example of our country's 
the plant more than $334 million innovation at work." 
to operate an experimental "car- Yes, Chu is correct, the plan has 
bon sequestration" system thaf_ 1~98·:·. all the marks of AmeriC(lif~nova
uefies carbon dioxide from Moun,~ ' Jfon: burning and mining lots of fos
taineer's stacks and pumps it into sil fuels. Chu's doublethink has the 
geological formations under the coal and oil industry laughing all 
Ohio River. the way to the bank. 

Carbon sequestration technol
ogy, also known as carbon capture, 
is just one of the crackpot sche~ 
the Obama administration and its 
green capitalist allies have conjured 
up to ensure that they can continue 
burning coal while building their 
"clean energy" market portfolios. 
The idea is simple: separate the 
greenhouse gas from other pollut
ants in the smoke stack, liquefy it, 
and then pump it into underground 
geological formations . Out of sight, 
out of mind. 

This experiment might sound 
eerily familiar to the former resi• 
dertts of Cheshire, who first noticed · 
the clouds of sulfuric acid aerosol 
after AEP installed the "selective 
catalytic reduction units" to reduce 
pollution emitted by 
the Gavin plant. Now, 
less than ten years later, 
the DOE has given AEP 
full license to conduct a 
dangerous experiment 
just ten miles away from 
the site of the historic 
buyout. 

Last fall, AEP began 
pumping liquefied am
monium bicarbonate
the liquid created by the 
Alstom company's pat
ented chilled ammonia 
capture process-into 
saline formations 1.5 
miles below Earth's sur-
face. With the govern-
ment funding for a 10-year scale
up, AEP will eventually be pumping 
15 million metric tons of chemicals 
under the Ohio River each year. 

The DOE didn't stop with AEP. 
It grabbed $2.4 billion of Obama's 
stimulating package to fund carbon 
sequestration development projects 
across the country. 

One such project is a brand new, 
60-megawatt power plant slated for 
Thompsons, Texas. In March, the 
DOE gave $154 million to NRG En
ergy to build the facility, which is 
US Energy Secretary Steven Chu's 
new flagship double-whammy for 
fossil fuel ·production. The plant 
will be a "demonstration facility" 
designed to capture the carbon 
from the coal-burning plant and 
inject it into a nearby oil field. An
other simple idea: liquefied carbon 
captured from power plant stacks is 
pumped into a nearby oil field, fore-

Pipelines and Infrastructure 
Every carbon capture power plant 

isn't lucky enough to operate near 
an oilfield ripe for carbon injection. 
That's where interstate pipelines 
come in. 

Denbury Resources Inc., a compa
ny that specializes in enhanced oil 
recovery, announced in February its 
plan to build 320 miles of pipeline 
from Donaldsonville, Louisiana to 
Houston, Texas. The $825 million 
project will be capable of transport
ing 800 million cubic feet of carbon 
dioxide daily from natural reserves 
and carbon capture industry in Loui
siana and Mississippi to the oil fields 
of Texas. One of Denbury's sources 
of captured industrial carbon diox-

ide will be the Faustina Hydrogen 
Products LLC, a Louisiana gasifica
tion plant that in 2012 will begin 
producing anhydrous ammonia, sul
fur and carbon dioxide from high
sulfur coal and petroleum coke. 

Coal-gasification projects, which 
would turn coal into synthetic nat
ural gas to fuel new carbon capture 
power plants, are proposed in Illi
nois, Indiana and Kentucky. This is 
no secret to Denbury. Last year the 
company began a feasibility study 
on the proposed Midwest Pipeline, 
an estimated $1 billion project that 
would pump carbon dioxide from 
the new facilities 700 miles to Den
bury's southern grid. 

So let's recap. Coal mined in 
Ohio, West Viriginia and Illinois 
will be turned into synthetic natu
ral gases and burned in carbon cap
ture power plants across the Mid
west. The carbon dioxide byProduct, 

will then be piped across five states 
and the Mississippi River basin to 
Louisiana, where it will be pumped 
to Texas and injected into oil wells 
to coax out stubborn reserves to be 
manufactured into petroleum prod
ucts. This is the infrastructure our 
leaders are planning for a "clean en
ergy future ." 

Risky Business, Dirty Coal 
Even mainstream analysts are 

calling the investments in carbon 
capture and other "clean coal" 
technologies a high stakes gamble. 
Only time will tell if these expen
sive technologies will prove to be 
efficient and cost effective, let alone 
safe. Carbon capture systems cost 
millions of dollars and will con
sume 10 to 40 percent of the energy 
created by a· Q<>wer plant, accord- ... 
ing to a G~e~p~ct<i~port. Stoj~\k. 
ing liquefiedi~faon chetrticals int8~'f · 
subterranean geological formations 
is unprecedented, and Greenpeace 
researchers and other analysts warn 
that stored carbon dioxide could 
corrode geological formations and 
leak back into the atmosphere . . 
Some critics fear that the practice ~
could cause earthquakes or even .· 
massive carbon dioxide leaks that 
would decimate human life. So why 
is the Obama administration and its 
greenwashing industry buddies so 
hell bent on rolling the dice? 

Look no further than the coal min
ing industry itself, which refers to the 
US as the "Saudi Arabia of Coal." 

"Technology is constantly im
proving, and even modest price 
increases open up vast expanses of 
coal all over t~e nation-especially 
in the Powder ·River Basin," writes 
Dr. Frank Clement in an article on 
www.coalcandothat.com. "America 

has 28 percent of the 
world's coal reserves, 
more coal than any 
other nation, and coal 
is in the ground in over 
half the states, our en
ergy ace in the hole." 

Coal is one of the 
world's dirtiest sources 
of energy and is losing 
favor among American 
consumers. Upcoming 
climate legislation and 
new rules proposed by 

,. the EPA could put caps 
~ on carbon ermss10ns 

and make burning coal 
less convenient for util
ity companies. But the 

coal industry is not going to give up 
on the estimated 200 billion tons of 
coal that waits to be extracted from 
US soil. Clement, a professor at Penn 
State University and co-author of the 
National Coal Council's "The Urgen
cy of Sustainable Coal," claims that 
untapped coal reserves could meet 
US energy needs for over 100 years. 

That's 100 years of mountaintop . 
removal mining, acid mine runoff, ., 
dead zones, coal sludge pits, carbon 
capture, smoke stacks, mercury and 
lead poisoning, global warming and 

· unfettered industrial expansion at 
the expense of. mother Earth. 

This is the .future our leaders are 
preparing for. This future· beiins " 
where it must end: in· the . mines. 
·Without mining, the coal power 
industry-and all the other indus
tries wrapped up in it-will choke 
on blackened lungs. Who can lend 
a hand·_and help tighten tht: ·noose? 

· ~.hr:imp 8an:t., Protect SeaTm-tles:._J 
The~ US · State . Departinent 

nounced in March a formal ban . 
':Shrimp ca4ght by Mexican fisheries 
· until the :induS,try upctat~s its trawl 
· nets to include dev:lces that protect 
against the inadvertent capture of 
sea turtles. The bap. w~s instated after 
the end of the formal Mexican com-
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UPDATE S 
1-69 Legal Victory Catalonia Forest Occupation Evicted Murphy Sentenced to 5 Years in Prison 

Supporters of Hugh and Tiga of the Indiana
based Roadblock Earth First! Anti-I-69 
campaign announced in late March that 
both activists had their felony racketeering. 
charges dropped on the basis that, under 
Indiana law, conspiracy charges cannot stem 
from misdemeanor charges. Both activists 
were also granted permission to leave the 
state of Indiana. 

A forest occupation camp in Catalonia, 
Spain was evi~ted on March 24. Various police 
squads and a "special climbing eviction unit" 
were deployed to oust the occupiers, who are 
defending the forest from high voltage power 
lines that would connect from France, Spain 
and potentially Africa . The occupation began 
on October 17, 2009, and several structures 
and treesits had been established. 

Steven James Murphy, 44, admitted to his 
role in a failed attempt to firebomb a Pasadena, 
California condominium development in 
2006. Murphy plead guilty to the ELF-affiliated 
action on April 5. His 5-year sentence carries 
a Terrorism Enhancement from the original 
charge. Investigators claim Murphy planted 
a crude firebomb that would have destroyed 
two condos had it ignited. 
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Carrie is Free! Scott Faces New Charges 
Activist Carrie Feldman, 20, was released 

from jail on March 19 after a US attorney 
unexpectedly filed a motion stating that 
her testimony on a 2004 animal rights 
action was no longer needed . Carrie and 
another Minneapolis, Minnesota-based 
activist, Scott DeMuth, 22, were held in 
contempt of court and jailed in November 
after refusing to cooperate and testify before 
a grand jury. Scott was re-indicted on April 
14 under charges of an ALF raid on labs in 
the University of Iowa in 2004 "and other 
animal enterprises elsewhere" with "persons 
known and unknown to the Grand Jury." 

Crow Creek Tribe Strikes Deal with IRS 
The Crow Creek Sioux Tribe has settled its 

tax debt with the IRS and secured a loan to 
buy back 11 square miles of land stolen by 
the government and sold at an auction in 
December. The tribe responded to the initial 
seizure with a lawsuit. The IRS has forgiven 
additional"debt" on the grounds the suit be 
dropped. 

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS OF 
--·---------------===-----------· THE WEIRD ~-~~-~-

Mea't ·From a Petri Di_sh " 
Test tube meat has taken an

other step toward transforming 
from an eerie joke around the 
kitchen table to reality. Dutch 

conducted sue-

ex]pet'lmlents in growing 
animal protein in labs. The gov
ernment-funded program recent
ly succeeded in growing "meat" 
by combing cells extracted from 
a living pig and mixing in a 
broth made of animal fetuses. 
Mark Post, a professor of pli.ysi
ology at Eindhoven University, 
said t~at with improvements, 
lab-made meat products will be 
good for the environment and 
will reduce animal suffering. "If 
it tastes like meat, people will 
buy it," Post said. 

Source: Earth Islanfi: Journ,a! 

More Freaky Flesh 

a bunch of extra lumps. The re
searchers are hoping their discov
ery could add value to commer
cial fish farming, but critics fear 
that native species could be out
competed by the mutant trout if 
they invaded wild habitats. 

Source: National Geographic 
Daily News 

Airport Mind Scanners 
The Associated Press reported 

in January that the future of 
airport security could include 
mind scanners. WeCU, as in 
"we see you," is an Isreal-based 
technology company that has 
received US funding to experi
ment with "mind scanners" that 
would monitor suspects' mental 
and physical reactions to images 
played on screens in airports. For 
example, a pot~ntial "terrorist's" 
brain and heart rate may react 
to symbols of radical groups or 
militancy. 

Obama ·Buys Hybrid Cars for 
Federal Yuppies 

On March 31, President Barack 
Obama announced the federal 
government would buy more 

walk as American auto manufac
.turers begin making cars accord
ing to new emission limits re
cently set by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. Yes, federal 
employees will be joining the 
ranks of yuppies everywhere as 
they rev up their brand-new cars 
that burn oil and use electricity. 
Do not expect Obama to be tex
ting from his Blackberry while 
driving a Prius, however. When 
asked about the presidential mo
torcade, Obama said the _ Secret 
Service shot ·down the idea due 
to security reasons. 

than 5,600 hybrid ve- -::::;::::;:~~ 
hides to walk

the-

Do Americans Love Birds? 
The hearts and min ds of mil

lions of Americans could soon 
rest easy knowing less birds may 
crash into our government's 
windows. In March, the Ameri
can Bird Conservancy (ABC) ap
plauded Illinois Congressman 
Mike Quigley's introduction of 
HR 4797 in Congress. The bill 
will require the federal govern
ment to incorporate "bird-safe 
building materials and design 
practices" when constructing 
new buildings. The ABC is cel
ebrating this key effort to rein
vigorate the US economy. Amer
icans apparently spend about 
$36 billion "in pursuit of birding 
activities," and 48 million Amer-

gage 
- in bird 

----., watch-
ing; 48 

percent 
of whom actually 

~~~ leave their homes to 
do so, according to 
the ABC. Chirpy

chirp chirp! 

A team of researchers at the Uni
versity of · Rhode Islan_d injected 
thous~nds of Rainbow . Trout 
eggs with -DNA-from Qther ··spe-__ . 
cies it). hopes of creating mu- - -
tant seafori_d. Their experiment _: ·. ·· 
worked in about 300 ,cases and : 
resulted in mutant fish with 
"~ulging" . muscles -and· a "six 
pack of aps."_Jn reality/ the trout . .
looR like they've simply gained ·_;,..._~qr."!.' 

~- Mutar)JJist~t_wjth ~-~~bulging II muscles and a II six 
paok of abs:;···~::~-t them b~to-re they eat you first! 

.. 
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MULTINATIONALS ENTER CHIAPAS RAINFOREST 
, -INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES VIOLENTLY £YICTED 

BY }OHN "AHNIWANIKA" S CHERTOW 

Stop the evictions and massacres! 
Multinational corporations are 

coveting strategic natural resourc
es in the Lacandon Jungle in the 
Mexican state of Chiapas. At the 
same time, the state government 
is pursuing ambitious plans to sur
round the Lacandon Forest with oil 
palm plantations, while disguising 
the forest around the plantations 
as 'eco'-tourism areas. The corpora
tions are preparing for those proj
ects by attacking and evicting in
digenous communities. 

On January 21, the indigenous 
Tselales communities of Laguna El 
Suspiro and Laguna San Pedro Gua
nil, both inside the Biosphere Re
serve of Montes Azuls in the Lacan
don Forest, were evicted. Montes 
Azules is home to one third of Mex
ico's biodiveristy. 

The eviction began on January 
19, when the head of the Federal 
Agency for Environmental Protec
tion (PROFEPA) visited Chiapas. A 
few hours later, hundreds of police
men and soldiers evicted around 20 
indigenous families (120 individu
als) from their homes in the region. 

Government sources state that 
the operation was carried out in 
coordination with the federal 
police, members of the Mexican 
Army and of PROFEPA, ironically 
in the presence of "representa
tives of the state's human rights." 
No details have been given as to 
who those human rights represen
tatives were. Our understanding 
is that the Mexican government 
used fake "human rights repre
sentatives" in order to commit 
human rights violations against 
indigenous peoples. 

The police forces were heavily 
armed and used several helicopters 
during the two operations. Without 
any official documentation or court 
order, and by means of violence 
and threats against elderly people, 
women and children, they forced 
the indigenous people to leave their 
houses without being allowed to 
take any of their personal belong
ings, and took them to the city of 
Palenque. From there, twelve vil
lagers from Laguna San Pedro Gua
nil were taken to the government 
ministry and interrogated without 
a lawyer or interpreter. Before being 

released, the villagers were made to 
sign a document without under
standing the content. They later re
ported that intimidation was used 
to get them to respond to questions 
about the location of .alleged drug 
fields, which indicates how the 
government intends to justify the 
evictions. The villagers report their 
belongings, as well as their houses, 
clothes and work tools destroyed, 
their fruit trees, maize and beans 
uprooted and their communal shop 
ransacked. Local witnesses report 
that the houses and belongings of 
the villagers were burnt after the 
evictions. So far, no opportunity for 
resettlement has been offered. 

Violent evictions and forced re
locations have been carried out in 
approximately 40 communities by 
both the current and previous ad
ministrations. These are part of a 
policy to create a "new order" and 
clear the Lacandon Forest of people, 
particularly in the Montes Azules 
region. The Mexican state is thus 
promoting social dislocation and 
ongoing legal uncertainties as well 
as the appropriation of communal 
property in favor of private own
ership. This results in the irrevers
ible loss of the concept of land as a 
source of communal wealth. 

Both the federal government of 
Mexico and the state government 
of Chiapas justify their actions 
by labeling the entire indigenous 
Tseltal, Tsotzil, Ch'ol and Tojolabal 
population in the Lacandon area as 
"irregular people," "invaders" and 
"predators." The evictions are expect
ed to continue. Several of the villages 
which were evicted were Zapatista 
supporters. Friends of the Earth has 
accused the governor of Chiapas of 
selling "the land and the territories 
of Chiapas to the highest bidder." 

The evictions can be understood 
through a strategic global proj
ect of "territorial evictions and 
control," which is disguised as a 
"conservationist spirit for the ben
efit of humanity" or, as a govern
ment spokesperson said, " ... for 
the good of Chiapas, for the good 
of Mexico and for the good of the 
world's environment." In reality, it 
serves the interests of multination
al corporations and private inves
tors in strategic natural resources 
in this and other indigenous and 
campesin@ territories in Mexico 

and Central America; biodiversity, 
forest cover, clean drinking water, 
natural scenery and minerals are 
all coveted as resources by biotech 
and agribusiness companies (Mon
santo, Pioneer, Norvartis, Bimbo), 
pharmaceutical companies (Phar
macia, Bayer, Pfizer, Sanofi Ad
ventis), car and oil firms (Ford, 
General Motors, Shell, the Inter
national Automobile Association), 
drinks manufacturers (Coca Cola, 
Nestle, Pepsi), hotel chains and 
false 'eco-tourism' firms (Mexican 
Association for Adventure and Eco
Tourism, AMTAVE), as well as min
ing companies (CEMEX, owned by 
PEMEX). Several of them have had 
a direct or indirect presence in the 
Lacandon Forest for years. At the 
same time, the governor of Chi
apas, Juan Sabinas, has imposed 
an ambitious program of economic 
reform which includes the expan
sion of oil palm plantations and 
aims to turn Chiapas into one of 
the main centers of production for 
agrofuels, with all the impacts that 
go along with it. 

Editor's note: In the ongoing news of 
evictions happening in Chiapas, a 
member of the so-called Organization 
for the Defense of Campesino and In
digenous Rights (OPDIC), a right-wing 
paramilitary organization, was killed 
by friendly fire as his organization 
attempted to violently evict the com
munity of Bolon Ajaw on February 6. 
The Fray Bartolome de Las Casas 
Human Rights Center believes that 
the OPDIC attack is tied to the In
stitutional Revolutionary Party (PRJ) 
in an attempt to supplant the local 
campasin@s with palm oil planta
tions for eventual consumption as 
biofuels in the developed world. 
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the ruling elites. Organized by the indignity of typical activ- RBC bank, an arson at a Chevy 
BY SABoo diverse groups of activists that ist infighting-a unity that the dealership and other incidences 

The Winter Olympiq of 2010 use differing tactics, these cam- Olympics could only attempt of sabotage and vandalism. 
has come and gone, but the re- paigns are often measured by to co-opt in ceremony. Lead by Meanwhile, the Canadian po
sistance movement continues different yardsticks of success. indigenous peoples determined lice used the escalation of via
to live on. The stage was set for Although most protesters share to reclaim their ancestral heri- lence brought on by drunken 
massive resistance when the the desire to hamper, distract tage, the Take Back Our Coun- sports fans as an excuse to de
Olympics committee decided in from, and/or completely stop try demonstration saw the tacti- ploy particularly violent meth-
2008 that the notoriously tour- the · injustices against which cal utilization of the black bloc ods of repression, including rub
ist-oriented event would take they demonstrate their dissent, as a protective force. Although ber bullets and batons, against 
place on un-ceded Coast Salish some judge direct actions of mainstream media jumped on protesters. Amidst this kind of 
indigenous lands (also known as vandalism, property destruction the opportunity to delegitimize brutality, the protesters gained 
British Columbia). Encouraging and violent altercations with the protestors for their tactical increasing validation. Stella Au
commercial development in are- police to be detrimental to over- cooperation, the history of de- gust, a prominent homeless 
gion that, according to Canadian all goals involving sophisticated nunciation and marginalization activist with the Vancouver
law, still belongs to indigenous theories of non-violence and of demonstrators by the corpo- based Power of Women Group, 
peoples, the Olympics took its civil disobedience. Others deem rate press suggests that solidar- expressed staunch solidarity 
corporate sponsors into places successful individual actions ity has nothing to do with their with the black bloc, insisting 
they didn't belong. For two years, of resistance, violent ones in- opportunistic decrials. "They're angry because of the 
they were met with intense resis- eluded, as individual successes. The next day saw more pro- rich people bringing the Olym
tance, culminating from the mo- Often, major liberal organizers tests, which heated up with pies into our country when it 
ment the site was chosen up to (labor unions, environmental some soft blockades and prop- wasn't needed. It wasn't needed 
the closing ceremonies. NGOs, etc.) who aim to amass erty damage. Called "Heart At- here. Those kids were not bad. 

The ·principle grounds for re- large numbers of protestors for tack!", the main march imple- They were only angry because 
sistance lay in the governments' their cause decry confronta- mented the black bloc as a more of what they bring to our coun
expenditure of millions of dol- tional tactics like the black bloc aggressive force . 200-300 hun- try-big time poverty." Under
lars in preparation for the games (i.e., forming an unidentifiable dred protestors marched togeth- lying the words of Stella August, 
in spite of the deplorable a proud native person of 
living standards of Cana- Nuuchahnulth descent, is a 
da's indigenous peoples. • greater feeling of unity that 
Indigenous reservations in _ . grew through joint partici-
Canada are similar to those r.:- • No QtlMH~:> pation in and organization 
in the United States: motifs 0"""''"""'~, .• ,, of rallies and protests as 
run from unpaved roads 2 0 1 0 they continued into the 
and streets to undrinkable final day of the Olympics. 
tap-water to dilapidated On that day, February 28, 

· housing and other tell tale 200 protesters took to the 
signs of environmental streets in a demonstration 
racism. In violation of the called "Games Over! Resis-
United Nations Declaration tance Lives" that blocked 
on the Rights of Indigenous the major Olympics out-
Peoples, which the Canadi- let road for 12 hours, and 
an government rigidly op- ended the night in a big 
poses, the repression of in- Tent Village party. 
digenous communities in- Tent Village was disman-
cl\!des· the systematic arrest tied shortly after the final 
and impnsonment of activ- fiesta, but as a result more 
ists who organize peaceful than 30 people received ex-
protests against clear-cuts, pedited housing. 
mining and land grabbing. The momentum from 

Environmentalists quick- the Olympics resistance 
ly rallied alongside indig- movement spilled over into 
enous organizers against March for an Anti-Police 
the Olympics due to the Brutality March (preceded 
destruction of the environ- by the smashing and van-
ment that the Olympics dalizing of 11 police cars 
precipitated. Corporate on the previous night), and 
preparation for the Olym- an Anti-Fascist Rally, which 
pies included chopping squashed a Nazi rally in 
down tens of thousands of Vancouver. As Vancouver 
trees, and blasting moun- radicals build on the les-
tainsides in the Callaghan sons and victories of the 
Valley for tourist venues. local Anti-Olympics move-
Canada also used the games as group of people dressed in black er, breaking into smaller groups ment, people are already look
an excuse to extend the Sea- and masked up to contravene and spreading out throughout ing to confront the next Win
to-Sky Highway, a highway re- police surveillance in the event downtown Vancouver, pull- ter Olympics in Sochi, Russia, 
S{lonsil)le for the death of at of potentially illegal actions). ing newspaper stands into the as well as the Vancouver police 
least 11 black bears due to loss The difference between tac- streets to ward off vehicles and force's now-increased resources 
of habitat as well as the death of tics appeared immediately, as providing cover for dissidents and capabilities. Though con
millions of salmon due to gravel multifarious nocturnal arson to spray-paint and smash the troversial tactics were used, as 
mines around the Fraser River. and sabotage strikes hit strate- windows of corporations re- a whole, the diversity of tac
The same "streamlined" appli- gic targets throughout Canada sponsible for investing in the tics and interests represented 
cation processes that facilitated in anticipation of the Olympic economic and ecological ex- within the overall strategy of 
this development included new torch. As the Olympic torch ploitation of stolen lands and the Anti-Olympics movement 
incentives for ski resorts, min- made its ·way across Canada, . displaced peoples. poses an interesting template 
ing, oil and gas · development, it abo met non-violent civil The largest march took the from which to organize future 
and led to large increases in in- disobedience in 30 . cities, · in~ : streets on the following day, event-based resistance. Unfor
frastructure as well. To top it off, eluding .lock downs; blockades · manifesting 3,000-4,000 people tunately, several people have 
billions of dollars were allotted and ·· interVentions ·staged by : ·in a Women's Memorial March, been arrested and still need sup
for_ the Olympics budget from hundreds of Canadian citizens ~ while other activists squatted port, including Charlotte Han
infamous opponents of people movlng ~inio its path~ When the . an Olympics Tent Village on nah and Willow Riley for alleg
and the Earth such as' Coca-Cola, torch finally arrived in Vancou- Vancouver Organizing Commit- edly assaulting a police officer, 
General Electric and McDonalds. ver, the diversity of tactics came. tee prgperty in another part of Sumayya Kassamall and Alexan-

With the rallying cry of "Riot together amidst 2,000-3,500 town. Other direct actions con- der Hundert for alleged vandal-
2010," organizers · of Olympics marching. protesters· who o,ut- d'Q{:ted ag~inst the Olympics ism, and joseph-Marc Beaulieu 
Resistance embarked. mf an ef~ shined the Opening Cereino- ·, .in. · the wildness of these days for Mischief on account of alleg
fort to ~hut down the Olympics · nies. on February 12. Known as: incJud_ed ~ .~ttikes against three edly "leading the Black Bloc." 
with· strategies similar -to those , "Take.Back· our Country"; this McDonalds, the -sabotage of a For more information on the 
used in :camJ>aign~ to itop 'the ..• mardi .maBt.fested_ an outstand- ~- COJ1Strudion company vehicle, 2010 Olympics Resistance and 
WT_Q,~ G~, Co~fe~eiice pf~ar~ · iiig. solidati.ty J)etWeen peop~e 9£ · th~- redesigning of a giant Ca- . updates on the court · cases, go 
ties· (COPfand other s~bels· of . all wa.Iks of life that trartsceildetr nadian flag, · the attacking of a ·to No2010.coM. 
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Maine Earth First! 
North Woods 

Round River Rendezvous 
June 29- July 6 

In 2004, after the Down East Round River Rendezvous on 
Donnell Pond, about a hundred Earth First!ers greeted Gover
nor Baldacci at his house to protest plans to build a liquified 
natural gas (LNG) facility. After a long campaign, those plans 
were defeated, for now. Since then, Maine EF! has been fight
ing the largest development proposal in Maine's history by 
the notorious timber/real estate giant, Plum Creek. However, 
the corporate plunder of our unique bioregion and culture, 
does not stop with Plum Creek. Maine EF! has also net
worked with community groups that are defending their land 
and communities from private water extraction, toxic waste 
incineration, and industrial wind-energy development. Now 
we 're inviting y'all back up to the North Woods for some 
more fun around the campfire, exploring the bioregion, and 
movement building. This year 's Round River Rendezvous 
(RRR) will be held in the heart of the Maine North Woods! 

By hosting the 2010 RRR, we hope to have the opportunity 
to show people what our forests have become, but also to cre
ate a vision of what we will have if 
the Earth-destroying corporations 
are evicted and the land is allowed 
to heal . We hope to use our four pri
mary campaigns, which are focused 
on wind, water, waste, and woods 
(the 4Ws) , to make broader connec- -
tions and coalitions with folks 
working throughout the North 
Woods Bioregion and the conti
nent. These connections will hope
fully jump-start discussions around 
wilderness movement -building, 
re-wilding damaged lands, and 
effective strategies for eco-defense. These themes are deeply 
connected to the struggle to maintain the traditional, rural cul
ture of Maine. The 20 10 RRR will feature a corporate-ass kick
ing action, lots of hootin' and hollerin' around the campfire, 
and plenty of opportunities to explore the flora , fauna, and the 
beauty and the devastation of the North Woods! In fact, this 
just might be the place to spend the rest of the Summer ... We 
hope to have a wide variety of campaigns that folks can plug 
into throughout Maine. 

Why Earth First!? Attd What the Hell is the 
"'Routtd River Rettdezvous?"' 

Are you sick of the other environmental organizations selling . 
out? Sick of environmentalists who don't follow through with 
their words? Well, then Earth First! is the movement for you! 
Earth First! is a movement based around the idea that there is a 
need for non-compromising action in defense of Mother Earth! 
The Earth First! movement is centered around biocentrism and 
deep ecology, the beliefs that all of life has intrinsic value and all 
living systems are interconnected. Earth First! isn't your typical 
environmental organization.For starters, it's not even an organi
zation; it's an international movement. Unlike other large envi
ronmental groups we put our beliefs into action and we don't get 
bogged down with bureaucracy! 

The Earth First! Round River Rendezvous is a week-long 
gathering for anyone interested in or involved in the Earth 
First! movement (except for cops or informants). Annually, 
this week-long gathering is held in a bioregion that is threat
ened with ecological devastation. And this year, the Maine 
North Woods is hosting the gathering. During the week folks 
set up a primitive camp and attend or give workshops on a 
wide variety of topics (see below), get to know one another, 
listen to music and other performances or share their own, 
brainstorm, network, organize on wilderness defense arid 
relax and get to know why we love this place. 

But don't think that we're a bunch of boring fanatics that 
just like to sit around and theorize about "movement strat
egy." We also like to have a lot of fun! including, but not 
limited to, rowdy games, contra dancing, music, bonfires, 
etc. There will be lots of great opportunities for anyone to 
share music, poetry, circus acts, theatre, whatever you got 
with the group. There will be scheduled performances by 

movement musicians, as well as a reviving of the 
Warrior Poet's Society. There will be a contra dance 
night as well. There will be loads of great music, 
performances (of all kinds, and I do mean ALL 
KINDS!) and poetry- so don't miss out! Make 
sure to bring something to sh,are or just come with 
ari op~n_~n~;f.:;.g~i~ Sljre te{Jie S()ID~ rowdy g()S>d fun. 

• - > • • -"" -- · ' " • 

We also hope to have some local home brew fot 
sampling , and want to encourage anybody to bring 
some homebrew of their own. Maine EF! has con
nections with a lot of local, organic farmers, and we 
will be providing some food from the region and 
hope other people can bring some of theirs (Hey 
Everglades EF!, bring some mangoes!). 

We encourage anyone coming to engage in primitive camp
ing, treading as lightly as possible on the ecosystems that we 
will be inhabiting. We also ask that people come as self-suffi
cient as possible. Town and amenities are typically a distance 
away- so come with everything you will ,need for the week. 
The week will end with a direct action that is most strategic 
and relevant to our ongoing campaigns at the time. You.can 
learn more about this action atffi.~ Rendezvous. For_security 

~..:t3t~ :- - . ~ --- . 

reasons, the specific de~ls wij.L.f?e :figur~ out l;>y the locaf 
organizers, and others will be.-e.fH'gged in accordmgly. 

. n·.-- . 

Sot~te fhittgs to Cottsider 
Given the situation of Maine's forests ,"there is a good· 

chance that the Rendezvous wilJ.-be held oii privately owned · 
land. We have several sites picked out, and-are wa!ting to 
decide the specific location based on the most str~tegic place 
to be this Summer. If it is on private._ land, we will utilize state
managed campsites which are open to the public. The large, 
corporate land..:owners have kepf th~ir foot-hold in Maine by 
allowing "public access" on "lli~ir" -land. Therefore, camping 
is legal, as long as fires are contained in the existing fire rings. 

Other things to keep in mind when planning your trip to the 
great North Woo~s are: Weather: June in Northerit-M~ne can 

continued inside 

Cot1taet Us! 
l;ur more inl'~)rmatiun abtlUt tlw RRR. ith:luding dinxtt~)n.-.: ;md \vork:-.hnp -.;dh:duk. 'i"ii1Htr w(•hsirc :11 
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Wind .. Watet Waste .. Wo d 
The corporate colonization of the North Woods 81oreglon 
The mountains, the water, the forests, and the energy of our 

state are under siege by corporate interests. Maine Earth First! 
is working in solidarity with community organizations on four 
distinct campaigns, known as the "4 Ws." Wind: the fight against 
industrial, grid-scale wind power placed in remote, sensitive eco
systems; water: the fight against the privatization of water; waste: 
the fight against biomass and waste incineration; and woods: the 
fight against the development of wild places and the decimation 
of Maine's forest lands. These four deeply interwoven campaigns 
are united in their fight against large corporations' colonization of 
the North Woods and in their effort to build support for the res
toration and protection of the North Woods Bioregion. They also 
share a strong ethic of ecosystems rights and the rights of life over 
the rights of the government and corporations. 

WOO OS 
In 2005, Plum Creek, the country's largest private land-owner, 

announced its plans to re-zone over 20,000 acres for resort and 
high-end housing development in the treasured Moosehead Lake 
region of Maine (see past EF!J issues). Since then, Maine Earth 
First! has been fighting the proposal, which threatens to further 
fragment the largest area of undeveloped land east of the Missis
sippi River. Maine EF! has utilized a wide variety of tactics from 
paperwrenching, to office actions, to media stunts. Maine Earth 
First! has been fighting this development plan since the begin
ning and we will be there every step of the way until we kick Plum 
Creek out ofthe North Woods and' preferably offthe planet! 

Recently, Earth First!ers engaged in another action against Plum 
Creek and the governmental decision makers of the state. On the 
first day of Fall, 2009, Maine Earth First! occupied the Land Use 

-;:Regulatory Commission's meeting at the Ramada Inn in Bangor, 
- Maine in anticipation of a re-zoning approval. Six people were 

arrested for disrupting the planned vote that gave a green light 
to the largest development proposal in Maine's history. We have 
since learned that Plum Creek has been paying their supporters to 
participate in the public process arranged by Land Use Regulatory 
Commi~sionJLURC)_-_ while the rest of us did our work in that 
process on a:pmely vohinteer b~sis. . -

Although LURC voted in favor of the development plan, it is not 
over yet! There are a lot of Mainers and folks around the country 
pissed off at Plum Creek and LURC who are willing to put up a 
fight. All six later plead not guilty and are seeking a jury trial. 

Maine Earth First! will not back down from the fight to make sure 
the eco-yuppie resorts are not built and that the Moosehead Lake 
region will one day outlive Plum Creek's irresponsible ownership. 
Join us this summer at the Round River Rendezvous, where we will 
be putting a wrench in Plum Creek's development plans and any 
other corporate interests that dare to threaten the North Woods! We 
also hope to join up with other campaigns throughout the country 
that are fighting the greedy interest~ of Plum Creek. 

Earth First!ers were arrested after disrupting the state approval 
- - of the Plum Creek development Plan." 

.. 

WINP. 
Industrial,-giid-scale win(t power is-on the fast track to dev

astate the wild, remote moUntain ridges of Maine. I~ 2008 the 
state legislature_vote._q in favQr ofa law that created an "expedited . 
wind area." The expedited area incllJ.des almost ~o-thirds of 
the state and-requires only one _permit for wipd.powerdeve_lop .. 
ment; by-.passing norlnal-enviropmental r~g{ifations an<l giving · 

· LURC and the B\lre!\1 ofEnv-iro'nm.~ntal Pr~JeGtion the. authority · 
to add.parcels to the· atea at will. · :This unconstitutional law· was ·., 
QI-aft~ci ~y -a ~:task for~e" wliich:was hand-picked by g~vem<)~ _ -. · 
Baidacci ·and~incluoes:~any. irtdusuy~eptesentatives t})~t stanl- · 
to profit immenselffr?m the law. The effo~s to inake-Mairie a 

wind-energy producing state ignore the fact that industrial-scale 
wind power does nothing to wean our culture off of our fossil fuel 
addiction. No coal-burning facilities have been taken off-line with 
the creation of wind-turbines, and the electricity is not being used 
to power local communities. It is just adding more energy to the 
grid to be consumed by southern New England. 

Currently, TransCanada has submitted an application to LURC 
to build 15 turbines within the expedited wind area on Sisk Moun
tain. TransCanada, a $35billion oil company from Alberta, Canada, 
responsible for the environmental devastation associated with tar 
sands oil (the most resource-intensive form of fossil fuel extrac
tion), has also submitted a separate proposal to add another 631 acres 
of Sisk Mountain. to the expedited area for an undisclosed turbine 
development plan. Nearby Kibby Mountain has already been devas
tated by the construction of 44 turbines over 400 feet talL 

Sisk Mountain is located in the Boundary Mountains of western 
Maine in the Chain of Ponds area. Sisk Mountain and the Boundary 
Mountains are habitat for the Canada Lynx (listed threatened species), 
historic nesting grounds for the Golden Eagle, home to the Bicknell's 
Thrush, Yellow-nosed Vole, Rock Shrew and Northern Bog Lemming 
and thousands of migratory birds that pass through the range annually. 

Allowing these sensitive mountain ecosystems to remain intact as 
wilderness corridors and carbon sinks provides an opportunity for these 
forests to regenerate. Further deforestation and ecosystem destruction 
is totally counterproductive in the struggle to mitigate global climate 
change. We can re-wild the North Woods to its natural forested state, 
stretching from Maine to Minnesota, adding to this planet's overall sta
bility. That is why Maine Earth First! is working to restore, re-wild, and 
regenerate the shattered ecosystems that exist here and to create long
lasting means of protection for the North Woods ecosystems through 
the support of the people who live in them. The government and oil 
companies are capitalizing on the current climate crisis by creating 
these greenwashing schemes in order to get carbon credits and stimulus 
money and to dupe the general public into thinking that they actually 
give a shit about stopping climate change. 

Maine has been coined "the Saudi Arabia of wind." The Round 
River Rendezvous will provide industrial windpower's opponents 
in the state with a chance to collaborate on the challenges of fight
ing industrial wind power. The Round River Rendezvous will also 
bring together other folks fighting against TransCanada's tar sands 
projects throughout Canada- providing an opportunity to network 
on how to bring down this corporate energy giant! 

One of the local organizations that has been fighting TransCanada 
and working to defend the mountains of Maine is the Friends of the 
Boundary Mountains, www.boundarymts.org. 

WATER 
Water is Maine's natural heritage. Unlike many other regions, 

Maine still has intact hydrological systems including pristine lakes, 
. rivers, streams and ponds. Hundreds of springs bubble to the sur
face throughout the state from ancient sand and gravel aquifers, a 
legacy of the last ice age. 

In Maine, surface water is governed by "reasonable use," but 
ground water is not protected. Therefore, Maine treats groundwater 
as the personal property of the landowner and allows unlimited quan
tities to be pumped out. Nestle's Poland Spring is now the top-selling 
water brand in the whole country and they have been subverting local 
democratic processes and exploiting rural communities throughout 
southern and western Maine. However, communities throughout 
Maine have been rising up against the corporate control of our 
life-sustaining resource. Towns like Shapleigh and Newfield have 
successfully passed local ordinances that stop Poland Spring from 
stealing their groundwater and selling it out of state . 

With clean drinking water becoming increasingly rare through
out the world, it is important for the Earth First! movement to 
address this serious threat. At this year's Round River Rendezvous 
water privatization and the effects of commercial water extrac
tion on the environment will be a common theme of workshops 
and presentations. We are inviting several members of the water 
movement to come and speak. 

There i_s agrowfug movement in Maine dedicated to pr(,ltect-
ing our water resQ~ce m;d· fighting corporat~ ·control of the water. 

, -Defending Wate! for Life is a locif organization th~t has been fight: 
--ing Poland ~priiig_ wher~ver-they_p_op up. F~r moie ·informl!tion 
. abour'this issue'afia cQritact information for groups-fighting against 
)'later-privatization, go to www.d_efendingwaterinmaine.org .. 



WASf 
Maine has historically been referenced as a "Paper Plantation," 

but in the past decades it has become a "waste plantation" as it 
has become less profitable to make paper. Industry investors have 
turned their focus away from paper production and toward selling 
electricity created from burning wood and waste, calling it green 
biomass energy. Massive quantities of waste are being imported 
into Maine, which has some of the weakest rules on dumping and 
burning in the country, large stretches of land with few people, 
generous subsidies for anything biomass, and many paper mills 
with dumps and incinerators already in place. Burning waste 
ensures the continued employment of these incineration facili
ties, but provides little in the way of employment for the people 
of Maine, who have been abandoned by the very companies that 
have destroyed our resources. Ironically, more responsible meth
ods of com posting and recycling waste would employ a lot more 
people, but would not employ the machines in which those earth
raping companies are truly invested. 

Some of the largest dumps in the Northeast are in Maine, threatening 
diverse wildlife habitat and wetlands bordering these dumps. Com
munity groups are forming to work on fighting these monstrosities, 
and are increasingly working together with still others who are oppos
ing destructive infrastructure developments. In the past five years, this 
organizing has successfully stopped the construction of a waste incin
erator, two dump expansions, and a new commercial dump that would 
have been located on the Androscoggin River. 

With Maine's dumps looking towards biomass, Maine is now in the 
position to fight this growing "green" energy giant. Biomass is becom
ing the next "hot thing" in green energy; posing huge risks to ecosys
tems wherever it is proposed while lining corporations' pockets with 
dirty money. Maine is just one of the places where biomass incinera
tion is threatening to wreak havoc on our forested landscapes. During 
the Round River Rendezvous we hope to bring together other organiza
tions and folks working to stop biomass in their communities 

WORLD TRADE 
As Maine continues its unfortunate history as a resource colony, 

the corporations only become more and more greedy. All of these 
campaigns are connected to larger, even more insidious plans, col
lectively known as "Atlantica," including the development of a large 
east-west highway across New Brunswick, the entire state of Maine 
and the rest of northern New England. This highway plan would 
facilitate the trade and sale of water, wood, and energy from fossil 
fuels, wind, and waste to the cities of the Untied States. The highway 
would allow for a large corridor for pipelines, power-line expansion 
and rail traffic exporting these resources throughout this country and 
Canada. With growing concern surrounding climate change, more 
and more false solutions disguised as "green energy" are popping up 
around the world. Maine has become a regional epicenter for "green 
energy" creation, and the powers that be just have to figure out how 
to distribute the power. Maine Earth First! has been working to illu
minate these larger connections, and hopefully we can call their cards 
and stop the east-west highway before its starts! 

Maine Earth First! is striving towards an alternative vision for the 
protection andre-wilding of the North Woods Bioregion-.All of the 
Ws pose distinct challenges, but the organizing that has emerged 
from each fight has brought about new ideas and-energy for what 
we want the North Woods to be. The Round-Riv~r Rendemous will 
be a chance to present-these ~deas and visions while exchanging. 
ideas and information wit4 others from across the continent. 

With so much at stake here, we are hoping to iaunc:Q !il!Stained, 
long-term direct action campaigns to stop these· corporate· deba'- ' 
cles, and we hope that as iria.nj o:f you as possible will stay on 
after the Rendezvous to help us protect the North Woods. 

Sottte fhings to Consider continued. .. 

be either hot and sunny, raining, or snowing (less likely due 
to the whole climate change thing) . Come prepared for cold 
nights and rainy weather. Also, it is a common saying around 
here that our state bird should be the Black Fly. June-July is 
the nice time of year when black flies and mosquitoes are both 
thriving, along with deer ticks which can carry Lyme disease. 
We also have poison ivy, so if you are1fUergic come prepared! 
Long sleeves, long pants, tall socks, and closed shoes are the 
best protection from bugs or poison ivy. 

We are inviting a wide variety of folks from a wide vari
ety of backgrounds to this year's RRR, so we ask people 
to leave oppressive and elitist attitudes at home. We are 
attempting to make this space open and welcoming to all 
types of Earth activists ... so talk to someone you don't 
know- let's help our movement grow! We will not toler
ate oppressiv:e or elitist-behavior! There Will be spaces for ~ 
alcohol and partying, and there will be spaces conducive to 
sobriety and quietude. It is expected that these spaces and 
policies will be respected. In short, don't be an asshole! 

There will also be safe spaces for child-care, and we could use 
help creating and maintaining that space. There will be on-site 
medics with herbal medicine knowledge and training, as well as 
spaces to go for health and healing. If you have any particular 
skills that would help with any of these things, contact us. 

Police or other law enforcement ag~ncies sometimes like to 
stop in and see what we are up to or try to shut down the whole 
camp all together. It is usually not a big deal, but please be 
aware of these possibilities. There will be delegated members 
of the camp responsible for dealing with law enforcement inter-
actions. There will also be folks security throughout -
the gathering to keep any out of the gather-
ing. As is usual at the RRR, we will signingup 
volunteers to help with camp , conflict media-
tion, and other tasks to keep the camp 

- --·. - -~ 



Re Wild Or Pie! 
Re.ol lming a Corporate Resource Colony 

Maine's forested lands have historically been owned by multi-national 
corporations, who have always pulled the strings in the state govern
ment. Maine's economy is based upon its history as a resource colony 
supporting the larger, more developed and more affluent communities 
of southern New England and on. This long history as a resource colony 
still shapes the land ownership in the state today. Maine has the largest 
concentration of industrial ownership and one of the lowest proportions 
of public land (under 6%) of any state in the country. This history, cur
rent economic changes, and the fact that most of the forests have been 
overly harvested, has led to a trend of massive land swaps engineered by 
real estate companies masquerading as "sustainable" timber companies . 
These companies realize that they've exhausted the timber and paper 
resource, and are looking for other resources to exploit, such as clean 
water, private getaways for rich out-of-staters, biomass, landfills, high
way corridors, and energy production. These current trends make Maine 
one of the unfortunate best.examples of environmental colonialism and 
corporate take over of our times. 

Despite the private ownership and the past degradation of the forests, 
northern Maine is still the largest undeveloped, though not totally wild, 
area in the U.S., east of the Mississippi River. It is this gray area that 
makes land in Maine challenging to defend. It remains undeveloped and 
remote with a high potential for regeneration, yet the forests are carved 
with a large matrix of roads and have been raped extensively since 
Europeans first arrived on this continent. It is also an incredibly unique 
and biodiverse place. The North Woods bioregion stretches from Maine 
to Minnesota, including northern Wisconsin and Michigan, and the for
ested lands of southern New England. Elements of boreal forests to the 
north and the big woods to the south create a large diversity of ecosys
tems and habitats that define the North Woods. 

This diversity and relative lack of development makes Maine an 
excellent opportunity for regeneration, restoration and a powerful case 
example against resource colonialism. As a response to the oppression 
of the land, a weaith of resistance movements have formed. However, 
our fight is very different from those fought in areas with large tracts 
of wilderness, or acres of untouched old-growth forests. Here in Maine 
we are not working to protect already public lands, instead we are 
faced with the battle of shifting land ownership out of corporate hands . 
The uniqueness of the fight here in Maine and other areas with rela-

, . )I , ; 
" tively, low perc~n~ges of_py!>lic lands ,. presents J!Ot only challenges 

but also a.nl:azmg o pporiun"iil.es to fight corporate power while provid
ing excellent grounds for innovative models of land ownership and 
regeneration. 

While having the highest percentage of forested lands in the country, 
Maine could set a precedence for creating large areas as "carbon sinks" 
to aid in the mitigation of climate change and allow for the forests to re-

grow and ecosystems to heal. These efforts could be far more effective 
than the false solutions that corporate interests have been pushing. 

This is where Earth First! comes in to play. Earth First! Is a move
ment that defines itself from other environmental organizations and 
movements with its strong uncompromising philosophies of deep ecol
ogy and biocentrism. Deep ecology is a philosophy that places humans 
within the web of life, recognizing that our actions have ramifications 
upon all living creatures on this planet and vice versa. Biocentrism 
is a philosophy that recognizes the intrinsic value in all living things, 
regardless of their use to humanity. Earth First's recognition of the 
interconnectedness of all life forms is crucial in the struggle to end 
the corporate rule of our state and recreate wilderness . Every action 
towards ecological protection, every success in reversing the footprint 
of humanity on the face of this planet and its inhabitants is an impor
tant step forward in the fight to protect this planet and its non-human 
inhabitants . As a movement, we must seek out these unique opportu
nities and threats wherever they may exist and work towards the re
wilding and restoration of damaged lands . 

With the impending chaos of climate change and anthropogenic mass 
extinction, Earth First! could be the movement that works to expand 
wilderness, working towards the future health and stability of this planet 
even once humans are gone. Too much of this planet has been consumed 
by corporate greed. We must work to turn back the hands of time and 
find ways to re-wild what is not completely lost. 

Earth First's! uncompromising messaging and holistic analysis of 
ecological problems also provide the opportunity to confront corporate 
power and colonialism. Here in Maine, it is corporations that have pil
laged the lands giving us an opportunity to confront the greed of corpo
rations like Plum Creek, TransCanada, Nestle, Casela, and Irving. While 
confronting these corporate giants we are working towards creative new 
approaches to land ownership and moving away from corporate resource 
extraction of the North Woods as a way of life. 

Earth First!, as a movement, offers a unique approach to existing 
efforts to challenge corporate resource extraction in Maine. There 
are many issues being addressed and many multi-national companies 
being fought because of their assault on rural communities and the 
environment. What is lacking is a unified campaign against all threats 
to the wild and our way of life. Maine EF! is working towards the 
preservation of an entire bioregion, not just trying to protect small, 
isolated pieces of land. Our actions and messaging can challenge this 
system that does not recognize the rights of ecosystems and gives 
more rights to to corporations than to citizens. 

The RRR is an excellent opportunity to further brainstorm and 
enact these visions, potentially creating a model that can be duplicated 
throughout the country! 

• Donation: $25 (or whatever you can afford). No one will be turned away, but there 

Workshops~ 
rraittittgs 

are costs associated with organizing these events. The money we raise will go on to · 
.next years OC and RRR committees. Please donate more ifyou can afford it. $25 isn't 
much for a week-long conference. 

• Warm clotb,iilg and rain gear 
•C~ping gear: _tent,·sleeping bag, ground pad (if you don't have a tent, you should at 

least bring a mosquito net and a tarp) 
• Food and water: It always helps takt:< weight off of the camp infrastructure if people 

come as self-sufficient as possible, especially if you have any special dietary needs 
• Cooking & eating gear _ 
• Water purification device 
• No dogs: we understand that some people can't leave home without them, if you come 

with a dog, take responsibility_for them or they will be on tpe menu. Dogs in the wil
derness risk injury, and can be very disruptive to the local ecosystem 

• Sun protection 
• Bug resistant clothing and bug repellent (if y0u need to), but remember, any toxic 

chemicals you bring in will remain in our ecosystem. · 
• A spirit of r:esistanee to ecosystem destruction and a Willingness to participate in the 

event. We hope to have a lot of people from local communities at this event and we want 
- to foster a respectful environment for people to network with new people. 

• Musical instruments, poetry to read, or whatever other outrageous performance art 
you would like to share · 

• Hiking gear (shoes, water bottle, etc.) 
• Games: the rowdier, the.better . . 
• ·workshop ideas & supplies: bring :your' own skills to share or let others know ~]?out. 

your bioregion and the threats to it, especially your campaigns around Woods, Waste, _ 
Wmd and Water 

• Pro)iosals for n~xt year!s Rendezvous ~d Organizers Conference: If you _have an 
active EF! group or wantto start one, think about making a pitch tO host the 2011 RRR 
or OC in your neck of the woods. 

We are organizing a plethora of work
shops, discussions, trainings, and presen
tations revolving around all of the local 
campaigns we are working on. Some of 
the workshop themes will inClude the fight 
against water privatization and community 
control of water, industrial wind power, 
biomass and waste issues, and Plum Creek. 
We are trying to connect with groups who 
are working on these issues in other places 
as well. We will also have a series of direct
action and skills trainings. Other planned 
workshops include permaculture for EF! ers, 
war tax resistance, survival skills, being a 
full-time activist for the long haul, over
population, climate change, preparing road
kill, and self-defense. This is just an idea of 
what will be available at this year's RRR, 
but a schedule will be posted to the website 
as we figure it out. Please contact us to sign 
up to give a workshop. 

:.·~' :;~-,~i _· ~ • 
f;··c:_~:~ -matne.earth-first.net 

. · · ··:§:1/;{ ntaine(a)earth-first.net 
. . ; 207-469-2552 



BY MARIE TRIGONA through a protest blockade to tain springs will be mixed into "if you don't change their at
the controversial open pit mine the pools that contain cyanide titude about the blockade, next 

World-wide, mining opera- site. Police fired tear gas and rub- and heavy metals. week the Border Guard and po-
tions have been associated with ber bullets at protesters-women "Not only has mining gener- lice will evict them by force, and 
exploitation, corruption, via- and children are among the in- ated pollution and health prob- we will beat you." The citizen's 
lence, environmental devasta- jured. Nearly SO demonstrators lems, in addition it hasn't creat- assembly says that one long-time 
tion, human rights abuses and were arrested, of which twelve ed jobs or resources. Catamarca activist, Aldo Flores, has been the 
impunity. However, despite threats are still being detained. The ar- continues to be or is more poor target of death threats and police 
and violent attacks, local move- rests, crackdown and police at- than before. Andalgala has the harassment in the days leading 
ments resist mining operations tack against anti-mining activists highest unemployment in the up to the crackdown. 
and associated devastating ef- sparked an uprising, with prates- province," said Urbano Carda- The UNESCO report defined the 
fects. In one such in-.-------------------------------------.,-, social responsibility of 
stance, residents in the mining companies 
Northern Argentina are as "an example of pri-
protesting the opening vate assistance, that 
of an open pit mining seeks to manipulate 
site in the town of An- and condition free-
dalgala in the province dam of thinking and 
of Catamarca. A recent consciousness of the 
police crackdown on residents in the affected 
the protest has sparked a areas that receive min-
popular uprising of cit- ute benefits from min-
izens saying, "no to the ing firms with the only 
mine." Following mas- objective of gaining a 
sive protests in response del Aconquija, outside Catamarca 'social license' to ex-
to police repression in Febru- tors breaking windows, attacking zo in an interview with Lavaca, tract natural resources." Among 
ary, a judge temporarily halted mining offices and trucks owned an alternative media collective the companies. mentioned in 
further mine works planned to by Agua Rica. Less than 20 hours in Argentina. No more than 40 the report include Barrick Gold, 
open in 2012. after the police attack, more than local residents from Andalgala, Meridian Gold, Xstrata, Whea-

Andalgalii, Man of the High 
Mountains 

The word Andalgala, in the an
cient indigenous language of the 
Andean region, means "man of 
the high mountains." The river 
Andalgala that flows between the 
high Andes Mountains of Cata
marca has spawned an oasis. The 
pristine mountain water and rich 
valley has given life to a land of 
olive groves, peach orchards, 
sheep herds and mineral depos
its. Transnational mining .com
panies now threaten this Andean 
ecosystem, the social network in 
Andalgala and the entire water 
basin. If the company finds gold 
from drilling expeditions and de
cides to build the open pit min
ing site, the entire population 
of 20,000 inhabitants could be 
displaced, leaving transnational 
mining interests as the only man 
of the high mountains. 

The mine is owned by Agua 
Rica, a subsidiary of Yamana 
Gold Inc., a Canadian-oased gold 
producer which plans to begin 
mining operations in the town of 
Andalgala in 2012. Yamana Gold 
has mining sites in Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico 
and Honduras. Yamana failed to 
comply with the law in conduct
ing a study on the environmen
tal impact required by the pro
vincial Mining Secretary, making 
exploration illegal. The Agua 
Rica site in Andalgala would be 
three times the size of another 
mining operation in Catamarca, 
La Alumbrera, which has caused 
environmental and health risks 
for residents since it opened in 
1998. La Alumbrera is currently 
the largest open pit mining site 
in Argentina. 

Police repression 
Activists from the Citizen's As

sembly of Andalgala have been 
blockading the mine site for four 
months. The Assembly, made up 
of a wide array of residents, has 
called for a local plebiscite on 
mining operations. Their request 
was met with police force. 

More· than 60 people were in-
". . . . I 

jured on February .12 when police 
escorted excavating equipment 

4,000 gathered in Andalgala's out of a population of 20,000 are ton River Minerals and Northern 
center to protest the mine. employed by the mine, which Orion Resources. Currently in 

Leading up to the February 12 Mayor Parea has admitted. Argentina, there are more than 
repression, Mayor Jose Perea of "We share the air and soil, 200 mining sites operating. 
Andalgala said in an interview work with local suppliers, hire In many of the communities, 
with local radio station, FM Z, local employees and build rela- companies construct libraries, 
"if it is necessary we would kill tionships in the same regions schools and public health clinics 
the people maintaining the in which we operate," says Ya- that resemble cheap warehouses 
blockade against Agua Rica." The mana Gold, Inc. on its website. and will likely collapse shortly 
mayor also lead a pro-mmmg Public relations for the Cana- after the mining companies op
march with nearly 100 public dian company adds, "We listen erations dry up. 

La Alumbrera Pit Mine 

employees participating, which 
prompted a march of over 4,000 
residents resisting the Agua Rica 
mine. 

Empty promises 
Andalgala resists the mrmng 

site having seen the negative ef
fects of the La Alumbrera mine, 
which contaminated watersheds 
province-wide. "After 12 years 
since the La Alumbrera, the larg
est open mining operation, the 
promises of wellbeing and dis
tribution of wealth from min
ing has not been fulfilled in the 
province of Catamarca," says the 
Union of Assemblies of Catama
rca. The Alumbrera site uses be
tween 600 million to 1 billion 
liters of water a day. It strains 

Catamarcan Protestors 

to and value input from com
munities, embrace the rich local 
cultural and economic opportu
nities, and as a result, our com
munity relations are incredibly 
strong." The citizens' demands 
against mining operations and 
the threat of displacement have 
fallen on deaf ears. 

Mining companies only have to 
pay three percent in royalties on 
minerals extracted from Argen- .. 
tine ,Jerrjtory. :Th!-ee :perc;..ehUs a :· 

. ;j. ~ ......... • -· - .;;..... .. : -·~· - -.. •. 

sman ~piice to pay for the billions . 
of dollars extracted in mineral 
ores from Argentina's soil. Miner
als have become Argentina's larg
est export, valued at nearly $80 
billion over the past decade. In 
places like Catamarca, royalties 
represent nearly 80 percent of 
fiscal income, i'which is why the 
government does not investigate 
or control studies conducted by 
the companies," according to the 
UNESCO Study. 

Disappearing communities 
Community groups through

out Argentina have tried to shut 
Threats and abuses down open pit mining sites. 

In a report conducted by the The struggle against mining in 
United Nations Educational, Sci- Andalgala has lead to a court 
entific and Cultural Organiza- . order temporarily suspending 
tion (UNESCO) Chair of Higher Agua Mina from conducting 
Education Management from further explorations. Now resi- · 
the Technical University of Cata- dents want a permanent sane
Ionia in Spain, serious human tion against the mining . site, 
rights violations and environ- which could literally displace 
mental pollution are linked to the entire population, siiice· one 
mining activities in Argentina. proposed site is located directly 

II f • • under residents' homes. Accord- · 
1 lt IS necessary, ld k .11 ing to a study conducted by en-

We WOU l vironmental group .Redaf, Red 
tlze peoPle maintaininu the_. blo_ . ckade __ . " Agroforestal Chaco Argentina, r ~ nearly 600,000 people have been 

already depleted water tables to Titled "Human Rights in North- displaced due'; to mining opera
process the ore, which involves eastem Argentina- 2008-2009", ·tions and the expansion':of agro- -
exploding mountains, remoVing the report · describes ,;pressures · industry such,as soy since 2000. 
ore, crushing the ore and mixing and threats against the ~pula- Throughout Argentina, social 
it with chemicals SUCh ·. as cya- ti9ns that protest agairtst.damage . movements are reslsting rnin
nide to make a metal ridi Slurry. caused" from ·mming· adi:Vity. ing, . which~they _say is fuming 
The slurry is processed and de- Raul Martinez, DiolaqeMartinez, tlie· nation's natural resources 
liquefied. The contaminated wa- Ruth Vega, Carmen Chaile and into .· a cheap commodity for 
ter is pumped back into aquifers Teresita Nieto, all participants ip foreign · trao.snational compa- -
and rivers. The site at Andalgala the Anctalgala Citizen's Assembly . nies to exploit. · · -
would be three times the siie of have . re~:~!ved threats on sepa-· Marie 1Tigona -is 'l Writer based 
Alumbrera and estimated to use rate. occasions. The activists were in -A-rgentina. She can be reached 
-3 billion liters of water a day.' The. · ccill.ed i,nto the pOliCe St~tion arid. - .. through her lJlog _Www.MUJERESLIBRES • . 

pristine waters from .the moun- . were warned Qy the police chief, _ iii.OGSPOT~COM.]hi$ article origiJ'!'llly . 
. . ..... ' . ';: . . . . ~ . : ~ __ -: .. _ . 
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.astFrom The Past 
Featuring Judi Bari and Darryl Cherney 

Triple Victory in Three Day Revolution 
BY DARRYL CHERNEY 
December 21, 1998 Vol. IX, No. II 

The California Department of Forestry is one of those agencies 
that makes you question the purposefulness of your non-violence 
training. In the battle by Northcoast Earth First!ers to save the 
remnants of old-growth forest in northern California, CDF has con
sistently misled us in its attempt to expedite the process through 
which timber firms must go before 
commencing logging operations on 
private lands. In this case, we were 
trying to save a grove "owned" by 
Eel River Saw Mills, and we were be
ing told mistruths about when the 
logging would begin. First, CDF told 
us that they would approve Timber 
Harvest Plan (THP) 520 on Friday, 
October 21. Then they said the 24th, 
then the 25th .... Normally such bu
reaucratic piss-poo simply makes 
me wonder how these guys can even 
tie their shoes. But on this occasion, 
there were 250 local citizens deter
mined to defend this grove, known 
to them as Goshawk Grove in Sanc
tuary Forest. It was my job to tell 
them when the sale was approved. 
And I was getting my information 
from banana brains in green suits. ~ . 

Only two months before, the 
· Cahto had been unknown to most 
environmentalists. But Earth First!s 
new · Ukiah organizer, Judi "Bull
dozer" Bari, linked with the small . 
Cahto Wilderness Coalition and 
began sending out fact sheets. Then 
she organized a 30-person reconnais
sance in the guise of a "wilderness 
walk." We were surprised by tll.e 

.news of the roa4 being_pun~hed in, .. 

driving by, and turned back our first LP log truck by pushing an old 
car in front of it. A human-sized Spotted Owl danced on the car while 
EF! musicians played "You Can't Clearcut Your Way to Heaven." 

We concluded tree-sit week in Mendocino County with a blockade 
at the Fort Bragg Georgia Pacific mill. GP closed the mill two hours 
before the demo, handing us another victory, and we marched on 
Fort Bragg's main street. 

On the way to that final demo in Fort Bragg, a car carrying Earth 
First! Organizers Darryl Cherney, Judy Bari, and Pam Davis was rear
ended by a logging truck on Hwy 128, ramming the car into a pick-up 

driven by a Fish & Game employee 
out on a Spotted Owl survey. The im
pact totally destroyed Judi's car, but 
miraculously the EF!ers and their 
four children sustained only minor 
injuries. We don't think this acci
dent was intentional, but certainly 
many coincidences were involved. 
The truck that hit us belonged to 
the same gyppo hauling company 
(Redwood Coast Trucking) that we 
blockaded on the LP logging road 
in Albion the day before. If nothing 
else, the accident brought out the 
issues of logging employees work
ing weekends, barrelling down our 
public roads trying to keep up with 
the timber industry's accelerated 
cutting as they strip the last of our 
forests before we can get regulations 
passed to slow them down. 

National Tree-Sit week was a trib
ute to Earth First!'s decentralization 
coming from the grassroots of Earth 
First!. With no direction from the 
supposed national leaders. Locally 
it also came from the grassroots, 
and involved many people beside 
EF!ers. It raised people's awareness 
and helped prepare the way for the 
upcoming statewide initiative to 
ban clearcutting and preserve old
growth. · butt~e . weren.'t.::.'!npr~pared;~ BLM1s 

new Resource · Management · Plan, · 
entailing liquidation of half of Cali- out · 
fornia's BLM old-growth forest in the next ten years, would not go 
unchallenged. However, urgent questions arose: would we divide 
our forces into two actions, Cahto and Sanctuary? Would the Gos
hawk Grove plan even be approved? And where was the beer? Oh, 
I needed some Sierra Nevada and fast. 

Editor's note: After a three day blockade of the Cahto wilderness the 
coalition of West Coast EF!ers stopped Maxxam's operations in the ~rea. 
Cu"ent Humbolt EF!ers have informed us that the land being protected 
in this article stood protected from logging until the early 2000s. This 
article is the first mention of Judi Bari in the Earth. First! Journal. 

Californians Start a New Fad: 
Tree-Sitting Becomes a Pastime 
BY )UD,I BARI -
September 22, 1989, Vol. IX, No. VII 

The Earth First! National Tree-Sit Week was a huge success, with 12 
tree-sits taking place in 7 states. In California, we had three tree-sits 
and 10 actions that week. 
T~o of the tre:-sits were in Mendocino County, one on a Georgia 

PaCific Clearcut-near Fort Bragg and one on Hwy 128, the main tour
ist road to the coast. The other tree-sit was in Assemblyman Don 
Hauser's front yard, where 20 people occupied a large tree to protest 
Hauser's blatant toadyism for the timber industry. 

California EF!ers also went on a virtual rampage of actions. On 
Monday, August 14, people took over the Pacific Lumber sales office 

- in Martin County to protest Maxxam's liquidation of the ancient 
redwoods. Wednesday we picketed a.destructive gyppo logging com
pany in'Whitethorne, and ended up in a-brawl with the loggers, who 
threatened to kill us. Additiomflly, Los Angeles EF! harassed Maxxam 
at Maxxam headquarters in Los Angeles. · 

Thursday morning Sonoma County EF! hung a bannner over the 
freeway reading "Clearcutting is Eco-Terrorism." Friday morning the 
new Albion EF! Group sponsored its fust blockade of a Louisiana 
Pacific logging road. We built a slash. barricade and leafleted .people 
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Ukiah Burning 
BY jUDI BARI AND DARYL CHERNEY 
May 1, 1990, Vol. X, No. V 

On March 17, Ukiah Earth First! Braved the crowds at the Red
wood Region Logging Conference to climb a giant automated 
logging machine, called a feller-buncher, and hang a banner on it 
that read "This Thing KilbJobs and Forests." One of EF!'s climbers, 
Brett Waggie, a logger from Springerville, CA, said, "The feller
buncher will put my family out of work. We can't afford $700,000 
machines, and my family is set up for saw logs; not peeker poles." 

The feller-buncher can handle trees up to only 28 inches in di
ameter, and it is common for it to grab several 8" or less trees at a 
time and uproot them. It was previously used only on plantations 
growing trees for pulp and wood fiber products. But the trees being 
cut in the decimated third-growth redwood forests of Mendocino 
County are now so small that feller-bunchers are being used here. 

The logging conference organizers knew EF! was coming, and 
they knew we had our eyes on that particular machine. They had 
tightened security around it, but the two climbers managed to get 
up anyway while a bunch of more hippie-looking EF!ers created a 
qistraction singing songs like "Where Are We Gonna Work When 
The Trees Are Gone" and "Tonka Toys." The two climbers were 
eventually arrested and charged with tresspassing. 

Happy Ending: A few weeks after the logging conference, this 
same feller-buncher-the pride of Okerstrom Logging Co.-burned 
in the woods. This is the second feller-buncher that Okerstrom 
has lost to mysterious equipment fires in Mendocino Co. this year. 
"Either this thing is a $700,000 lemon, or there are some heroic 
people out there in the woods," said Judi Bari of Ukiah Earth First! 
When asked by local news media if she was .responsibie for the 
feller-buncher fire, Judi replied, "It wasn't me. I was home in bed 
with five witnesses." 
. Edi~or's note: "Ukiah Burning" was published just weeks before the bomb
mg that hospitalized both authors While recovering just months after the 

continued on next page 
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continued from page 1 
;nversation, however, quickly began to stink like a 4-day-old dead 
:1. when they started asking me personal questions.: I yelled at the 
'leers that my fr iend was critically injured upstairs, and stated that I 
_s leaving and not answering any of their questions: I was then tak-
to the Oakland Police Department (OPD) where I was held incom

_.micado for hours. An attorney tried to get into my holding pen, 
'Jng barred from seeing me, while the crowd at both the hospital 
d the OPD (where Darryl was held, somewhere else in the depart

:=nt bowels) grew to over a hundred people in just a couple hours. 
his was all before "instant mes-

80 percent of the award was for violations of the First Amendment, 
recognizing the FBI's deliberate smear campaign against Earth First! 
and against Judi and Darryl. 

Judi's victory against the FBI is an important and unprece
dented mile marker to remember, as is the bombing itself. We 
commemorate it 20 years later because it is important that we 
n ever forget, and that we remember to n ever give up and to keep 
a bold resistance to strong arm tactics as well as to assaults on 
Mama Earth . Equally important is recognizing what Judi brought 
to Earth First! , which goes beyond her challenge to the FBI. She 

brought us lessons from her 
s ing, " texts and all that.) 

Well, it was more than fishy
was downright conspirato

d , and what unfolded over the 
=xt few days boggled the m ind, 
1ce we hadn't known we were 
ing tracked so closely by the 
il, despite the fact that it had 
=en a year since they dragged 
we Foreman out of bed in his 
jvvies and arrested Peg Millett, 
ark Davis and Mark Baker for 
onkeywrenching in Arizona. 
)th Judi and Darryl were arrest-

Celebrate Judi Bari! 
background as a labor organizer 
and analysis that helped evolve 
our radical thinking both philo
sophically and strategically. We 
are reprinting her zine, Revolu
tionary Ecology, where she dis
cusses biocentrism in the con
text of radical thought: e.g., 
Biocentrism Contradicts Capi
talism, Biocentrism Contradicts 
Communism, and Biocentrism 
Contradicts Patriarchy. Check 
it out. 

An event marking the 20th anni versary of the pipe bomb attack on Judi Bari and 
Darryl Cherney will take place in the San Francisco Bay Area, California , over 
the course of two days. On Sunday, May 23, an event dubbed "Revolutionary 
Ecology" will take place at La Pena Cultural Center in Berkeley, (31 05 Shat
tuck , across from the Long Haul Infoshop), with a panel of speakers including 
Ramona Afrika , music by Darryl Cherney and others , film and an exciting his
torical exhibit . On the actual anniversary, May 24, people from near and far will 
gather at the moment of the bomb explosion at the site it blasted through Judi's 
car, nearly killing her and forever changing the Earth First! movement. The site 
is on Park Boulevard in Oakland, CA. Details for both events will be posted on 

the JUDIBARI .ORG. Info number: (510)-548-3113. 

1 for transporting the bomb, and the 
n and OPD held a press conference 
. proclaim Judi, Darryl and Earth 
rst! terrorists as they tried mightily 
' erode any support EF! might have. 
idn't work. Eight weeks later, they 
ere forced to withdraw the charges, 
1t the attempts by the FBI to try to 
arne the tw0-particularly Judi
mtinued as they destroyed evidence, 
anufactured evidence, fed false in
•rmation to the press, harassed every 
:tivist they could find and used their 
:m fist to try to crush the movement. 
mnd familiar? Precursor of the Green 
:are. But there were no fires, much 
ss any kind of violence perpetrated 
r anyone associated with EF! As Judi 
)served wryly at one point, the FBI 
ould have people believe that "not 
1ly are Earth First!ers terrorists who 
tiry·bo!J,lQS a,~oundjn o~(~ar~rb~twe 
e stupiO, violent terr<;>rists who hi<i!e • 
ve anti-personnel bombs under 
Nn ca r seat s." 

Fast-forward to 2002 when the 
wsuit put together by Judi finally 
ust into a federal courtroom-twelve 
~ars after the incident, and tragically, 
ve years after Judi died from breast 
mcer. Judi worked on the case until 
~r dying day, literally, and made her 
iends and colleagues promise that we 
ould carry on the case. We did, and 
tanks to heroic efforts of a scrappy team of radical lawyers, we won! 
1e jury found that the FBI arm-orD-Vi.olated Judi and Darryl's First 
1d Fourth Amendment rights: free speech and protection against 
.egal search and seizure. The jury's decision was unanimous and 

bomb that almost killed her, the indomitable Judi Bari wrote the follow
ing in response to Dave Foreman and Nancy Morton 's article "Good luck, 
dar/in'. It's been great," which begins, "We feel like we should be sitting 
at the bar of a seedy honkey-tonk, drinking Lone Star, thumbing quarters 
in the country-western jukebox, and writing this letter on a bar napkin. " 

Expand Earth First! 
December 21, 1985 
Dear EF!ers, 

I feel like I should be sitting around base camp listening to Bob 
Marley, smoking a hooter, and writing this on the back of a rolling 
paper. But if Dave Foreman wants a divorce from all the hippie left
ist anarchist humanists in Earth First!, I've got a few things to say. 

First of all, I'm not out to trash Dave Foreman ... But in spite of 
the fact that many of us think putting the Earth first involves 
profound social change, it is wrong for Dave to characterize us 
as "leftists" or "a class struggle group." For one thing, we are too 
irreverent and we have too much of a sense of humor to be con
sidered leftists. Besides, we are not trying to overthrow capitalism 
for the benefit of the proletariat. In fact, the society we envision is 
not spoken to in any leftist theory I've ever heard of. Those theo
ries deal only with how to redistribute the spoils of exploiting the 
earth to benefit a different class of humans. We need to build a 

Judi is an icon, but she would 
bristle at being canonized. She is sym
bolic of a revolutionary, irreverent and 
bold approach to biocentrism, and she 
had her share of shouting , matches 
with other movement icons; in fact, 
she reveled in it. 

Recognizing the roots of biocen
trism not only in ancient native wis
dom but "in context of today's indus
trial society, biocentrism is profoundly 
revolutionary, challenging the system 
to its core," as Judi puts forward in 
Revolutionary Ecology. While it's ea'sy 
to see that "biocentrism contradicts 
capitalism," and that "modern day 
corporations are the very worst mani
festations of this sickl)ess," her essay 
purports that biocentrism contradicts 
communism even though her back
ground in revolutionary thought wa.s 
ro9Jed" iJ?. .. Marxism :·.,This is, pe~<\~e, ,i 
i e.;i,ll:y)-::._allJeFfist ideologi~~ c<fl'l"fer the ; _ 
1- + "..,.d"". ·;W~""' . -%r: ., . ,...·~-~..., ·· ~.Mi 
redistriB;!ltion: of spo1ls··from the 'rape 
of the Earth. She saw the possibility of 
ecological socialism that would orga
nize human societies in a manner that 
is compatible with the way nature is 

~ organized. 
" The world around us changes, 
~ sometimes at breakneck speed. The 
- context of movement building· is~al- . 

ways in flux and demands J llat · we 
always evolve our thinking and stra
tegic organizing. A:fthe_s?~e tiine, itis 

valuable (and smart) to weave in. institutional memory and not lose
the wisdom embodied in the revolutionary thinking of our compane
ras that are no longer around getting in our face, reminding us of theJr 
views. Viva Judi! 

society that is not based on the exploitation of the Earth at all!_ a 
society whose goal is to achieve a stable state with nature for the 
benefit of all species .... 

Nobody has all the answers, and one of the strengths of Earth 
First! has always been our diversity. Rednecks for Wilderness an~ 
Hippy Wu-Wu's can co-exist in Earth First!, as long as we are 
all fighting to save this planet. Our decentralized non-structure 
leaves room for many strategies to be followed at once. But if 
Dave or anyone else starts insisting on conventionality, we will 
lose our spark. 

I don't see Dave's leaving as a split in Earth First! but rather as an 
evolution. We are not moving away from his ideas, we are expand
ing them. The activities he proposes are not in competition with 1 
ours, and there is no reason for anyone to have to -ehoose sides. 
Things are not the same as they were ten years ago and Earth First! 
is changing too. But we will continue, and a year from iloWi we'll 
still be out there kicking corporate butt. 

-Judi Bari 

This special -edition of the EFL Journal commemorates Judi and 
Darryl's com'mitment to the Earth First! movement. Back issues of the . 
Journal are available for $5 each. Order our near-complete; 29-year set 
for $500. 
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Armed with Visions 
clear as cut glass and just as dangerous 

FOREST! WHAT FOREST? 
I HEARD THE TRUCKS '", r 

Chain 
People n~4~d;JtJtnlp:~·r, 

Flood and Fire 
Iroo-gray clouds hang heavy across the sky 
Cold rain pours, patters, pours again 
Creeks 'becom~ raging b.rown torrents 
Ca~cading ili white falls of roaring mist 

. ··''·''·""·•'''' ., . ·'"''"'·'·"'''""~· . ~The swollen l~ke !s be~ge for. days 

·· ············~~i\1) 

Island; Henderson 

f' '~; ~''}·r :: : ••··. · - - . - ' 

No one, o one . no more trees,'nomore wildlife, no 
more food, no more shade, ·no more life 

Stone mo.D;ume.qts actually do speak 
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Ke•en.tH~l~$ . ... 1!-·i~'"-e~~-': -·ith ..... ., .. plants and people alike 
in~1atiia'IJ1le~ unsuJtDttable, turning all to lifeless ruin 

are but cracked earth 
·vetcnrtcev. a treasure to kill for 

~-:Q! ;~~~.~()ttlrfUl~ilcfl .tlllat fire , 
be:r;~ .. j~~~IHlt\ll~at!~r,.c:;rops across O.puntain or sea 

rJw>>· -.~·~d-': .. ~ 

Thenhecffi~~~siBa~~w 
. ',,:: where . could \fatch 

the d'ogs come running ' ()'tit ~ 
each putting on 
the first coat they could 

before they were all gone 
Even now when dogs meet 

at the ends of their leashes 
.you'll see them sniffing each othet:.thoroughly 

delicat~ nose to butt .,. · . · · :¥ 
.looking for the scenCof tlieir own coats 

Meanwhile coyote throws back his head 
wild & free 

No one to feed him 
No porch to lie on 
No dish of water waiting' 

No one to teach him tricks 
No one to teach him 

·not to howl 

7 Steve'Toth 



We Rally for Tristan Anderson 
One Year After Shooting at the Separation Wall 

BY KP 

On March 15, friends and supporters of Tristan Anderson held a rally at the Israeli 
Consulate in San Francisco to demand the Israeli government take full responsibility for 
shooting and critically injuring Bay Area activist Tristan Anderson on March 13,2009. 

Tristan remains in a hospital in Tel Aviv one year later, speaking 
to the gravity of his injuries. He was shot in the head by a high ve
locity tear gas canister, which was fired at him-rather than lobbed 
onto the ground in order to release its gas. The demonstration at 
the separation wall, a regular event in the West Bank village of 
Ni'lin, a non-violent demonstration that was wrapping up. Tristan 
was taking photos, as he had at demonstrations and political 
events everywhere from Oaxaca, Mexico to Palestine and Berkeley, 
California . 

The Israeli government recently released its official report on 
the shooting, which is inconsistent with the injuries Tristan sus
tained and has been called a cover-up of crimes by Israeli forces 
by those who witnessed the shooting that nearly took his life. 
Friends and family are outraged at the report, which brings no 
charges of any kind against anyone involved in the shooting. 
Michel Sfard, Tristan's Israeli attorney, called the report "gravely 
negligent." 

"If a jewish man had been shot and wounded, there is no doubt 
that the entire village would be under curfew and Israel would do 
everything possible to investigate," Sfard said. " I am embarrassed 
to say that the investigation team did not even go to Ni'lin, the 
scene of the shooting." 

Seven Palestinian and international eyewitnesses to the shooting 
conclusively demonstrated that Tristan was neither masked nor 
throwing rocks, as Israe li police have claimed. At a press confer
ence held by An derson 's attorney at the Alternative Information 
Center in jerusalem, photographs were displayed showing the im
possibility of what the Israeli police claim . The report also reveals 
that the police never co llected physical evidence of any kind. 

Tristan 's filmily is preparing an appea l to a h igher prosecuting 
atto rn ey to reopen the case and conduct a rea l invest iga tion. 
The Anderson family has said that Israel should take respon
sibility for the shooting, provide care fo r Tr istan as long as he 
needs it and bring the pe~ple involved tojustice. For additional 
background abouf"Tristan·'s,.'Cas'e, see JUSTICEFOR.TRISTAN.ORG. · · . 

Meanwhile, Tristan's partner Gabby is with him, and has been 
'ince tlw i>t·g illning o f hi s hmpit il li !.a t ion. She was a fel low t ree
sitter v•;itll Trist<lll at tl1 \.· nea rly tw o-year lo ng treesit in the oaks 
at University of California, Berkeley campus from 2006 to 2008. 
Gabby was with him when he was shot, and continues to be by 
h is side, sending reports to his fr iends that he is showing good 

progress-though his recovery has bee n very slow and incremental 
and his futu re still uncertain. His friends recently were very happy 
to get a couple of short emails directly from Tristan, the first ones, 
with help from Gabby, assures us that he is getting better. You can 
send well wishes to Tristan via Trismegatus71@gmail.com. 

~ Issue Explanation-Beltane ~ 
BY SEAN DoNAHUE 

The smooth, muscular curves of the sup
ple boughs of a young Aspen . The puls
ing rise of Birch sap. Rushing water. 
Lush moss. 

Or m aybe its the scent of 
Chappara l hanging heavy in 
the air after a desert rain. 

Or the wind blowing in 
from the sea on the first 
warm day of spring. 

The living world . se
duces us, bringing us into 
our bodies, calling us to 
taste, smell, see and feel. 

Beltane is a festival 
of fertility and lust. The 
Celts marked it with 
wild excess bon fires and 
sweaty ecstatic danc
ing and heady Heather 
mead, and lovers sneak
ing off into the forest at 
night, bringing back green 
boughs in the morning. 
The festivities continued 
until May's "Ji:oney Moon" be
gan to wane. 

What's the passion that fuels 
your fire? 

Get outside this month, somewhere 
breathtakingly beautiful. Approach that 
place the way you would approach a lover. 

Red 1HIIium, i11 bloom duri11g.the Beltarre Seasoi1. 

it all in with every one of your senses un
til you are trembling. Let this be your 

Beltane fire. 
The hunger for wildness that 
stirs the blood, the fierce love 

of the living Earth are fed by 
our sensual experience of 

the wild world around us 
that the delight in see
ing a Dandelion cracking 
through the concrete of 
a Manhattan sidewalk 
or the sharp intake of 
bre~ath when you wade 
into a· snowmelt stream 
in the high Rockies. 
Terry Tempest Williams 
describes · it perfectly, 
"No lon~er numb, we · 
feel the magnetic plJ.ll of 

our bodies toward sdme
thing stronger, more than 

simply- ourselves. Arousal 
becomes a dance with long-· 

ing. We . .form a secret partner-" • _ 
ship with possil;>ility. ~' 
And aroused by the beauty of 

the wild, thete is-nothing we won't .• 
do to defend it. -

Sean Donahue is~'an herbalist in Keene; . -. 
New Hampshire, che[;k: out his writings at 
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,, .. : , ·. ;· ' diverse t~rrain ·where populous 
. BY ~~.AsiiA . . .. . indigenous communities of the 

Hundreds of people gaih- Zeliangrong and Hmar peoples 
· ered'on March 10 and marched dwell · among bison, sambhar, 

through .• the -town of Nuagba hog deer, . the rare hog and ferret 
. .in the'· T~englong district: of ba<igers, and spotted linsangs. 

EaStern .India to protesLagainst , Arguing that over 30,000 .work
·the tipainlUkh Dam-the ·latest , eis ·will be brought into. the re
·page in a saga of popular· resis~' gion1 the dam's directors have 
tancethat has stretched out over put forth a plan to relocate the 
the last 15•years . .The Tipaimukh indigenous communities, mov
enflames political tensions be- ing them from their subsistence 
tween India and neighbor · Ban~ rice farms to more commercial 
gladesh, which has undergone · . farming areas. 
desertification, siltation and wa- "Memorandums and letters by 
ter contamination since a previ- the score, rallies, sit-in protests, 
ous . dam~ the Farakka Bai1age, blockades, strikes, press releas-

. blocked its access . .to the Ganges es, meetings, leaflets and email 
River in the 1970s. Other dams, campaigns have all been used ... " 
like the Mapithel and Khuga, said Dr. R.K. Ranjan Singh, the 
hav~ scarred the ecology of the chairman of Citizens Concerned 
Indian subcontinent, and . in- for Dams and Development, 
digenous peoples have learned in a statement to World Rivers 
that .the environment will be ru- Review. "One wonders what it 
iiled ·for the reward of marginal would take for the government 
·amounts of electricity. Yet ·the to listen to the people, and stop 

· Tipaimukh is a symbol of much the dam." 
more: ongoing attacks against The day after the demonstra
nature and people in the name tion in Nungba a one-day sum
of the Green Revolution. mit to confront deforestation 

Slated to stand almost 500 feet took place in Paris, and the most 
high, the Tipaimukh threatens heavily forested nations in the 
to submerge over 106 square world insisted that a plan to save 
miles of land, and would be po- the world's forests is in the works. 
sitioned over one of the most Meanwhile, the developed na
seismically active faults on tions of the world are moving 
Earth. Especially endangered their political focus from "dirty" 
by this huge ecological altera- energy like fossil fuels, coal and 

_ tion are 3,523 square miles of oil, to so-called "clean" energy 

~-v · .,.,; f!." . . f."• :- ·,. 

such as-biomass, nuclear, hydro
electric power and· wind power, 
not to mention liquid natural 
gas, carbon sequestration, coal 
gasification and so on. As major 

· energy corporations gather to in
vest more into "renewable ener
gy" projects, the less developed 
nations around the world are 

commissioned by international 
finance to embrace the new and 
often untested technologies. The 
hypocrisy is intense. 

Some of the most vulnerable 
sites of exploitation lie in Africa. 
Plans to increase the energy in
frastructure of Africa are support
ed with immense campaigns of 

misinformation and repression . 
From Mozambique to Ethiopia, 
green imperislists are ·.preparing 
to sink their teeth into "renew-· 
able resources" of biomass, wind, 
water and solar, and are given 
cover ·by many nations' sup
pression of information. One of 
the most egregious "renewable" 

projects is the proposed Gibe 3 
Dam, which is being constructed 
on Ethiopia's Omo River. Gibe 3 
is designed to be 720 feet high, 
and would be the tallest dam in 
all of Africa. The dam would dis
rupt the entire bioregion of the 
lower Omo Valley up to Kenya's 

continued on next page 

A bureaucracy-loving,. creekwater-drlnldng, finally A sludge-drinking, viagra-saturated, prozac-wired, 
breathing-enough-fresh-air-to-think-clearly wolf goes to lead-poisoned poodle to the oh-so-progressive City of San Fran
the ever-dubious EPA, who on March 26 cited their veto author- cisco, who, according to Compendium Newsletter, recently held "com
ity under the Clean Water Act (CWA) in a proposal to "significantly post giveaway" events, where sewage sludge, touted as organic fertilizer, 
restrict or prohibit" mountaintop mining at the Spruce No. 1 mine has been lovingly supplied to the city's organic farmers and gardeners. 
in Logan County, West Virgin<!.The Spruce ~o. 1 mine, which has Some of the EPA's scientists have pointed out that the treated sludge 
been .. tie<tup .. in litigation ·Sin~e 2001, is :..one;.:cof the largest mining can contain trace amounts of almost anything that gets poured down 
:project~ ever proposed in centr~H Appaiadi.ia. 'It's impact would bury the drain, from heavy metals to endocrine disruptors. In this time of 
. seven miles of streams, destroy over 2000 acres of forest and ruin lo- economic downturn, perhaps Americans should look to sewage tertii-
cal water quality for both aquatic species and humans. The EPA has izer to supplement those high perscription bills? Xanax Eggplant. Think 
only used this power under the CWA 12 times since 1972, claiming, about it. 
"Dude, like, the CWA was totally in our files like 40 years ago, but like, A hiding-deep-in-a-winter-hole, reliving-regrettable-de
l think it got soaked in some coal sludge at this Massey stockholder cisions-every-day-for-the-rest-of-eternity poodle to PETA, 

r 1\ party or something and then, uh, Ted tried to run it through the for overlooking the abolition of every manifestation of the ecocidal 
\# ..,j wash and probably forgot about it." totality under which billions of sentient animals suffer daily, to in-

u A comfortable-armchair-sitting, money-counting, thir- stead call for the replacement of Pennsylvania's lovable Punxataw
ty-years-late wolf goes to former Wall Street Journal editor Paul nee Phil with a robot version of the nationally recognized superstar 

0 4 Craig Roberts for his recent article "US Justice: Welcome to the Mod- groundhog. In respect for the inherent rights ef-all beings, PETA has 
-...If em American Gulag," in which he reprimands the State for its treatment conceded that if RoboPhil, or "the Philinator," recognizes its shadow 

. '-/ of. "radical activists in the environmental, (anti)-globalization, anti- then it is inde~d sentient, and should also be immediately replaced 
nuclear, sustainable agriculture and anarchist movements," claiming with a rock carving of scantily-clad robot PETA activists in cages, or 

0 that th,ey <!Je being unjl:lstly routed into special detetltion facilities, Bill Murray. 
given bogus_terrorism cP,arges <!Jld scandalously silenced. Mr. Roberts A gnarled and vengeful, black-lung-wheezing, mer-e gave ·our move- . · ment another hand with some in- cary-poisoned, coal-soot-blackened, union-busting, 
sider . trad- ing advice, and the EF!J is now mountain-hating poodle to Massey Energy CEO Don Blanken-

ing stock in Wackenhut Security, ship who, in a pathetic and obvious PR move, pledged a relatively 
- Blackwater, Smith & Wesson, and minuscule $1 million towards the relocation of Marsh Fork 

0 

{ll 

u 
> 
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Synergy Kombucha. Elementary School, which sits 400 yards 
A popcorn-throwing, downslope from a 2.8 billion gallon 

seat-kicking, monkey- Massey coal sludge impoundment. Not 
wrenching-the-movie- only has Massey been unresponsive to 
projector wolf to the years of protest as hundreds of asthmat
increasingly an~agonis- ic children have continued learn
tic james Cameron, ing in coal-dust filled classrooms, 
who has used his re- but the company has fought tooth 

cent movie "Avatar'' as a and nail to build an additional coal 
bouncy springboard for jumping silo next to the school. In 2009, Massey 

into the .. (warming) pool . of , .eQviroll- r~ported coal revenue of $2.3 billion. In 
inel!talism .. «~nybod.y~, !,hat- is --~ : global~ a recent attempt to diversify the Massey 
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got :their h~a~fso .qe.eply up their 'ass _I'm $3iL million to purchase mining and 

.Qot-sure th~y,cpuldhear ~e." .Dang]ames,: mip.eral rights to underground brim
thats greaH:.And: remember wlJ.en Ef!ter;ta~n-, stone in tQ.e./ 'Red Rock" cliffs. along the 

_ ment Weekly~saidthat 'f~vatc:t('i~ !.'ttie. p~if~ct . ~9~thern boundary of the. Seventh Layer 
. ecoterrqrisni:recruitipg too}:.' .. ~dyo.J.trepli~d; of Hell, .The pid was personally denied by 
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. a positive re:View~ (believe~ !n ecoterrorlsm;': - is all w~ :_have· left. How do you think it 
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Green Capitalism and the Next World Disorder 
continued from page 22 

Lake Turkana-the largest des
ert lake in the world. This area 
is home to large populations of 
Nile crocodiles, hippopotamus, 
and over 40 different species 
of fish. An estimated 200,000-
500,000 people in Ethiopia and 
Kenya would be adversely af
fected by the Gibe 3 dam due to 
the interruption of natural flood 
cycles, but only 93 people from 
the area have "officially" been 
consulted, and USAID workers 
have suggested that most locals 
are completely unaware of the 
project's existence. The Ethiopi
an government, bolstered by rac
ist policies of leading financiers, 
the US and International Mone
tary Fund, has withheld informa
tion about the dam by attacking 
activists and suppressing close to 
50 activist organizations. 

With other governments un
dertaking similar projects, like 
Ko rea's 4-rivers dam, China's 
Mekong m ainstream dam, and 
the Tigris and Euphrates dam, 
the global geo-politics of water 
teeters on the brink of tumul
tuous conflict. There is a grow
ing force of resistance against 
the energy industry's influence. 
This resi stance is charged with 
the energy of people who have 
experienced centuries of "public 
works" proj ects only to find con
stant theft of resources and land . 

Betina Cruz Velasquez, co
founder of the Peop~e's Front 
in Defense of the Land and Ter
ritory (FPDTT) in Oaxaca, Mex
ico, explained the situation of 
80,000 people who live in the 
Isthmus of Tehuantepec in an 
interview with the Transnation
al Institute: "With the pretext of 
advancing renewable energy, big 
corporations are occupying our 
land with windmills," she said. 
"Agriculture, particularly corn 
plantations, is the essence of ·(jur 
region, and will be completely 
displaced by the winQ; farm proj
ects .... Also, the develojn:itent of 
wind power does not mean that 
other polluting sources of energy 
will be closed, such as hydroelec
tric plants. In fact, ·just the oppo
site, there are discussions about 
the installation of a new nuclear 
plant in Mexico." 

To halt the development of 
unwanted wind farms, the FP
DTT united with La Otra Cam
pana and the Zapatista National 
Liberation Force to occupy land 
slated for development while 
making legal demands to nul
lify the land lease contracts. 
Through intense resistance, the 
peoples of Oaxaca regained 400 
hectares of land from the Span
ish corporation PRENAL and 
stopped the production of the 
wind park La Venta IV. Since the 
fift eenth annual Conference of 

Pieing 101 

Parties (COP15) in Copenhagen 
last year, the Inter-American 
Development Bank has offered 
$101 million in credits for wind 
energy in Oaxaca as part of the 
so-called Climate Change Spe
cial Program, and the corpo
ration, ACCIONA, has already 
been awarded a contract to 
build three new wind fa.rms. Af
ter traveling to Cope.:r_ihagefi: oil . 
the Trade tO''C:lirntlte Caravan 
during COP15 to resist false so
lutions, Cruz· Velasquez insists, 
"I do not place rrrx; nopes in Co
penhagen, btit m' ;·the interna
tional movement that fights for 
real solutions." 

A big chunk of that interna
tional movement converged on 
Cochabamba, Bolivia, for the 
People's World Conference on 
Climate Change and Mother 
Earth Rights from April 19-22 In
viting activists from all over the 
world (including your very own 
collective of EF!J journalistas), 
Bolivia brought together a collec
tion of international grassroots 
organizations in the name of in
digenous rights and environmen
tal conservation. The current gov
ernment of Bolivia came to pow
er in 2004 through revolution 
lead by anarchic assemblages of 
indigenous community councils 
against corporate control of natu
ral resources (see Pablo Mamani 
Ramirez's, Microgobiernos de los 

hands of the Revolutionary Eco- maximize the 
BY ANY CREAMS NECESSARY --~~.;;.;:terrorist Pie Brigade·. In·a flaming · sl6osh effect· 

You are the Hoi Polloi , tl1e critique se nt to the EF! Journal with papef 
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tiona! conference. Perhaps you ance of their hidden agenda and the victim's 
are sitting on a panel, behind a are usurpers!" face. Paper 
sturdy oak table with the most For years, the BBB laid down plates also per-
respected professionals in your its pies until the baddest of brig- form valuable safe
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From Wile E. Coyote and Mark "Golddigger" · weapon compared 
the Marx Brothers to olde time for claiming to to, say, a brick or a bar stool, 

Barrialos). It is calling for a "cli
mate court of justice" spurred by 
a global revolt against "the sys
tem of capitalist consumerism." 
However, the resistance move
ment is not proceeding unhin
dered by the West. On April 18, 
the day before the summit, the 
US slashed millions of dollars 
in climate change funds to both 
Bolivia and Ecuador for their op
position to the COP. 

The US's actions only prove 
its reactionary stance towards 
environmental change, while 
the gathering in Bolivia dem
onstrates a concerted defense 
against the dispossession of 
millions and the degradation 
of vast ecosystems. It is obvi
ous that planetary unrest due 
to climate change and false so
lutions is already setting the 
tone of our current historical ep
och. The question is when and 
where the most propitious sites 
of conflict are situated. The next 
Conference of Parties (COP16) 
will be held in one of the big
gest hubs of international eco
exploitation, Cancun, Mexico, 
from November 29 to Decem
ber 10. Mexico's egregious hu
man rights and environmental 
record provides no hope for 
COP16. Resolution of Earth's 
ecological crises can only occur 
from the outside, from collec
tive acts of resistance . 
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BY MICROBE 

"Mere anarchy is loosed upon 
the world, the blood-dimmed 
tide is loosed, and everywhere 
the ceremony of innocence is 
drowned; the best lack all con
viction, while the worst are full 
of passionate intensity," wrote 
William Butler Yeats in his 1919 
release, "A Second Coming," dur
ing the apocalyptic aftermath of 
World War I. The various plagues 
of civilization are quickening, 
and the "ceremony of inno
cence" does seem drowned. But 
the counterpoint to disaster ex
ists, and it's especially felt when 
some of the best gather, many of 
whom are anarchists filled with 
powerful convictions and the 
passionate intensity. That is the 
feeling I had in Santa Barbara 
during the Earth First! Organiz
ers' Conference and Winter 
Rendezvous. 

The OC and Winter Rondy was 
held in the mountains north of 
Santa Barbara, February 11-15, at 
Spirit Pines, an ecovillage on the 
edge of the Los Padres National 
Forest. The sun shone brightly 
each day, and though afternoon 
and evening winds turned the 
main gathering space/tarp shel
ter into a runaway pirate ship 
and played dice with a few tents, 
. the weather was golden. Holding 
EF! gatherings on private ratber 
than so-called public lands has 
some definite advantages, espe
cially in terms of security. There 
was only one road into the place 
that was easily monitored, and 
the po-po needed a warrant to 
enter .. Dbviously we can assume 
-that-informants were on hand, 
but knowing the freddies and 
leo's couldn't simply roll right in 
took some of the edge off. 

Thursday through Saturday 
consisted of a series of discus
sions and presentations concern
ing ongoing movement issues. 
Among the important topics 
discussed were "isms" in the 
radical environmental move
ment, dealing with informers, 
prisoner support and relocat
ing the Earth First! Journal. 
On "isms," those present were 
unanimous in holding that dis
crimination based on ethnicity, 

· gender and sexual orientation 
has no place in Earth First!, and 
that instances of discrimination 
within the movement must con
tinue to be vigorously opposed. 
Concenis were -raised about an 
anti-oppression policy that does 

not . include c. speciesism. Also, 
some . otganizers- wete exees-. 
sively · concerned that ·so'Cio~ 

' economic~ issues.- and the war. 
threatened to -shift~ the~fodls of 
EF!: away · from -~ldeme~s de-
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tense to traditional leftist issues. 
Regarding informants, organiz

ers consented on a basic statement 
expressing our condemnation 
of informatnts and a serious sub
sidiary, clarifying statement. See 
graybox. 

Regarding prisoner support, 
there was agreement that we 
need to step-up letter writing to 
those in the cage. If you are read
ing this and you are not corre
sponding with a prisoner, we ask, 
why not? Letters are part of the 
lifeline prisoners have, and they 
need us to remind them that we 
continue fighting and we have 
definitely not forgotten them. If 
you're not writing to a prisoner 
now, stop reading this article, go 
to the back pages, find a prisoner 
to correspond with, and send 
them a letter. (Make sure to fol
low letter-writing guidelines so 
that the letter reaches them and 
does not contain any content 
that might make matters worse 
for them.) The Journal will still 
be here when you finish, and 
reading this and other articles 
will have that much more mean
ing now that you have reached 
out and supported someone. It's 
easy to forget but important to 
remember that Earth and animal 
liberation prisoners have sacri
ficed their liberty for the Earth 
and animals . 

EF!. Love songs featured strap- named Yellow Bird: "death reg
ons and mullets; a crazed, na- gae on the freeway, in the mar
ked swamp monkey from the ketplace and where the chil
Everglades leaped into the circle dren play, death reggae, let us 
and nearly carried off one of the waste away and celebrate death, 
Dennises (the one whose warrior 'cause every day is doomsday." 
society poetry crackled through WTF? Well, we jumped into ve
the night); more awesome hides to leave the spirit pines 

EF!ers get rowdy for the Earth at the Gaviota Oil Heating Facility. 

poetry from Karen, Nettle behind and reconnoitered at Mi
and others deepened connec- chael jackson's Neverland Ranch 
tions we all feel with the land (I shit you not). Then we visited 
and our relations. There were the Gaviota facility where off
incorrigible bears cracking up at shore oil is refined. After that 
the writing of Florida Power and we visited the Santa Barbara 
Light CEO's editorial condemn- Environmental Defense Center 
ing Everglades Earth First! reaf- (EDC) and left a calling card. 
firmed exactly why we continue EDC is accepting money from 
fighting. But above all were the the Texas oil development firm, 
fierce howls for Marie, Sadie, Ex- Plains Exploration and Pro
He, Eric, Jonathan, Daniel and duction (PXP), in exchange for 

-~;;:f:~·:J---;'; <<:::---, 

h . ]Ourp,a o ar:th First! 

. ·.·····• ni_c~~o~to do.s~riip~igl1;~~)fk . . . 
.. . . attejhpt·to'~e:in:t~'kra'te' iitto other aCtivist groups, we 

its blessing to slant drill into 
state waters in the Tranquillon 
Ridge north of Santa Barbara. 
After th e Rond y act ion some 
dumbass accused Earth First! 
of pouring oil on EDC's earth 
flag . That was molasses, as con
firmed by some sugar deprived 
EF!ers who licked so me "oil " 
off EDC's wall. 

will identify them and expose their history as informants. 
We recognize that people associating with informants compromises 

our solidarity with non-cooperating individuals, and jeopardizes our 
collective security. 

The other main issue that 
came up with prisoners is that 
supporting them does not end 
with the completion of their 
sentence. People coming. out of 
prison need help on everything 
from dealing with parole issues, 
including employment and a 
permanent residence, to having 
a quiet place to chill out and try 
to deal with the psychological 
aftermath of incarceration. Fi
nally, as discussed on the next 
page, we discussed a plan to 
de-centalize aspects of the EF! 

Journal,_" as well · as the proposa:l 
to move the Journal office from 
Tu~son tp the Everglades . . 

-. Saturday night was ·the night 
· to howl. , It proved again what 

incredible talent, creativity, and· 

our other friends who the cor-
porate-state has imprisoned for 
their dedication to stopping the 
war against the natural world. 

Sunday consisted of workshops 
ranging from radical mycology to 
basic blockades to pirate radio to 
EF! and the student movement. 
As usual, presenters were spit
ting radical facts and figures and 
rallying newer folks to a cause 
greater than themselves. 

Santa Barbara is occupied Chu
mash land, and I want to send a 
personal and collective thanks to 
Monique Sonoquie, a Chumash 
woman leading the struggle to 
preserve the Husahkiw-Chumash 
wind caves, a sacred site of the 
Chumash people. Monique took 
time out to come to the gather

~ ing and talk about this issue and 
~ how it affects the Chumash and 
~ their .connection to the land and 
"' their ancestors. 

After the Rondy, a series ot ·ac
tions tookplace focusing on the 
proposal to expand oil drilling 

· off the Santa Barbara coast. EF! 
Rondy C!Ctions always have that 
weird miX of celebratory joy and 
a funeral dirge, since they often 
involve leaving the mountains· 
and-heading to Babylon. Irr this 
case, leaving Spirit , Pines and 

After EDC we took our mes
sage to the pier and to a local 
outdoor mall, where locals and 
tourists were briefly awakened 
from their ignorant slumbers 
to the fact that more oil drill
ing would further pollute their 
coast. If one can perceive for a 
moment the world beyond their 
own addled ego, it is easy to see 
that in the endgame of civiliza
tion, every day is doomsday. 

If you're thinking I have for
gotten something in this article, 
then you're right on two fronts. 
Most importantly, I have not yet 
acknowledged the EF! crew in 
Santa Barbara. Y'all are fucking 
awesome! The location was mag
ic, the food was excellent, any
thing that anyone needed was at 
hand, and any time you asked, a 
welcoming, friendly SB EF!er was 
there to help. We should never 
forget that this uncompromising 
type of mutual aid and good will 
is also what helps make Earth 
First! unique. To Alex, Emily, 
Mike, Carleigh, Steve, and all 
the SB EF!ers whose name my 
sleep-challenged brain is forget
ting right now, a million thanks 
and hugs. Also, I am sure I have 
forgotten to indude numerous 
workshops and other folks who 
made the OC/Winter Rondy 
a great success. Jelly rolls and 
atomic slugs to everybody! 

Microbe likes how the sun plays 
on the 'surfaces of dilapidated 
buildings and . crumbling freeway 
·off-ramps. 



When Talks Turn into Action 
BY NEn'LE 

During the 2010 Earth First! 
Organizers Conference the EF! 
Journal Collective arrived with 
a proposal to decentralize as
pects of the whole operation. 
The proposal was well-received 
by those who hold a long-term 
investment in the EF! Journal, 
our movement and the future 
of both as we approach our 30th 
anniversary. 

Decentrali zing discussions 
began in the Journal office after 
the Summer 2010 Round River 
Rendezvous, flourishing from 
dialog about how simple restruc
turing could switch-up the work 
load of the EF! Journal Collec
tive, giving us more time to fo
cus on the main components of 
the publication. Some aspects of 
the proposal we presented have 
been incorporated into a larger 
timeline to relocate the EF! Jour
nal office to the Florida Ever
glades. Here is the breakdown 
from our end. 

The main aspects we 
have been looking to out
source are the distribu
tion of merchandise, re
designing and maintain
ing the website, housing 
and fundraising. 

In August 2009 we out
sourced the distribution 
of Earth First! merchan
dise to The Gloo Factory; 
WWW.PEACESUPPLIES.ORG, a lo
cal, radical print shop in 
Tucson that has printed 
EF! trinkets and t-shirts for 

20 years. Be sure to check out the 
WWW.EARTHFIRSTJOUTNAL.ORG StOre for 
new additions. 

Here's a question: how do a 
bunch of psydo-Luddites figure 
out what is best when it comes to 
creating a decent website? The EF! 
Joumal website has been a heavily 
debated topic for years. Ideas of 
ditching the printed EF! Journal for 
a web-only news source have been 
discussed and (luckily) squashed, 
but the need for the EF! Journal 
website to evolve is a difficult one 
to crush. The re-designed EF! Jour
nal website will be a more regularly 
updated, open-source publishing 
site for news and actions world
wide. Currently, a group of folks 
are in dialog about these plans, 
which also include the introduc
tion of regional newsletters. A 
new site is on the horizon and 
will launch in time to celebrate 30 
years of the EF! Journal and the EF! 
movement this Winter. Thanks to 
all who have their hands on this 
awesome project! 

This may come as a surprise 
to some, but the information 
contained in back issues of the 
EF! Journal are sought after by 
achedemics, writers, historians 
and documentarians all over 
the world. However, the EF! 
Journal archive currently lives 
in cold, hard boxes. The ar
chive is a amazing stockpile of 
information, but it should be in 
the hands of other EF!ers who 
have more time to make the ar
chive an active resource for the 
world. Luckily, a couple dedi
cated EF!ers are excited to take 
on this project. With a full digi
tal archive, the ground-breaking 
campaign work, close coverage 
on biodiversity and all actions 
putting the Earth first (as well as 
the hilarious sections, intimate 
poetry and beloved songs) will 
be accessible to anyone . 

With these projects under
way, the EF! Journal Collective is 
reassured that we will have more 
time to devote to the publica
tion and finances. 

Earth First! is as unique as 
every endangered species whose 

life has become a record on a 
sheet of paper. The Earth First! 
Journal is here to present infor
mation without the bullshit and 
watered-down-green-washed

hooplah that most of the 
worlds media choose to present. 
As Earth First!ers we are here to 
defend the living rights of all 
things wild! 

The EF! Journal Collective of 
recent years has been thinking 
that it's time to put this old beast 
on wheels and roll it outta town. 
Traditionally, the EF! Journal has 
some sense of transient roots, 
and to be honest, the Journal is 
itching to get out of the desert 
(though, has cherished its time 
here, sweating it out). 

The following article is a pro
posal from Everglades EF! to be 
the new care-givers. So far, we 
have had a lot of dialog about the 
move, and it feels good to know 
that talks are turning into action. 

The big kicker: a lot of support 
is needed in the coming year
from EF! groups all over, as well as 
from our readers and those who 
feel that the EF! Journal is among 

the most important sourc
es of independent and 
radical media available. 
A special thanks to every
one who has been able to 
make a donation recently! 
Without you we are flap
pin' our fins on dry sands, 
gasping for a drop of wa
ter. With your support 
we are able to work hard, 
doing what we love, con
fident that the EF! Journal 
continues to be utilized by 

~ this ever-evolving move
:;;· ment. of .direct action and 
f! deep· ecology. -

~~E~~~~~ A e Prox · A Pro osal To Move the Earth 
to take over the EF! 

First! Journal 
Here it is in brief: Move the 

office of the Earth First! Journal 
from Tuscon, Arizona to Lake 
Worth, Florida; change it from 
six publications to a quarterly, 
bound journal; reorganize the 
scope and focus of the content 
from news and updates to more 
movement strategy and analysis, 
with a stronger focus on ecology. 
News and direct action reports 
get shifted to a printable PDF 
published eight times a year
which is bottom-lined, along 
with the website and archive
by other Earth First! Collectives. 

Background on Lake· Worth, 
Florida 

Somewhere between a full 
scale rebellion in the swamps 
and your grandfather's hospice 
care by the sea, you'll find the 
cozy little beach town called 
Lake Worth. If the surrounding 
sprawl numbs your wild spirit, 
the panthers, gators, crocs and 
bears, blood-sucking mosquitoes, 
millions of acres of inhospitable 
swamp and sweltering heat will 
call it back. It's also the stomp
ing ground of Everglad~s Earth 
First!, and hosts endless sup
plies of mangoes, coconuts, and 
starfruit. Lake Worth is 70 miles 
north of Miami, 60 miles -west 
of the Bahamas, 30 miles south 
of the wilq Loxahatchee River, 
18 miles east of the Everglades, 
and 132 miles from the Skunk · 

Ape Research Headquarters in 
Ochopee. The town boasts an an
archist radical cheerleader elect
ed as city commissioner and a 
mayor infamous for working in 
the wild dolphin trafficking in
dustry. 

Changing the Publication 
Cycle and the Format of the 
Earth First! Journal 

The idea is to take the 
EF! Journal to a true quarterly 
publication, printing a bound 
copy; something that sits on a 
shelf, in a pack or a cargo pock
et more like a soft bound book. 
Cutting the EF! Journal from six 
to four publications a year will 
potentially free up money to 
cover the extra costs of print
ing in this manner and free up 
the collective to spend more 
time on a single issue, which 
will also benefit content. The 
four issues of the Earth First! 
Journal will come out on cross
quarter days (approximately 
the beginning of February, 
May, August and November). 
News and updates will be posted 
to the Earth First! website and for
matted by a differentEF! collective . 
into a PDF newsletter to come out 
·eight times a year on the Pagan 
c~endar. 

Our List of Demands 
We will fund raise-the-money · 

aecessary_ to . transport the EF! 

Journal to Lake Worth. Our cur
rent estimate is $3,000. However, 
we want the Earth First! move- · 
ment to significantly help come 
up with the money sufficient to 
print and mail the first Florida 
edition and fund the collective 
that works on it through that 
period. Our estimate is $15,000 
for production costs. That's a lot 
of fucking money, y'all-fifteen 
grand! Where will it all come 
from? Did you subscribe for 
this thing your holding in your 
hands? If not, it's time to start! 
As it stands, the EF! Journal Col
lective often goes unpaid. Our 
proposal demands a concerted 
effort to change this. We do not 
want to take on a movement 
publication that is not actively 
supported financially by the 
movement. 

We also want to be able to 
focus more time on bringing 
money in and have ideas for 
new fund-raising efforts, such as 
the formation of an Earth First! 
Speakers' Bureau op~rating out 
of th~ ·new EFl Journal office, for 
coor(iirt~firig ·. ro~dshows, .paid , 
presentations and.inch~aseo ta~· . 
bling opporhin~ties. We intend 
to bust our asses here iri Florida 
and ask you to do your-part to 
renew the public face _of Earth 
First! anyone interested in step
ping . up their involvement 
has' ·many options . for projects 
)hat _n~ed your support. GeUn 

touch with the EF! Journal Col
lective or Everglades EF! for more 
information. 

Yes, the Earth First! Journal 
is getting older-30 years-and 
moving to Florida. But we are 
not inviting it down to the sub
tropics for an early retirement. 
We realize the paper is on its 
way out of a long, hard Saturn 
Return (according to Seventeen 
magazine) and we want to see 
the publication come into its 
prime here in this global hot
spot of biodiversity, deep in 
the belly of global capitalism, 
nurturing a budding resistance 
to industrial civilization from 
here in the swamps. 

About the Future EF! Jo.urnal 
C_ollective 

In case you ain't already 
heard, the - lawless troglod}rtes 
of South Florida~ Earth First! 
community. are . the -rootinist, 
tootiriist swal_llp anarchists ~ this 
side of the Brazilian Pantanal. .. 

· · We are ,·curreritiy'' wo:rlqng. to 
inai<e.-~ .~r.rn : Solid¥ity - )vit)l ~"'the · 

~ Swdirip" : tl:l~ ~r].eW.:;:ranYilJg .,..can 
stenciled on banners around tlie 
world. We ask folks to-remem
ber ' that while we all .descend -
from those who crawled out of ' 
the primordiill. ,muck so long 
.ago, it still ain't too late to come · 
ori: down to Florida ,and crawl 
back in. -· __ 

~" 
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~Prisoner and Legal Anna Mae Pictou-Aquash. FCI Terminal Island, POB 3007, 
Updates •Bryan Griffiths, XW8892, San Pedro, CA 90731, USA. 

•Carolyn Feldman released HMP Hewell, Hewell Lane, Serving four years for conspir
from jail. Was being held for re- Redditch, B97 6QS, UK. A acy charges stemming from his 

~ sisting a Grand Jury investigation. hunt monitor on remand who work with Stop Huntingdon 
~ •Four activists have been is falsely accused of murdering Animal Cruelty (SHAC). For 

arrested in Mexico on charges a hunt supporter following a more information, visit www. 

related to animal liberation tragic accident. Griffiths was SUPPORTJAKE.ORG. 

I 
:~u 

4 

and property destruction. Their monitoring a hunt when he •Donald Currie, A3660AA, 
names and e-mail addresses are: landed to refuel. A hunt sup- HMP Parkhurst, Clissold Rd, 
Diego Alonzo (RABIAYACCION@MAC. porter was hit by the helicop- Newport, Isle of Wight, POB 30 
HUSH.COM), Adrian Magdaleno- ter and died. Despite this being 5NX, UK. Serving an "indefinite 
Gonzalez (uBERTADPARAADRIAN@ a clear accident, Griffiths has sentence" of at least six years
HUSHMAIL.ME), Abraham Lopez been charged with murder. with no fixed release date or 
Martinez (cNA.MEX@GMAIL.coM), •Luke Steele, WJ4308, HMP upper limit-for arson against 
Emmanuel Hernandez Hernan- Lincoln, Greetwell Rd, Lin- targets linked to the vivisec-
dez (cNA.MEX@GMAIL.coM). coln, LNZ 4BD, UK. Awaiting tion industry. 
· •Kevin Oliff, #1300931, TTCF trial on three charges related •Alex Hall, Inmate #2009-

161 D-Pod, 450 · Bauchet St., to interfering with animal re- 06304, 800 West State St. Da-
Los Angeles, CA 90012, USA. search on a rabbit farm. vis County Jail, 800 West State 
Pleaded no contest to charges St., Farmington, UT 84025, 
of stalking for protesting vivi- Animal Liberation USA. Rece ntly plead guilty to 
section. His plea agreement is •Jon Ablewhite, TB4885, and charges related to being ac-1-\" for a three year sentence, but Kerry Whitburn, TB4886, HMP cused of raiding a mink farm. 

~:. he may get out in mid-Octgber · Lowdham Grange, Lowdham, •Gavin Medd-Hall, ·WV9475 , · =· .. ·:~ ,wi:h •. go(?d ~ b~h:av.tor- ~hd- ~time· Not~ngham;-' :N(S-14.· 7DA, . UK ·. HMP Coldingley, Shaftesbury 
-. . - . se~.ed. --'.- .. ;~:--'~' .' . '·-· · Servmg 12 years for conspuacy ·Road, Bisley, Waking, Surrey, 

· •Lauren Gazzola released to .a · to blackmail a supplier of guinea . GU24 9EX, UK. Serving eight 
L__. halfway hous.e. Write to her c/o pigs for vivisection. years iii connection with the 
~ CCM Philidelphia Community •Dan Amos, VN7818, HMP campaign against HLS . 

..a.......... Corrections Office, 2nd & Chest- Winchester, Ramsey Rd, Win- •Kevin Kjonaas, #93502-011, 

...,...-. nut St. - 7th Fl., Philadelphia, chester, S022 SDF, UK. Amos is Unit I, FCI Sandstone, POB 1000, 
PA 19106. Serving 4.5 years for serving four years for conspiracy Sandstone, MN 55072, USA. 
conspiracy charges stemming to blackmail people linked to Serving six years for conspiracy 
from her work with SHAC. For Huntingdon Life Sciences (HLS). charges stemming from his work 
more information, visit www.suP- For more information, visit www. with SHAC. For more informa-
PORTLAUREN.COM. MYSPAcE.COM/SUPPORTDAN. tion, visit WWW.SUPPORTKEVIN.COM. 

Awaiting, Trial .or Sentencing 
· .. ·•MumiaAbwJamal, #AM8335, 

-~. . . 
SCI (Tr~ene, ps · Progress ·Dr, 
Wayriesburg, PA 153'70; USA. 
Awaiting· ·r:_esentencing to either 
life-in · prison or death. Abu-Ja
mal,. _a · politi<:ally. active journal
ist,. was frall!ed for the murder of 
. a cop in 1981. For more informa
tion, ViSit WWV'{_. FREEMUMIA.ORG. 

• Daniele ""Casalihi, Casa 
Circondariale, Via Burla 59, 
43100-Parma PR, Italy. Await
ing trial for allegedly using ex
plosives to damage power lines. 
Casalini is a member of Il Sil-
vestre, an - Italian eco-anarchist 
group and frequent . target of 
state repression. 

• Francesco · Gioia, Via Casale 
SO/a, ,15040·San ·Mi.chele--(;\L). 
Awaiting· trial fpr : allegedly 
using . explosives- · ,.to · damage 
powet n:rtei". ~Gic:Jta"-is/a ·me:fuberi-

• ~ · ..... ···~ "; .~.... :~- .. ~ ,.'!.--r, J. :1' 1-1 

.of' II 'Sllvesfre."''·· • :-. · '\ _,_,- ,, 'B 
j ··iohii?Citaha:n{ ·P'~ril).in·gt:~ri: .... ..~ ...... .... .. -~--·_ ........... ~. """" ..... 

~c9~p.ty Ja~l~ .)~? · _ _sr J.~~ef1lt 
'Street"Rap'itl Cit'v' SIY5770J.:} 

• . "'./ ;. '; . ,... . ' ~ J>~ ~ - '<. r ' . _.! 
USA .. Await1hg·'ttiar on< murdef 
;.:{ '.r:•"l~ .: -.;~-~ .. J'.:J--. ::..._.?' ..... -~ ~ ,, t ::·~ ,;~ 

·sh~fges~-}~t~h;ap: ;waffr.a:w~'l: · 
... J?~}~h~ .. !».r;te:f\l!fe ,. ~-?.~ :~~~r~ 

der :of '- fellow :~rnencan In; 
:~ian · Moveiherf.f'tA:nvi) ~tti¥l'st-
-~:r~-~~~.,t~i1~~ ~~t'f" ~nr~·~1·f.~~~-,:..::~.;;1f~!';. 

~:. '·J. -

•Gregg Avery, TA7450, HMP •PI Noordsingle, Peter Jan-
Coldingley, Shaftesbury Road, sen 5102880, Potbus 37066, 
Bisley, Waking, Surrey, GU24 3005 LB Rotterdam. Accused of 
9EX, UK. Serving nine years for freeing mink from a fur farm. 
conspiracy to .blackmail people .•Heather Nicholson, VM4859, 
linked to HLS. For more infor- HMP Foston Hall, Foston, Derby, 
mation, visit . www.MYSPAce.coM/ Derbyshire DE65 5DN, UK. Serv
SHACUKPRISONERSUPPORT. ing 11 yearS for COnSpiracy tO 

•Natasha Avery, NR8987, blackmail people linked to HLS. 
HMP Send, Ripley Road, Wok- For more information, visit www. 

ing, Surrey, GU23 7LJ, UK. MYSPAce.coM/sHACUKPRISONERSUPPORT. 

Serving nine years for conspir- •Lewis Pogson A6454AK, HMP 
acy to blackmail people linked Lincoln, 106 Greetwell Road, Lin
to Huntingdon Life Sciences. coin, LN2 4BD, England. Serving 3 
Visit www.MYSPAce.coM/sH ACUKPRIS- years for rescuing 129 rabbits from 
ONERsuPPORT. Highgate Farm. 

•Mel Broughton, TN9138, •John Smith, TB4887, HMP 
HMP Woodhill, Tattenhoe Street, Lindholme, Bawtry Road, Hatfield 
Milton Keynes, Bucks, MK4 4DA, WooOhouse, Doncaster, DN7 6EE, 
UK·Servihg 10 years for tonSpir- UK. Serving 12 years for attempt
ac:y- to commit arson in c0nnec- ing to blackmail a farmer who sup
ti6h '-with·~the tam'paign .against plied guinea pigs for vivisection. 
Oxford Univef'sity's·prirp.ate lab. •William James Viehl, Inmate 
Forlriore· ihf0rm(!tion;-'visit www. #2009-05735, Davis County' Jail, 
iC1.Vs.~Aee:eioM'lsu·PPORT~ec: . • : ~~. ·.- · -. 800 West State St.; Farmington, 
c;·•Dear('.G:~t'tne;,w~ 4309<HMP UT 84025, USA. Sentencedto two 
Peres ton> :2: · R:ibbl€tori-. · ·Eahei yea:rs, -- having ··pleaded guiltY . to 
L~ncashire:, JJ:fU_ SAB, England. raiding-.a _inii1k farm.· 
Jailed>: for"' ;6teaphihg '· p·aible. ·· ·Dan' Wadham, A57Q5AA, 
cqnditiofis .whil~t -on ·. p;irol~-for HMP Camp ,Hill, Newp:Qrt, 'Isle 
three~ c:.fiarg"'es'~r~lated :to -in-ter~ .of'Wight1 .P.03_0,,SPB';UK/ - S~rv~ 
feriiig·:with··a:nt:niai ~esearch on· iiig : five y€ars· "il).-. c'oiul.ecti'on 

-a rabbit-farm'. ,.,. ·~ .. -.. · .. . . . . with tlie campaign againstHLS\ 
-~ •}~cob , Cori.rcry, · #93501"011, •satah Whitehead; >VM768'4, 

:.-

'Y(lge·Z6 ·Earth. First!Biifttin~Z(H(F';fi 

HMP Bronzefield, Woodthorpe 
Rd, Ashford, Middlesex, TW15 
3JZ, UK. Serving 15 months for 
burglary charges after rescuing 
an abused beagle from a danger
ous home and nine additional 
months from a prior suspended 
sentence for rescuing more than 
100 animals from a pet breeder 
who was later prosecuted for 
animal abuse. For more infor
mation, Visit WWW.MYSPACE.COM/ 

SUPPORTSARAH. 

• Kerry Whit burn TB4886, 
HMP Lowdham, Nottingham, 
NG14 7DA, England. Serving 12 
years for attempting to black
mail a farmer who supplied 
guinea pigs for vivisection. 

Ecodefense 
•Grant Barnes, #137563, San 

Carlos Correctional Facility, 
POB 3, Pueblo, CO 81002, USA. 
Serving 12 years for the Earth 
Liberation Front (ELF) arson·.- -. , ...... 
of SUVs. For more information, 
visit GRANTBARNES.WO RDPR ESS .COM . 

· •Nathan "Exile" Block, #36359-
086, FCI Lompoc, 3600 Guard 
Rd, Lompoc, CA 93436, USA . 
Serving nearly eight years for 
ELF arsons at an SUV dealer
ship and a hybrid poplar farm. 

•Marco Camenisch, Post
tach 3143, CH-8105 Regens
dorf, Switzerland. Serving 18 
years for using explosives to tar
get nuclear facility power lines 
and for the alleged murder of a 
Swiss border guard. Camenisch 
reads French, German, Spanish 
and Italian fluently, as well as 
some English. 

•Marie Mason, #04672-061, 
FCI Waseca, Federal Correc
tional Institution, POB 1731, 
Waseca, MN 56093, USA. Serv
ing 21 years and 10 months for 
a series of ELF actions against 
genetic engineering and de
velopment. For more informa
tion, ViSit WWW.FREEMARIE.ORG. 

•Eric McDavid, #16209-097, 
FCI Victorville Medium I, POB 
5300, Adelanto, CA 92301, 
USA. Serving 19.5 years for 
conspiracy to destroy the US 
Forest Service's Institute of 
Forest Genetics, a cell-phone 
tower and power plants. For 
more information, visit www. 

SUPPORTERIC.ORG . · 

. •Daniel McGowan, #63794-
053, . lJSP Marton, POB. 1000; 
Marion, fL 62-959; .·usA-:-.·Serv:
ing-S:even·y'ea.rs for ELIFarsoris 
at: .a :lumber ·GOmpany and a 
hybrid poplar farm: For · more 
information, · visit www·.suP-

PORTDANIH-t)RG : .. ·, ,. ·. ·" -.,,, , .: 



Mountain Juatice Summer Training 
Camp2010 
May 27-June 6 
Letcher County, Kentucky 

Mountain Justice Summer is both a call to 
action and a request for help from the peo
ple of the Appalachian Mountains. Join 300-
500 people at this year's camp for a week of 
activities focused on fighting mountaintop 
removal mining with well-known speakers 
and coalfield residents. We will offer work
shops and skill trainings led by experienced 
activists, tours of mountaintop removal 
mines, live music, tree-climbing, bonfires 
and fun! WWW.MOUNTAINJUSTICESUMMER.ORG 

2010 Bash Back! Convergence 
May 27-30 
Denver, Colorado 

This year's Bash Back Convergence will 
focus on building connections between 
struggles. Workshops and discussions with 
queer radicals from all over will help devel
op better movement dynamics and ideas 
for the future. WWW.BASHBACK2010.0RG 

Montreal Anarchist Bookfair 
May 29-30 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

No gods, no masters, no bosses, no borders. 
Curious about anarchism? Check us out! 
Participants from all over Quebec and 
North America, booksellers and vendors, 
workshops, films, discussions, kids activi
ties, art exhibits and more! The Bookfair is 
a space for people to meet, network, learn 
and share in a spirit of respect and solidarity. 
WWW .ANARCHISTBOOKFAIR .CA 

Calling all women advocates with a pas
sion for environmental justice! Women at~ 
tomeys, advocates;· law students and mem
bers of the legal profession are invited to 
join a Women's Earth Alliance Advocacy 
Delegation in 2010. An unparalleled .oppor" 
tunity to meet and collaborate with indig
enous women on the frontlines of environ
mental justice campaigns in North America. 
WWW.WOMENSEARTHALLIANCE.ORG 

Anti-Authoritarian Gathering 
June 3-6, 
Medan, North Sumatra, Indonesia 

This is an opportunity for the anarchist 
and anti-authoritarian movement in Indo
nesia to meet up. There has not been an 
archipelago-wide meeting for three years 
and never outside Java island. People who 
encounter anti-authoritarian ideas in differ
ent ways can meet each other and see what 
connections might arise from these en
counters. an tiotori tarian20 1 O@gmail. com 

The Outdoor Skillshare 
June 18-21 
Rural Scotland 

An exciting weekend of workshops and 
skillsharing in rural Scotland. Come and 
learn: climbing and rope access, build
ing tree houses, tunnelling, cooking for 
the masses, knot-tying, fire-lighting, 
wild foods and more! We want to focus 
on the skills needed to occupy and de
fend land with a weekend-long event. 
OUTDOO A SKI LLSHAR E. N OF LAG. ORG. UK 

Wild Roots Feral Futures/ High Country 
EF! Gathering 

Call Out for Experienced BFCVolunteers June 19-26 
Summer 2010 Southwest Colorado 
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming We will be focusing on many things, in-

Animal Righta 2010 · 
July 15-19 >. · 
Alexandria, Virgina . · 

Animal Rights 2010 reflects America's 
continuing concern with terror: Indeed, it . 
is dedicated ta exposing. and ·challenging . = ·: -
the terror perpetrated every day ·against .. 
billions of innocent, sentient n6nhum·an = _ ... 
animals. The four-day program· .features 
nearly 100 presenters from niore than 60 or
ganizations and several countries, represent- o 
ing virtually all sectors of our movement. 
WWW.ARCONFERENCE.ORG I,... 
G20 Protests ~ 
June25-27 .... 
Toronto, Ontario ~ 

You didn't think Riot 2010 was over yet, 
did you? The G20 will be descending upon n 
the part of Turtle Island now known as To-
ronto. The secretive meetings will be attend- n 
ed by the heads of state and financial minis-
ters of the twenty most powerful economies 9 
and the managers of global financial institu-
tions. Join us in Toronto for an anti-capitalist, 
anti-authoritarian, anti-colonial, anti-racist, 
anti-patriarchy, anti-ableist and queer posi- n 
tive convergence! ATIACKTHEROOTS.NET 

email: shutdowntheG20@resist.ca = 
Resistance for a Nuclear Free Future 
July 3-5 
Maryville College, Tennessee 

The Nuclear Resister, Nukewatch and the 
Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance 
invite you to join us for a national gather
ing, culminating with nonviolent anti-nu
clear direct action, and declare our indepen
dence from nuclear weapons and nuclear 
power. Join as we educate andenergize our
selves throughout a weekend of networking, 
music, speakers, celebration, workshops, · 
community, nonviolence training and non
violent action. NUKEWATCH.COM. · 

...... 
til 

Hey all you buffalovers, BFC volunteers are eluding, but by no means limited to: anar
currently in the field before sun up and until chist theory and praxis, unpacking privi
well after dark monitoring the highways and lege, decolonization, re-wilding, ancestral 

-"; -~~Re: We ·are sprea~ ;~~ J~~.~~ri'1t'- .. ski~!s_;.<indigeno~s, ~pljdarity;,,direct 'action, • ,1h•n~ :8fWomyn'Sc"A~ion:C."'Pf-• ,'. :,- . C' I o::"''• 
· ~ence<holunteers· very tffih. This iS a ca.Jlto any forest -defense~ security culture, civil dis- July 7 ~ 12 ,., · ·· r ' ' · ·- ,, 

and all experienced volunteers to return to the obedience, hand to hand combat, survival Cascadia bio-region 
land of the last wild bison and join us again in skills, evasion tactics, green anarchism, TWAC is a gathering of eco-activists 
our efforts to stop the harassment and slaugh- anti-civ, post-civ, star watching and naviga- who are also working to bring down pa~ . 
ter. volunteer@buffalofieldcampaign.org tion, maps and orienteering, shelter build- triarchy. The gathering aims to · create and 

Call for Advocacy 
Sacred Landa 
Summer 2010 

ing and whatever you care to bring and empowering environment where gender
Delegation• to provide. www.FERAJ.FUTVRES.BLOGSPOT.coM. Join . minority folk will be able to share .skills-, 

us for the High Country EF! discussions from stories and experiences: - \\[~ are putting 

California, US Southwest, Navajo Nation 
June 24-25 to discuss direction and strategy as a a ·call out for workshop p~esentel's and 
state-wide and bioregional eco-defense network . ·trainers. twac@riseup.n~t 

•Steve James Murphy, •Joyanna "Sadie" Zacher, Phillips Africa, #006309, SCI 76127, USA~ SerVing nearly nine 
0910300841, Central Detern- #36360-086, FCI Dublin, Camp Cambridge Springs, 451 Fuller- years for violating her parole by 
tion Center, 630 East Rialto Parks, UnitE, 5701 8th St, Dublin, ton Ave, Cambridge Springs, PA dumping a cup of red paint over 
Ave., San Bernardino, CA CA 94568, USA. Serving nearly 16403, USA. the security apparatus of a fed-
92408. Accused of involve- eight years for ELF arsons at an •Michael Davis Africa, eral court and ·making warnings 
ment in an attempted arson on SUV dealership and a hybrid pop- #AM4973, and Charles Sims ("threats") of weapons. of mass 
a town house construction site Jar farm. Africa, #AM4975, SCI Grater- destruction. In 2004, Woodson 
in 2006. For more information ford, POB: .244, Graterford, PA completed 20 years for disarm- . 
visit www.suPPORTSTEVE.ORG Indigenous Resistance 19426, _USA. ing a Minuteman II missile·· 

•Jonathan Paul #07167-085, •Leonard Peltier, #89637-132, •Edward · .Goodman Africa, silo with a jackhammer, mailing 
FCI Phoenix, 37910 N 45th USP Lewisburg, POB 1000, Lew- #AM4974,SCIMahanoy, ·301Morea warning letters with bullets in
Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA. isburg, PA 17837, USA. Serving Rd, Frackville, PA 17932, USA side to officials, and robbing a 
Serving 4.25 years for the Ani- life in prison after being framed •William Phillips Africa, . bank and burning the_ ~oney. 
mal Liberation Front/ELF arson for the deaths of two FBI agents #AM4984, and Dell)eit Orr M~ ·· . . . 
of a horse slaughterhouse and killed during the 1975 Pine rica, #AM4985, s¢i _Dall~s, fQ)~. J~risoiler Support Gfoups 
meat-packing plant. For more Ridge siege. For more informa- lies Rd, Drawer K, Dallas, · PA • E a·r t h Liberation P r is- . 
information, visit www.suPPORT- tion, visit www;FREEPELTIER.ORG. 18612, USA. -oners ''Support · Network, 
JONATHAN.ORG. •Byron Shane ofChubbock© elp43Zl@hotmail.tom; .www. 

•Michael Sykes, #6966~3, Michl- Clan, #07909051, · FCI Talla- Other Political Prisoners- sPrRrTOFFREEDoM.oRG.uK •.. 

gan Reformatory, 1342 West Main dega, POB 1000, Talladega, •Matt DePalma, .#.14126-041, .· •NationaL . Jericho Move-
Street, Ionia, MI 48846, USA Serv- Alabama; North America. FCI Fairton POB 420 Fairton, NJ •- ment, POB ·l2Z2, New Yoi:k; . 

·ing four to 10 years for the arson Serving · 80 . years· for :aggra- 08320. Sentenee<i tothree,and,a· · NY . 1 001~~- U.S A; owww .TI,.~;~ • 
. of two neWly constructed condo- . vated assault of-federal agents, half:yea~s il)' prison .for ualaw~' ERICHOMOVEMENT.cof.1, · · · <:-5; 

J. • •• 

' . -~ -.-. -. 

· miniums, trying to dlop down an escape-and bank robbery. "Oso ful . :~possess_io:n. . oL dest11,1ctive: · ~North ,Amer-ican 'Earth· Hb.;;.--
80-foot utility pole cmd 'attempting ·Blanco" · funneled money that devices at th~ 2008' ;eRepublicari ,- er-ation Pr-isoners Support Net;.< .: 

· . ·to~ chisel through :cemtmt:in.his·jail 'he -stole from banks to the Za- . National: (:!)J1Vention .. ,<: .. ; t-=:~-;o:' ., .. ,work,-: ; NAE:Ci>sf-1 @M.u'l'u~t-.A.m::oiiG;;-_~ . . • £:.. 

._ --. 

· · celt Fou:n,ore iriformation,. visit SUP- patista Ar~y of Nationah Lib• •Fran<: Thompson,:~·#t09.09a5;.. · www:~eoRRISONERS;QRG,,.,._, 
·:; ·:foRTMICHAEL.'AOROPRESS.OOM. - ', :,' . · · ~ratioh]n 'Mexico. ,>' :'- · : ·"' ·CCB 3151 Litton Dt, _QhHUeuthe~·: : .. -~~·0 ··'·- . ·: ~~'-... :, .-~ , ,,_""' ·-=- ,::_, . '·- :i ::: -:.,_..,.,;~.~\,- .:¥;_: :·;;;. 

•Briana·. wa:ters, #36.432-086, Move · .. I : ,_: :c;-: · ·, M0-·64601 , usA :Befote '-recelv~ · · · It-: is .:; tQe .. afin oLthe~ &mh, ;:~:., .. ~-. ~~F: · ,:1. 
·.:·_ FCI O_an_ bury· ,· ·· Route '31, ·nan-. ·TheMOVE9. members . . - ~ -, . · · · ::· - 1·~ <' ·. · ·_ · ·~ h· ·.-- ·:-~·~ ~ -: 'First!-,;](ilmill . •Q>n~~ j()_-~ ; t"· ,'- :-· ···. ·;, . ., . . _ . o. an efo- mg a be se.ntem:e m t e .. e_ar. y: .. ,, .... ~ .. ". . ._.; .. ,. __ ~ .. ,.,-~. . .. - ~-· .~ . 

·bury,. CT 06811, USA. Serving revolutionary group, were fnmiedfor Y'i.9:90sJqr ·shooting 'a:'StiAkei 'in/ ; , p~yide~-~~te _ ~W13tio~ - · · 
six: yearsJor the.,ELE ar~on of the murder of acop .and,sentenaed ·: self.::defense1.,Thompsoq·was;.a<:; .'·, ··. ctl:~<>~t ,tl!~ ~Jl~ ~~9~400.-; .· ,_ .--· .. ·· .. 
the, Urii:v..eisity of Washington's to 30~100·y~ars eaciJ. For more in- . tive .In-'aiiimal/right-s::apa: e4vi< ~ ' ill .... ~ .. ::'-~'?IY,:;;,Co~taq :, :::: .. , . .,_ ,_ ~ ~~: .; ·', I 
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ALooKATMTR 
Dragline, photo essay by Anterim Caskey, 
2009. 

Action is an emotional response, a gut re
action to anger and inspiration. Sometimes 
a song or story shared around the campfire 
creates desire for action. In the case of Drag
line, a photo essay on the battle over moun
taintop removal (MTR) in West Virginia, it's 
raw images of environmental devastation
and the resistance against 
it-that calls us to the 
frontlines. 

Released in January in 
collaboration with the Cli
mate Ground Zero (CGZ) 
direct action campaign, 

j Dragline is a devastating vi-

I 
sual journey into southern 
West Virginia, where activ-

1 ists battle Massey Energy 
j and other mining giants 

1 that blow up mountains to 
1 extract coal. 
: Each turn of the over-
1 sized pages reveals the 
i world of MTR: lush moun! tains slated for destruction, 
1 enraged locals forced to drink contaminated 
1 water, swaths and valleys of gray carved 
: stone where mountains once stood. The im-
1 ages leach like mercury into the heart. 
I Such imagery-and the stories behind 
\ it-inspired author Anterim Caskey to take 

action. ·She embedded herself with CGZ in 
2008 after taking 20 trips to West Virginia 
to report on MTR. From CGZ lockdowns on 
mining equipment to locals confronting pol-

1 iticians, Caskey covers a broad range of ac
. tion. Well-known activists like Judy Bonds, 
Maria Gunnoe and Larry Gibson each make 
dramatic appearances. 

i Context ~ould )lave strengthened the im
pact of.Drag fine. :For exam pie: easkey depicts 
the Iliiners'confrontlng "tre.ehuggers" at an-

.. -ti~ raliies-a~-simple adversaries, but it's a 
bit more complicated: impoverished workers 
seeking a decent paycheck are mislead and 
forced to destroy their land and then reside 
amongst the deadly consequences. Barons 
divide and conquer by pitting unions and 
miners against citizens and environmental
ists. 

Caskey's title is her saving grace here. 
"Machines like the dragline," Caskey writes, 
"starting cost at $50 million, have helped 
eliminate the need for coal miners." 

CGZ campaign director and long-time 
Earth: First!er Mike Roselle is promoting 
Dragline. CGZ has temporarily halted coal 
mfuing .. and blast zones across the valley. 
Since February 2009, more than one hun
dred activists have been arrested at actions 

WHERE ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE 

face on the old notion that economic and 
ecological structures are tied together within 
cycles of decay and rebirth. Accordingly, Re
silience Theory claims capitalism can rescue 
us from crisis through a dynamic interplay 
with ecology. 

Alternatives Journal has the articles it needs 
to make its point. They definitely did their 
homework-that's not the problem. The is
sue is that their entire thesis is wrong. The 
interview with Buzz Holling exposes the 

mirage. 

fallacy from the begin
ning. Holling demands 
of humanity "(an) in
tegrative understand
ing and approach to the 
way that humans relate 
to the world, and the 
way the world relates 
back to humans." Easy 
enough, Buzz: the mar
ket economy is based 
on the extraction of 
resources and the de
struction of the envi
ronment. Capitalism 
is a veil for the desert 
of social relations, and 
Green Capitalism is a 

George Francis's article, painfully titled 
"The Hardcore Guide to Resilience," con
tinues to dog-paddle through a quagmire 
of theory. It is clear that he is drowning in 
his naivete when he exclaims hopefully that 
crisis, "releases" the people and capital that 

tivists, but this is the most important con
tribution of the book, because it challenges 
all varieties of "single-issue" activists to 
build alliances with radicals working on 
other issues. Unity is strength, and a broad 
coalition is needed for entire socio-politi
cal and economic systems to be fundamen
tally changed. 

The book's dearth of female writers is 
disappointing, but the sole female voice is 
powerful: former eco-prisoner Ramona Af
rica, of the MOVE Organization, a mostly
black, religious and family-based political 
group that links environmental destruction 
to the overall system. Africa was imprisoned 
for seven years after surviving the 1985 po
lice assault on MOVE's home, where police 
murdered six adults and five children. Police 
fired over 10,000 rounds of gunfire, dropped 
a C-4 bomb on the roof that started a fire, 
and shot at those trying to escape the fire. 
The cops never faced criminal charges, af
firming Africa's argument that "legal is not 
the same as right. Apartheid, The Holocaust, 
Slavery were all legal and all wrong." 

Exemplifying This Country's central mes
sage, Africa writes that resistance to these 
horrors was "illegal, " but certainly "not 
wrong." She writes, "it is our duty, our ob
ligation to revolt against anything that 
wrongs us, our babies, our family in any way, 
and nobody can prove this position wrong." 

Hans Bennett is an anarchist and independent 
mufti-media journalist: WWW. INSUBORDI NATION. 

BLOGSPOT.COM . 

can be recombined into new businesses." CHANGE COMES FROM 
Here we return to the stereotypical image of W p 
"the moral capitalist"-the small businesses ITHIN ... THE OCKETBOOK 
that redeem our otherwise corrupt system of Recipes for Disaster, directed by John Web
titans and leviathans. ster, Millennium Film, JW Documentaries, 

Instead of a deep, ecological analysis of in- 2009. 60 minutes. 
terlocked systems of oppression competing When the EF! foumal first caught wind of 
against the symbiotic interconnectedness of Recipes, I was giddy with thoughts that Cri
life, we are faced with the promotion of a methlnc. had released a new DVD of their 
more efficient capitalism. Resilience is now a anarchist cookbook with the same title . 
marketable fashion-disguised as conservative . . They didn't, and far from an anarchist cook
social ecology, and is as obnoxious as the book, John Webster's first-person documen
full-page photograph of well-dressed yup- tary could have been titled "Liberal Reform
pies jumping on a bed featured within the ist Epicurean Cookery for Beginners." 
glossy pages of Alternatives Journal. Director, protagonist and eco-curious 

I'm sure that guilt-free yuppies are exactly Webster has goaded his wife and two chil
what Green Capitalists have in mind, Resil- dren into a year-long experiment in which 
ience just reads like an annoyingly optimis- they "fast" on an "oil-diet." No new things 
tic New Age theory guide. While there are made or packaged with plastic, no gasoline, 
some good articles, including the unfortu- no plane flights, etc. 
nately titled, "Don't Bogart that Tree" about Webster philosophizes that the world is 
Canadian biomass, our ecology should· reach like a sinking ship, but people are unwill
far deeper, taking Resistance over Resilience ing to get off because the ship is comfortable 
any day. and familiar. No shit, John. Comfort is the 

-Saboo 

REVOLUTIONARY EssAYS 
against Ma~sey Energy. This Country Must Change: Essays on the 

lynchpin of inaction, which is why the "I'm
doing-my-part, feel-good green consumer
ist" mentality must be debunked, or at least 
return-scammed. Keep this film out of the 
hands of the guilt-ridden lest they become 

Caskey, who has said she was "radical- Necessity of Revolution in 
.ized" in West Virginia, was held in con- the USA, edited by Craig 
tempt of court on.May 1, 2009 for reporting Rosebraugh, 2009. 231 pag
on anti-MTR actions and when her report- es. 
ing. efforts allegedly violated a temporary This Country Must Change 
restraining order issued to protect Massey is a collection of twelve es-

1 
Energy from anti-coal activists. Her case is says, mostly written by cur

. pending appeal. rent and former political 
! Dragline is available for a $25 suggested prisoners. Editor Craig Rose
l donation at www.cuMATEGROUNDZERo.c oM, or by braugh, a former Earth Lib-
1 calling (304) 854 7372. . ~ration Front spoke~person, 

- - --- ·- -------· -- ~-- .. ... _ .. _ _ .. __ .. ____ ____ ___ _. ~ .. ____ =:_Lu_dwlg __ ~!~~~i~r~~- ~!ts~,~~~ 

" ON RESILIENCE US government by far has 
. _ been the most extreme ter-

'Fhe most recenL ielease. of Alternatives rorist organization in plan-
Journal (Yo)ulne 36 ~ Issti~ 2, 2QIO) ·.iS ~1- etary history " This Country 

f mosC entirely ·dedicated; t o the latest, lib: contexwalize~ th,e . struggle 

r
f er.al enviro_r:gnenta!ist-".fad:-:.'Called Re$ili~nce .· foi env.ironment'iilliberation 

1 Theory;" tlits . J.?ov¢me~ris:comprisE;!d .of the . wit}) ·s6uggl~;~oppos~iig ra~-

! 
re~hashed ."theories of e c. 91ogical ecoriom. ics . isin,'-mili~arisin, c<;>rporate tyt:anny, police ter
advapced by Buzz Holling. Basically, A]terna .rons:gJ. arid~the. prison industrial complex. 

1 tives journal· attempts to" put a new, trendy Not-·all contributors are explicitly eco-ac-. i -. " -,. 
! 
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inspired like John to reduce 
their carbon footprint with 
tasty bourgeoisie recipes like: 

1. Buying a brand new 
biodiesel Audi, fueled by 
industrially farmed, mono
cropped oils . 

2. Buying solar panels so 
you can watch TV at night, 
instead of smashing the 
fucking thing. 

- ··· _..3~ .. Jhty_ipgJ nter<:::_ontJne.Dtfl.L. 
rail tic~ets for your getaway 
in Italy instead of guiltily 
flying. 

4. Buying a biodiesel boat 
to replace your now-uncon
scionable gas powered one. 
Paddles? 

5. Excessively patting your 
back to make a subtle wind that helps cool 
the atmosphere! 

-Kenton 



W E. CO,ULDN ' T AGREE MORE! 

::~~~- .,:~-
vVhile \VC:7;~re reno\vned iu the 1n arketplacc 

for our sir-itere passio n in advancing organic 
agricu lturt'~nd pesticide free foods , this on ly 

represents the tlrsr step to\vards chernical 
free living and a world without pesticides. 
For our food, our bmilics, and our futu re, 

we cncour~1.ge y ou i11 joini ng J\.'lountain Rose 
Herbs in ou r struggle to <!bandon the usc 

of chemicals and pesticides \vi thin 

, J~~tr ~1onH:.: s and gani~ns. 
; . ~-£~·~,>~> . . __ : .t-~.-.. ' .... : : :-:_ 

for tfi'c ·very best in orga{!ic·hed>al 
produ cts you can tind all you need at 

W\V\v.mountainroscherbs.com. 

wr Nrro 
.... , Roger PeeL We JYeecf Predators. i '--" ,.~-~~"'"' $16 

1'~'1'-'~~ .... 
Over 200 political prints, posters, 

books, & zines, as wen as·a 
destination to find out abOut 

radical ~ and culture. 
We believe in the po~er of 

personal expression in concert 
with conective action to 

transform society. 

www.justseeds.org 

www.cldc.org 
Defending and upholding civil 

liberties through education, 
outreach, litigation and legal 
support and assistance since 

2003. 

- Fighting the Green Scare
every day, in the courts, press 
and on the streets. 

- Challenging repressiVe laws 
like the Animal Enterprise Ter
rorism Act (www.abolishthe
aeta.org). 

-Over 170 peace, environ
mental, human and animal 
rights activists represented for 
free or very low-cost. 

-Know Your Rights work
shops in English, Spanish and 
a youth version. 

-Legal Observer trainings and 
coordination for rallies, pro
tests and civil disobedience. 

We defend-your rights tp _ta'ke 
a stand! Help your fellow oac
tivists continue their work by 
supporting the Civil Liberties 
Defense Center! Donations and 
monthly donor information 

available online or at 

541-687-9180 

faster than a ~eeding 
... _f!q9_._ of Dogs 

WorldsBestBikeStickers.com 
~1 ,i'p&rrt tt _vear in du~ 1\~Jril~""'()fjo({$ ot M st¥Jilr:$ i.fl ~It (ffl' 

OM-f1~ scJrool, Jt 'Wt~5 .tXIi ill 5Ur'VflMI'l 5(-"]JOO?, btcarLS'~ f 
d'ieJ. 1 d~ed t(~ WJ' (Ahi nrly r)f ti!Ji!~~,. l di!!$ to ~irrg 
i!JCt:G?fil'rle. l dJea ~ fiflf purs!lft o{ the ~f:llrMzed. IifYWtr}~ 

- Li':~~.~i'~-~ Jet nn:J!lly . .()t !>M:t t#'J~~~t!'me ~~t~ .tQ . 
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4l'It'(:' [I) fh~ t'{iJill\i41C.tt:>fl~~ {if (Jff fhiJ1:S,'J\ I ~~¢ ~~h·$ 
&11 b;rtstin,r .. being mut .fhs . .!W'I\t .My IJmrt iS [irn. Urm"S 
m~ to ~ i!r(lfl.';. rn~ tt1an lt~M-4¥r~~ ~.f>i.# -
-....'*~TbFv.&idt<l:~M~l~nf~{W~- · 

Gnid.~~>Jm 200{ ;,.~) 

COULD· A YE .. Jffi INTfiE."WJLDRRN'ES&DllT.BIS.FORYOU? 
\'!!ww. teildl.fJtgilrum.O'lg · 

715.546.2~)'44 

THE WARRIOR POET'S SOCIETY PRESENTS 
A howlin' round-up from Katen Coulter EF! fourflalrpoetry editor Dennis 

and Dennis 2008 
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Charles H. ~<err Publishing Compan)' 
Sul;>versive literature for the whole family since tBBG! 

WANTED: MEN TO FILL THE JAILS OF SPOKANE! Edited & Introduced by John Duda. Published for the 100th Anniversary 
of the Spokane Free Speech Fight-mass civil disobedience, soap-box orators, train-hopping militants, insurrectionist poets, radical 
marching bands, and jails filled with singing hoboes! Newspaper articles, dispatches from the scene, personal recollections-the voices of 
Wobblies who filled the jails and laughed in the face oflaw and order to defy an unjust system inspires us today! 134 pages. Paper $14. 

DREAMS & EVERYDAY LIFE: Andre Breton, Surrealism, Rebel Worker, sds, & the seven Cities of Cibola by Penelope Rosemont. 
"This book is wonderful! I read nothing else till I finished it; a great and passionate evocation of those times-unapologetic and real."
Diane di Prima. 256 pages. Paper $17. 

SURREALISM IN '68: Paris, Prague, Chicago. By Don LaCoss. This insightful work of history and analysis brings together the major 
events of that important year that is so pivotal in what came afterward, and gets beneath the surface to the interconnections and the 
people who were determined to make a difference. 32 pages. $5. 

WE WILL RETURN IN THE WHIRLWIND. By Muhammad Ahmad. A major assessment of the 1960s Black radical organizations 
by one of the major figures involved-a study of the SNCC, the Black Panther Party, the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM), and 
the League of Revolutionary Black Workers. 350 Pages Paper $18 

THE BIG RED SONG BOOK. Edited by David Roediger, Franklin Rosemont, Archie Green, Salvatore Salerno. "This book is the best 
history of the IWW and it is told through its songs ... a must ... " -Paul Garon. 546 pages. Paper $24. 

JACQYES VACHE and the Roots of Surrealism. By Franklin Rosemont. "Vache is magnificent!" -Nancy]. Peters. A bold jaywalker 
at the crossroads of history, and an ardent exemplar offreedom and revolt, Vache challenged all prevailing values. Conscripted into the 
French Army in WWI, where he met Andre Breton, he became the major inspirer of the surrealist revolution. Illustrated 396 pages Paper 
$20 

JOE HILL: The IWW & the Making of a Revolutionary Workingclass Counterculture, by Franklin Rosemont. "The best book ever 
written on Joe Hill" -Utah Phillips. "Direct, passionate, sometimes funny, deeply searching" -Peter Linebaugh. 656 pages. Illustrated. 
Cloth $35. Paper $19. 

DANCIN' IN THE STREETS! Anarchists, IWWs, Surrealists, Situationists & Provos in the 1960s. By Franklin Rosemont & Charles 
Radcliffe. Critics derided them as "the lefi: wing of the Beat Generation," but Chicago's Rebel Worker and Heatwave (London) were noted 
for their originaliry and uninhibited class-war humor and cartoons."Well worth reading" -Maximumrocknroll. 450 pages. Paper $19. 

1't26 West Jarvis ~venue. ehicago. Illinois 60626 • www.charleshkerr.com a www.charleshkerr.net • 113-~G.S-111~ 
~vailable from akpress.org or phone 510-208-1100 

• 

r------------------------------------------ , 
: Subscribe to the Earth First! Jo'urna1 ... the radical environmental journal 

I 
1 Name _________________________ _ 

I Address ____________ ~----~------

0 $500 Lifetime Subscription 
0 $25 Regular Rate ($22 low incotne) 
0 $40 First Class 

0 $40 Air Mail, Canada or Mexico 
0 $50 Air Mail, International 

(US$, no foreign checks) 
11 City, State, ZiP+4 ---"--,---------::-- 0 $40 Anonymous Envelope 0 $20 Prisoner Subscription 
I Tel. ----------:~··_·· 'Country--.;.;.,...,...;..--- 0 $7 s Corporate or Law Enforcement Rate 

I Email ·· . · · $ DONATION Thanks for your support! 
1.· Mail: ...... Earth .Fi~stf;J~urnal-sll:bscription~ 
I -- ·pos 3023. Tucso-n; AZ 8'57 02 · · 
I · - · · · # Exp date 

O~line: ··www.e~rthfirstjournal.org . . · -------
L ____ _ ·---~~- ---------------- -· ----· -----------~ 

__ ; G:redit Card O_rders I circle one: Visa I MC 
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DIRECTORY 
Find the EF! group nearest you. If you don't see one, start one! 

ARIZONA 
Anti-Lab Peace Squad 
c/o Branscam and Trish Scam 
PO BOX 343; Cameron, AZ 86020 
Black Mesa Indigenous Support 
BLACKMESAIS.ORG 

Catalyst Infoshop 
207 Spring St, Prescott, AZ 86301 
catalystinfo@catalystinfoshop .net 
Chuk'shon EF! 
chukshonef@riseup.net 
WWW.CHUKSHONEF.WORDPRESS.COM 

Root Force 
POB 1302, Tucson, AZ 85702 
info@rootforce.org 
Taala Hooghan 
1700 N. Second St., Flagstaff, AZ 86004 
infofosho@gmail.com 
ARKANSAS 
Arkansas EF! 
arkansasearthfirst@gmail.com 
CALIFORNIA 
*NEW GROUP 
Diablo Earth First! 
San Francisco Bay Area 
diabloearthfirst@gmail .com 
Free Mind Media 
546 Pacific Ave, Santa Rosa, CA 95402 
info@freemindmedia.org 
Healeth EF! 
POB 720327, Redding, CA 96099 
(530) 241-1007 
Humboldt EF! 
(707) 834-5170; contactefhum@gmail.com 
WWW.EFHUMBOLDT.ORG 

Long Haul Infoshop 
3124 Shattuck Ave, Berkeley, CA 94705 
(51 0) 540-0751; slingshot@tao.ca 
Santa Barbara EF! 
(805) 708-7816; efi.nsb@gmail.com. 
Santa Giui~EF! . ,,_. . . 
·crm-ef@cilizlo.com 
Sierra Nevada EF! 
935 F St, Fresno, CA 93706 
sierranevadaearthfirst@gmail.com 
smartMerne Strategy & Training Project 
2940 16th St #201, San Francisco, CA 94103 
info@smartmeme.org 
COLORADO 
*NEW CONTACT 
Confluence Media Collective 
Grand Junction, gjredpill@hotmail.com 
DurangoEFl 
earthfirstdurango@riseup.net 
High Country EF! 
highcountryearthfirst@riseup.net 
CONNECTICUT 

-Environmental-~ 

25 Newtown Tpke, Weston, CT 06883 
(203) 227-2065; remyc@prodigy.net 
FLORIDA 
Central Florida EF! 
centra!floridaearthfi rst@gmail.com 
Everglades EF! 
1307 Central Terrace Lake Worth, FL 33460 
(561) 249-2071; evergladesearthfirst@gmail.com 
ILLINOIS 
Chicago EF! 
(773) 465-7774 
INDIANA 
Roadblock EF! 
roadblockef@yahoo.com 
STOPI69. WORDPRESS. COM 

MAINE 
Maine EF! 
POB 622, Corinth, ME 04427 
maineef@yahoo.com 
MAINE.EARTHFIRST.NET 

Native Forest Network 
nfnmaine@gmail.com 
Penobscot Bay Watch-Gulf of Maine 
POB 1871, Rockland, ME 04841 
penbay@justice.com 
People's Free Space 
POB 4875, Portland, ME 04112 
inf~eoplesfreespace.org 
MARYLAND -
Potomac EF! 
c/o Peace Resource Center, 
4 E Church St, Frederick, MD 21701 
potomacearthfirst@gmail.co·m 
MINNESOTA 
Forest Ecosystems Action Group 
2441 Lyndale AveS, Minneapolis, MN 55405 
MISSOURI 
Confluence/Community Arts & Media Project 
POB 63232, Saint Louis, MO 63163 
confluel}ce@li_sts.indymedia.org 
MONTANA . - ~·--~--_.,..-,..,.., 
Buffaio-Fieidbuiipaign ~- -
POB 957, West Yellowstone, MT 59758 
(406) 646-0070; buffalo@wildrockies.org 
*NEW CONTACT 
Northern Rockies Rising Tide 
NORTHERNROCKIESRISINGTIDE. WORDPRESS.COM 

NEBRASKA 
EF! Nebraska 
205 N Mears St, Chadron, NE 69337 
(308) 432-3458; buf(alobrucel@gmail.com 
NEW YORK 
Breakdown Records 
Ithaca, NY 
emag@graffiti.net 
Wetlands Activism Collective 
POB 344, New York, NY 10108 
wendy@wetlands-preserve.org 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Croatan EF! 
1416 Carnage Dr., Raleigh, NC 27610 
croatanearthfirst@gmail.com 
CROATANEARTHFI RST. WORDPRESS. COM 

Karuah EF! 
POB 9343, Asheville, NC 28802 
Rising Tide Asheville 
ashevillerisingtide@gmail.com 
OHIO 
*NEW CONTACT 
Oberlin EF! 
oberlinearthfust@gmail.com 
WWW. TINYURL.COM/OBERLINEARTHFIRST 

OREGON 
Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project 
27803 Williams Ln, Fossil, OR 97830 
Cascadia EF!-Eugene 
POB 96, Eugene, OR 97440 
cascadiaef@gmail.com 
Cascadia EF!-Portland 
POB 11662, Portland, OR 97217 
cascadia_ef@riseup.net 
Green Anarchy 
POB 11331, Eugene, OR 97440 
collective@greenanarchy.org 
Rising Tide North America 
POB 11664, Portland, OR 97211 
(202) 657-6772; 
WWW.RISINGTIDENORTHAMERICA.ORG 

TENNESSEE 
Three Rivers EF! 
POB 20363, Knoxville, TN 37920 
annebonnylives@yahoo.com 
TEXAS 
Rice, B~ans & Revolution 
402 N. Main, McAllen, TX 78501 
UTAH 
Wild Wasatch EFI 
8790 W 25800 N, Portage, UT 84331 

~ _(AJS) S66-2.13Z . ' . ., ·:.,._..,..,.,.. __ ., 
VERMONT 
Green Mountain EF! ' 
greenmtearthfirst@yahoo.com 
Save the Corporations From Themselves 
169 Main St, Brattleboro, VT 05301 
(802) 254-4847; corpsave@sover.net 
VIRGINIA 
*NEW GROUP 
RVA Earth First! 
Richmond, VA, rvaearthfust@yahoo.com 
Blue Ridge EF! 
blueridgeef@yahoo.com 
WWW.BLUERIDGEEF.COM 

WISCONSIN 
Madison EF!/Infoshop 
1019 Williamson St #B, Madison, WI 53703 
(608) 262-9036 

- -Some of the benefits of beiiJ.g listed in th.e-EF! Directory include: exposure 'forloeal ·and ·regional 
campalg!ls; ,mercJ:landise discounts; and-bulk copies,ot the-Journal for_ the price of postage. For more 

-- -,. - ~- tnforll}ati.Qn, ,contC;lct the EF! Jgpmfll, P€>lt 3:023, Tu~soh, AZ 8S70Z; (520) 620-6900; 
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